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REAL

WARNING
TO ALL AUTO OWNERS!
YOU NEED
AUTOMORILE COLLISION INSURANCE to pay the bills when
YOUR OWN CAR Is'smashcd up by collision or upset. Lia
bility insurance does not cover this hazard. If the “other fel
low," after hitting yOu in the night, keeps on going and you
don’t get his number, or if he won’t pay so that you would
have to go to the expense of siloing and then perhaps not col
lect, or if he is uninsured and "very sorry” but doesn't own
the car he is sitting In or anything else, or Jf there Isn’t any
"other fellow" at all (you might upset), YOU MAY HAVE TO
PAY A RIO REPAIR RILL ON YOUR CAR. Collision Insur
ance will pav those bills.

FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

MAY 21, 22
—AT—

65 Limerock Street
This sale will include odds and
ends of the stock of the late

BUT REMEMBER

H. F. Hicks.

wo ore the ONLY Rockland office soiling Collision Insurance
at HALF PRICE Io careful and fortunate drivers.

There are—

LUMBER, TOOLS, FURNITURE,

AND REMEMBER

BRIC-A-BRAC

Wo can’t give you this special low rate unless you also place
the liability with us.

ALSO LADIES’ CLOTHING

DON’T FORGET THE DATES

The “American Companies Only” Agency

OPEN SATURDAY EVENING
59-61

E C. MORAN & CO.
STATE AGENTS

•

Rockland, Me,

Tel. 98

.425 Main Street
•

65-tf

YOUR
VACATION

Al The Sign of.r=

North National

Soon
the
spirit
of
summer will be urging
you to get away for
a rest from the daily
grind. Before long the
roar of the surf, the
cool
atmosphere
of
the mountain, the open
road will be beckoning
you. An easy way to
finance your vacation
is to obtain one of our
“MONEY
BARRELS”
and save your coins.

BantTjil

ALL HONOR TO
THEIR MONEY
The memory of our dear boys who lost
their lives in the war is most precious

Dividends
have been

and deserving of honor.
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNT8

Limited United States Depository
Mambsr of Federal Reserve Bank

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Mains

Ask for One
Today

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
,

ROCKLAND, ME.

WITH REVERENCE

FOR
THEIR MEMORY
We all have the greatest rev
erence for the memory of our

dear departed sons, who lost

their lives in war—and we wish
to express in a fitting way our

A square peg won’t fill a

never failing gratitude.

round hole
If you think fur one minute that
a rented bouse will continue to till
your ideal of a true home, you are
deceiving yourself.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The Rockland
National Bank

Genuine homes are built with sav
ings.
From the hard labor and
thrifty habits of honest workers,
they rise as a titling reward.
/

YOU should he planning for a
home of your own.
The lirst step is thrift. Save your
money. Deposit it in this safe in
stitution.
If anything stands in your way.
sweep it aside.

Start NOW.

ROCKLAND

THE BOSTON NEWS LETTER

LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
59-S-tf

Any volumes or separate numbers, previous to
1730, also Election Sermons and other tracts
previous to 1750. Good prices paid.

WARREN WESTON CREAMER
Telephone 89
I

59-62

“I’m So Glad We Had
Their Pictures Taken”

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Birthday

anniversaries,

com

mencements and other memorable

occasions should always l>e re
corded by a photograph.

CHAMPNEY’S STUDIO
Opp. Limerock St.

ROCKLAND COAL COMPANY
CJ
57-59

Voume 81................. Number 61.

MRS. LORD’S TITLE

AN

EXPLOSION AT SEA

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
ami very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
An Associated Press review of the
The Maine P. A. R. is giving pub
The Rockland Gazette was established In Kennebec Bridge situation says;
licity to the following interesting
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
* 0 * *
article:
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
Tlte Free Press was established in 1855, and
The great stretch of Maine coast
In 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. east of this city will be brought
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Maine, and especially Thomaston,

four hours we were tossed about In
the open sea until the Coast Guard
boat came along and took us off. 1
can tell you that she looked mighty
good fo us.’’
Knowing that the unmanned schoon
er would he a menace to navigation
while under sail, Bos’n Tessin drew
alongside, and with the machine gun
in play shot away the foresail. The
139 then proceeded to Rockland.
In the shipwrecked party beside
Capt. Neves were his daughter Hazel
and son Aubrey, the mate, I.awry
Sprague of Annapolis, N. S. and Sea
man Harold Maughn of Clement sport, N. S.
The vessel hailed from St. John,
N. E„ and was valued at about $4000The owner is C. W. Collins of Gran
ville Ferry, N. S. The cargo was
valued at about $2000.

Coast Guard forces attached to
Base 16, with headquarters in this
city, performed another valuable
service Thursday when they rescued
•
r,-----------.7—-^.j=as nearer by an hour’s time to points her native town is proud to claim
the crew of the burning British
west and south when the new bridge
Mrs. H. M. Lord, the newly elected
IP .«.
.«. .«.
.». .«. .«.
.«. .*.
••• across the Kennebec River between corresponding secretary general of schooner Quetay, near Schoodic
Point. Battling with heavy seas,
•••
Truth is the highest thing that man — Bath and Woolwich is completed. the National Society, I). A. It.
and having saved only a few of their
may keep.—Chaucer.
••• The opening of bids this week for
MrsLord
was
born
in
Thomaston
••• Construction of the bridge was hailed
personal effects after an explosion
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 8* by the residents of Lincoln. Knox and and lived there until her marriage had set tire to their schooner, the
lo Herbert M. Lord of Rockland, now •Quetay’s crew were facing a serious
Waldo counties in particular as the Gen. Lord, Director of the Bureau
beginning of a new era for that of the Budget. As a girl, Annie predicament when Patrol Boat 139,
YOUNG MEN AHOY !
commanded by Bos’n Tessin, hapsection of the State,
Waldo, she took an active part in
, , ,,
, \
1,1 ipenod into that locality in its daily
Tourists and business men will all, the social
affairs of he town. que:
rl|m runner8
Here’s a Chance To Get welcome
the elimination of the ferry being a member of the “We Girls
The
first
of the disaster
Temporary Commission In at this point. At present Hie river Club, noted for its jolly times ami 1 reached Basenews
16 headquarters in
interrupts the Atlantic Highway social events.
the Custom House when the cus
Coast Guard. •
which skirts the shore line of Maine
Mrs. Lord has always bad great
from the New Hampshire boundary executive ability, having held many tom’s boat Mary arrived with the re
The United States Coast Guard at Kittery to Calais and the Canadian offices in the I). A. R. (me year she port that an abandoned schooner was
afire five miles southwest of Schoodic
will hold an examination for appoint border. It also makes a break in the was chairman of the D. A. IL Pil
Pointbranch
of
ihc
Maine
Central
Rail

grimage
to
the
Tomb
of
the
Un

ment of Temporary Commissioned
The next information came in the
road running from Brunswick to known Soldier when more than 2,000
Officers, July 6.
Rockland.
The new bridge will Daughters passed in orderly forina- form of a radiophone message from
.....
C. G. 139, which was then on her way
The (’oast Guard requires addi accommodate both highway and rail
I""' «>"' ">• Quetay’s crew.
road
traffic.
It
is
believed
that
it
and
there
tional temporary commissioned offi
.
. Capt. Abner B. 'Neves of Apple
cers of the line. This is an excep will prove a great stimulus to indus exercises. So well did she perform I .......
, .»
f ,_ ...... -aver, X. s., who commanded the
tional opportunity for men of the tries in the- cities and towns east of the duties of her chairmanship, that Quetay was brought immediately to
right calibre to become temporary Bath and to the growth of summer the following year she was appointed the Custom House by Capt. L. IL
chairman of the Hospitality commit Pnnn when the 139 arrived, and was
commissioned officers in one of the resorts in this district.
For more than 75 years ferryboats tee of the Continental Congress, there interviewed by a Courier-Ga
military services of the United States,
in which is ottered service afloat and I have plied across the Kennebec be greeting distinguished guests amt in zette reporter while waiting an op
tween Bath and Woolwich, a distance • barge of the reception to the Presi- portunity to notify the vessel’s own
ashore.
Original temporary commissioned
er by long distance telephone.
appointments will he made in the brought about by the popularity of brilliant social events of the t’on“We cleared from Annapolis last
grade of ensign of the line with op the automobile taxed the capjbily of, gross. For tlte last three years she Sunday with 112 cords of pulp wood
portunity, after demonstrating special the little boat Hockotnock. owned bar been national chairman of Ilis- for Bangor." said Capt. Neves.
fitness, for promotion to a higher Jointly by the city of Rath and the'lmleal and Literary Reciprocity, giv- Thursday forenoon at 10.30, when
grade, not above that of a lieutenant. lown of Woolwich. Operati....... if the ing mmh time and effort to the work we were about live miles southwest
Both Gen. and Mrs. Lord have of Schoodic Point we were startled
Applicants must be at the time of ferry usually showed an annual
appointment citizens of the United deli. il. In 1919 the legislature author- been intensely Interested In securing j by jm explosion in
the hold
States and between the ages of lzed the State to take over the ferry a memorial to General Henry Knox, Whether it was the gasoline tank or
and
it
is
largely
through
their
influ

and the next year the highway com
21 and 30 years.
the engine I have no means of know
The educational examination will missions bought a larger boat, which ence that the movement begun by the ing, hut my first thought was that
Gen.
Knox
Chapter,
I).
A.
R„
in
cover English grammar bud compo was named Governor King in mem
somebody had been killed and I
sition, English and American litera ory of William King, Maine's first 19H of which Mrs. Lord Is Jt member • ushed for the hold. Quick as 1 was
has
been
given
nation-wide
impetus.
ture, American history, general his governor.
the whole after end of the schooner
Mis. Lord is now president of the
The Maine Central has operated a
tory, arithmetic, and general inform
was afire and we had just barely
Knox
Memorial
Association,
lilt'., a
ation. The professional examination train ferry of its own. Trains arrivtime to gather what effects we could
'Will cover seamanship and naviga Ing at Bath or Woolwich are broken I mating of which is held annually in handily and get into our power boat.
apart and the ears and locomotive
Gen. Knox's birthday,
tion
“The sea was so heavy that we
",p sa|- could not stay alongside, and for
Candidates will he examined at the .shunted lu parallel rails laid on one1’'"'-'’ 2!i’ '~,st year m,,,h
most convenient points where exam I of the two big boats. On tlte opposite , i^ '.-tiot. of the members, Mrs Lord
- ive,.
th..
,,..,t„s
announced that Andrew \\. Mellon,
ining officers are available.
For side of the river
Secretary of the Treasury, had sent
further information apply to the re-assembled. The whole operation an unsolicited gift of $1,000- The as
STATE COMMITTEE
nearest Coast Guard Unit or to the means an interruption of nearly an sociation also gained much inspira
Commandant, U. S. (’oast Guard, I hour in the journey so that the tion from messages of endorsement r* i i r PL;H*
Will
fastest train on the branch requires from men and women of national I1 ,eld °* • hlllips Will Head
Washington, D. C.
two* hours and fifty minutes to cover lame, the list being headed by Presi
the Republican Forces—
the 57 miles from Brunswick to dent Coolidge and Vice President .
ARIA IS SOLD
Rockland.
1
Dawes, then followed Hon. Newton I
Enrollment?
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Blake Yacht, Well Known in Local
D. Baker. Secretary of War during :
Dissatisfaction over the long de the World War; Gen. Pershing; Mrs.
Waters, Bought by Californian.
Daniel I*’. Field of Phillips was relays, especially when the motor

ANOTHER VESSEL AIDED
The two-masted schooner M. M.
Hamilton, owned and commanded by
Capt. C. E. Syman of Portland,
dropped anchor at North Haven dur
ing a lieav\v northwestern squall
Thursday, and the mud-hook caught
in the water pipe connecting North
Haven and VInalhaven.
Coast Guard. Patrol Boat 172, com
manded by Capt. E. B. Drinkwuter of
Rockland, appeared on the scene and
went at once to the schooner’s assist
ance. After several hours of diffi
cult manoeuvering the (’oast Guard
boat freed the schooner from her pre
dicament.
This is the third craft to receive
assistance from vessels attached to
Base 16 since May 5.
The service is evidently going to
be of practical value besides stop
ping the smuggling of rum.

♦ • * *

The Coast Guard Patrol Boat
Pallas reported yesterday that the
derelict was 1 1-3
miles from
Schoodic Island whistling Inioy,
burned to the water’s edge, and
fast breaking up.

BOOSTERS AND BAND

Floridians Coming I o Maine
In July May Visit Rock
land.

Travelling in a special Pullman
Anthony Wayne Cook; and Maine’s
Mr„ Eva c M
train, 150 citizens of various com
traffic was s<5 heavy that the ferry Governor. Ralph O. Brewater, anil
boats could not accommodate it, grew Mrs. Vlles. State Regent, I). A. R. of Uover-Eoxcroft vice chairman, munities In Florida will leave Jack
more and more pronounced.
The The object of the society is to build t Mrs. Alice S. Butler of Farmington, sonville on Tuesday, July 6, to make
demand for a bridge became insistent. a replica of the Gen, Knox home In j secretary, and Harry A. Furbish of
an extended tour of the Middle West
Frank W. •Carlton, a Woolwich con Thomaston.
Rangeley, treasurer of the Republi and New England, completing their
tractor. was elected State senator in
Altbough the years have brought
1922 on a platform calling for a changes and given honors to both can State Committee at a meet’ng Jaunt with a two-day visit to the
bridge but was unable to convince Gen. and Mrs. I.ord, they have never in Augusta Tuesday.
Besqui Centennial Exposition at
{ the Legislature of its necessity.
“Mr. Field was elected prior to Philadelphia July 19 and 20,
forgotten thdr nutive State nor
| Senator Carlton thereupon spent home towns. Tl^r.v are the same sin the State Convention and his work
Four days will he spent in Maine,
) more than a year traveling about the cere friends to Their old acquaint in connection with that convention
State and explaining the situation to ances as when they were living in I demonstrated that he is competent returning a visit made to Florida last
{ people in ^different sections. Auto- Maine, greeting them by their first I to head the Republican organization winter by a delegation ,-of Maine
mobllists rallied to his support and names with the most cordial hand in this State.” said Mr. Willard of citizens and the tour will he conjihe railroad was in favor of the clasp and friendly smile- The Thom Sanford, who nominated him.
tlnued lo Include Sunday'In Boston
bridge project. Carlton was re-elected aston Chapter is most appreciative
Chairman Field read a letter then to Philadelphia and hark home,
• in 1924, and pushed the bridge of the fac-t that Mrs. Lord has re from Judge Sanford L. Fogg of Au- ' Karl Ix*hmann, executive serre| measure In the next session of the tained her membership in her home gustu, Deputy Attorney General, on tary of the Orange County Chamber
, Legislature. The entire membership chapter, when other larger chapters his understanding of the present ! of Commerce, who is secretary of
• of the Legislature visited Bath as would have welcomed her as a mem-, election law relating lo enrollment, the committee in charge of the
• guests of the city and sailed up and ber. She has been a great asset to Judge Fogg's opinion follows:
"Florida Good Will Tour," says:
Absentee application blanks are down the river to inspect the site. tin Maine Daughters by her resi
"AIJ registered voters In cities.: "We are not going on a selling ex
now in the hands of City Clerk 1 They were so completely convinced dence in Washington and being able
towns and plantations must be en- i pedition and we are not asking any
Keene. Those who desire to take ! that upon their return to Augusta to come into close contact with the
rolled before they can vote at a pri-| special courtesies or entertainment
part in the Primary election next they unanimously passed the bridge officials of the National Society, and maty election.
from any city to be visited.
month should bear this in mind.
by her returning to Maine for the
! bill.
"All enrollments must he made be
"Large numbers ot residents of all
A bond issue of $3,000,000 was voted summers, she has had a more inti fore a registration hoard which In the communities we will visit have
and this was approved last Septem- mate contract witli Daughters of her cities Is the regular registration been visitors tn the State of Florida
G. K. MAYO
The Maine Central will pay home State. The Maine Daughters board and in towns and plantations and we have had the opportunity of
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES | her.
55 percent of the cost of construction gladly welcome her as a national the municipal officers (See Section entertaining them In our city. Now
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT |in addition to operating costs. Tolls officer.
3X of Chapter 62, Public Laws of we propose to greet them on their
AS LOW AS $25.00
will be charged to those crossing the
1925).
home grounds and to call upon them
Made in Any Style. Best Linings, i bridge and it is believed that these
THAT BRADEN HORSE
"All registered voters who are en as true ambassadors of good will,
Trimming* and Workmanship
will pay interest (barges and main
rolled before such primary elections
"Many of the cities included in our
tenance and retire the bonds as they Pride of Arooitook Earned Lots of and those enrolling for the lirst time, itinerary have forwarded tn us forTel. 304-J. 22 Maaonie St. SS-tf
Money By Last Season's Racing.
fall due.
including
new voters
registered j mal invitations, through the city ofThe bridge, which will take about
witltiu eight months preceding the j Helals and the chamber of commerce
John
It
Braden,
2.02%,
the
romtwo years to construct, will hay
date of the primary election, who|ai>d have offered us special enterlower munity-owned
pacer in which some sliall enroll themselves before or on , talnmenf during our stay with them,
single railroad track
i.nn
onii the
(»
iiiv
nmri
.................. •........................
omen
and
children
are
tool roadway wilh|2®0 men. wo
level and a 20-foot
election day have a right to vote.
We have not solicited any of these
A
in
didn’t win all
5-foot side-walks on
< each side on the ! financially interested,
‘A nters enrolled for the first time, invitations nor free luncheons or
his
races
last
year,
hut
he
earned
upper level. It will be 2052 feet long,
and this includes voters in towns ami dinners for our party. Our needs of
A
N
in seven spans resting on eight piers, considerably more than his keep, ac plantations where enrollment has not this kind are to be well supplied in
A
N I
wdth a dra‘w of the lift type in the cording lo the report of his private been required heretofore may enroll the dining cars that are fo he a part
lie before a hoard of legist rat ion al any of our train equipment.
(enter. At night it will he brilliantly secretary. F. Parker Jacques
A W N
N
lighted. Senator Carlton is cl-.irm.in chipped in f50 for the Antitnhercu- time up to a ml including election day.
"L. M. Autrey, -mayor of Orlando,
of the bridge commission and J. A. I ; losis Association, bought five shares
A voter changing his enrollment is the general chairman of the com
A
N
N
Wfeddell of New Ymk is consulting l't the Northern Mttlne Fair Assoei- within six mouths of a primary elee- mittee In charge of the tour. The
engineer.
ation to help the thing along, consld- lion cannot vote at such tin elec executive committee is cotnimsed of
A
N
_____________
ering that he had r|tade a lot of tion."
, E. J*. Owens, Jr., Jacksonville, chairARMY-NAVY GAME
money over Its track, sent a big floral
We have a fine line of fabrics and
Mrs. fitly I Gannett of Portland, man; George H, Clements, Bartow;
___
horseshoe when a well known turfsuch Master Workmen as—
woman member of the Republican
p Dickie, Tampa; H. E. RobinThe eontraet for the playing
of man <,led- all(1 lllP rest of the money National Committee from Maine, de- 1 Sl,n- West Palm Beach; and A. A.
tlte football game between the teams goes into his hank account,
Burnham Hyler
elated that at a conference of Be- , Coitlt, Jacksonville; Blaine McGrath,
of the Naval anil Military academiesHe already has
money enough In publican women in Portland a com-! “f Orlando, is director of information
and
at Soldiers Field, Chicago, Nov, 27. keep him In ease and luxury when inlttee was appointed to assist in for ,,ie tour."
Jerome Bushnell
was signed Monday, Bear Admiral his racing days are over, for he will tin- organization of prominent
The West Palm Beach municipal
I-ouls M. Nitllon. superintendent of never be sold, and when he passes publican clubs to be omposeil lleof|'K,nd has been selected as the official
Our Prices are Reasonable. Our
the Naval Academy affixing Ills , out his "property" will be divided j
anil
ev
county in | Elorida band. Under the direction
Work Guaranteed.
signature on behalf of the Navy, and among the “heirs."
His veteran nlp state.
I of Everett Allyn Moses the hand w ill
Pres. L. P. Kelley of the Chicago trainer and driver, John II Willard.
Call 862-R, or drop a card to
’These clubs will he formed for remain with the tourists the entire
,"’Gneu tor
Park Board for that body. The terms says that John R.. is tn line conili-. ’Pa
anip.iigns and educational purposes trip and will give a. series of concerts
P. O. Box 441, Rockland
fee| Hni| thpi.p shou)(J b)J
were Identical with those announced .ion and has at least another good . ......
in the cities visited.
! several months ago when the matter racing year left, although With half- .publican clubs in Maine” continued
Rockland is much interested in the
’
Binned
(was placed before representatives of n-dozen fast record pacers imported \|,.s <;annplt
proposed visit of the Floridians, and
along the Maine and. New Bruns-I|
u..,.,,
.
4l
‘ the service schools by Representa- all......
c nope
ope to
lo receive the co-nneru.
eo-opera the Chamber of Commerce is hoping
i live Britten. There will he 160,000 wick circuit, he expects more sus
.....
.
Hon of the members of the State that the Southerners will Include this
|hpse .
ne "ta‘®
seats available of which the Park tamed opposition than he has ever | (-.llllIllittP(,
city in their Itinerary. Il' so a most
,•
, ' *
e
■ Board will retain 20,000 and will also hhad before, and will be busy from , ijMi,.vi,h u
J. M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.
.
...........
of
,uIv
"
lh
the natl‘»n»l a'«» State cordial welcome will be extended.
i buy hack from each of the service the Fourth
July
T" lOigamzatlonflt Candidates will be InP. O. Box 441.
Tel. 862-R
j weather
schools.
■ vlted to speak before the dubs and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dating the time when no campaign
c c. s the clubs will he used j "Whste.er your occupation niav be, and
aa an educational factor. We also |
crowded yew fceuie »Mi eBWre, Se
hope thnt the clubs will be nernvi
fal1 *" “rare at least a few minute,

The steam yacht Aria, owned by
the late Edward Blake and which has
been lying at Camden since t*he death
of its owner has been sold to Solo
mon J. .Murphy of Pasadena, Calif.,
said to be a former resident of Ban
gor. The Aria was built at Morris
Hights. N. Y„ in 1905 at a cost of
$125,000 and at that time was con
sidered as being the last word in
yacht construction.
She was one of the most familiar
craft along the water front in the
Penobscot and along the coast of
Maine, her late owner making many
trips in her.. The Aria, which is be
ing overhauled at Camden, is des
tined for use as a pleasure craft on
the Great l^akes and will sail for
Green Bay, Mich., about June 1.

A
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BUILD A GARAGE

We will draw the plans to your

Telephone 72

THREE CENTS A COPY

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

Waldoboro, Maine

C-O-K-E

Issue

Will Save An Hour’s Time Her Election As Correspond
For the Eastern Coast
ing SecretaryGeneral Very Crew of British Schooner Quetay Forced By Flames To
Leave Craft—Timely Rescue By C. G. 139 of Base 16.
Dwellers.
Satisfying To D. A. R.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

RUMMAGE SALE

THE BRIDGE AT BATH

Saturday

Rockland
43-Sat-tf

MflGAR'j

"Th. proof of the puddin* It In Iho patin, thereof.”

specifications and quote you low

guaranteed prices for the materi

als complete delivered; also

BUILDING MATERIALS
OF ALL KINDS
Lumber from Our Own
Mill Sawed to Your Order

R. W. BUZZELL CO.
ROCKPORT

.......................... ......... .

We have a complete line of waxed wreaths and sprays suitable
for the occasion.

Wreaths $1.25 and $1.50
Baby Wreaths
$2.00
Sprays 79c, 98c and $1.48

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

00-61

Mrs Gannett asserted that Miss
Ethel Syfurd ,,f xew York will come
[to Maine (he first of June, and as
a beginning two clubs will be formed
I in each county.
I

“FOREVER AND A DAY”

MEETING OF CREDITORS

Conveniently packed for parcel post shipment. Postage 10c extra.
We suggest that you let us have your order at once so that you
.
may he sure to receive it before Decoration Day.
Headquarters for Iron and Tin Bouquet Holders
Green Colored

Established 1858

Telephone 191-3
COMMERCIAL ST.

Decoration Day is Near!

every day for refreshment
-------------- of your inner lift
with a bit of poetry —Charles Eliot Norton.

inent organizations."

PORTLAND, ME.
68 years a seed store

All Mail Orders Will Receive Prompt Attention
er-62

Referee in Bankruptcy William T.
Hall has notified creditors of Forrest
L. Stevens of Warren, bankrupt.
who was adjudicated a bankrupt
, May 15, that the first meeting of
creditors will be at the Knox County
| Court House. Rockland. June 29, at
L30 p. m.. when they may prove
their claims and appoint a trustee.

•
!
|
(
i

Cat is an important element in ’
It is essential |
to normal growth.
Rockland Red Cross.

| i baby’s food.

I little know or care
If the blackbird on the bough
It filling all tlie air
With Ills soft crescendo now;
For she is gone away,
And when she wctit she took
The springtime lu her look.
The peach blow <« her cheek.
The laughter from <the brook.
The blue from out the .Ma v—
And what she calls a week
Is forever and a day!
It’s little that I mind
How the blossoms, pink or white,
Al every toudi of w ind
Fall a-trembling with delight ;
For in the leafy lane.
Beneath the garden-boughs.
And through the silent house
One thing alone I seek.
Until she come again
The May is not (he May.
And what she calls a week
Is forever and a day!
—Thomas Bailey Aldrich.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Maine, May -2, 1926.
rtraonally appeared Frank S Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
oRIce of The Courler-Ganette. and that of
the issue of thia paper of May 20. 1926 there
was printed a total of 6487 copies.
Before me,
FH.LNK B MILLER.

MAIN

IN SPORTING CIRCLES

The Courier-Gazette
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 22, 1926.

Page Two

BOUT WAS SHORT

Appleton 16, Warren 9

Appleton Higli defeated Warren
High
on
tlie former's
ground,
Wednesday, by a score of 16 to 9.
Two bad innings lost for Warren,
in tlie first inning on two bases oil
hulls, two errors and six Jilts. Applej ton scored nine runs. In the seventh
a hit batsman, two bases on halls,
error and two lilts scored live
more runs. On two hits and two
ntield outs Appleton scored two runs
n tlie fourth.
Warren picked up a run in tlie first
on a single by Waltz and a triple by
Stickney. While running between
second and third Stickney collided
witit tlie short stop, caught ids
spikes in tlie grass and turned Ills
ankle. lie played tlie next inning
at first and then retired. Two more
Minuns stern norms
in tlie fourth. Waltz singled and
went to third while Pendleton, was
Are you looking like a
being thrown out at first. Spear
singled scoring Waltz. Spear went
wrong number in the
to second and third and later scored
big telephone book
when tlie pitcher threw to second
to try to catch Teague. Four more
of life?
in tlie sixtit on a base on balls,
/
hit batsman, two singles and a triple
Everyone who looks you in by Teague. Tlie last run came in
tlie ninth on three liases on balls
the eye—looks you in the suit. and a hit.
The score:

Laddie Lee Too Many Guns For “K. O.” Mayo At the Elks
Club’s Sparring Exhibition.

NEW DODGE OWNERS

Hustling Dyer’s Garage Staff
Makes It ‘‘A Car a Day”
Sales Basis

A highly interesting item comes
“K. O." Mayo of Lewiston di< not when he stuck it out untjl the bell in from Dyer’s Garage—the append
live up to its title at The Arcade sounded.
Notary Public.
The battle was soon over 1 the ed list of Dodge cars and trucks
Thursday night, for a. Mow in the
fourth round that few knew what sold from- April 1 to May 15. The
lummy sent him h> the mat by the hail I1.1ppe.ned. Mayo knew, anyl
But lii lowliness of mind let each
• hustling organization Uks sold pracesteem other better than themselves.
same route that he has recommend 1. >t sit w to acknowledge that he tically a car a day The list:
Ixiok not every man on his own
ed to so many of his opponents. The L id received a licking. Lee’s haste
Rockland & Rockport Lime Cor
things, but every man also on the
in following up his advantage aftei
crisis came with unexpected sudden
things of others.—Philippians 2:3. 4.
knocking Mayo down was construed poration. Special Coupe.
Rockland & Rockport Lime Cor
ness. hut not. however, until the b\ some of the spectators into a foul,
Lewiston pugilist had been subjected but the light proceeded without in poration. Touring.
We had always supposed that the
S. L. Carhoni, Itoothlmy Harbor,
to considerable punishment. There terruption.
city of Portland was riding ot\ the
'hassis.
Tiie
third
man
in
the
ring
Thursliy
seems little doubt that Laddie Lee
tup wave of prosperity and that its
Dr. 11. J. I’ettapiece. Camden, Spe
night w is Edwin Edwards, who is
ould have been the winner even if said to be an athlete himself of no cial Coupe.
population was growing by leaps
Rodger Tibbetts, Damariscotta, G.
the tight had gone into tlie second mean calibre. His style of referee
and bounds.
The first intimation
B. Express.
section of the twin-six.
ing
was
devoid
of
flourish,
but
his
to the contrary is contained In
Roger Ludwig, Camden. Special
As a whole the exhibition com keen eye followed every movement
the advertisement of State Senator
pares very favorably with any that and he was sufficiently emphatic in Coupe.
Harry Post, Rockland. DeLuxe.
Rockland Jias had for a number of establishing the breaks.
Frederick W. Hinckley, which re
C. W.
ears and was handled by <;e >rge \Y. Proctor handled the watch and bell.
Walter Britto. Rockland, Special
cently appeared in a
Portland
Sedan.
Bachelder and his ass abates of the
newspaper. Senator Hinckley asks
Elks Club iir a manner that was en
Medomak Canning Co.. (',. it. Stake.
the citizens of Greater Portland to
BIG LOBSTER THEFT
Dr. W. G. LeFurgy, Camden, Spe
tirely devoid of objectionable fcacial Coupe.
pledge $50 apiece for tlie purpose
t u res.
Z. Melvin,
Rockland.
Special
There had been considerable euri- rhe American Lobster Co.
of inducing new industries to locate
Coupe.
ity to see what kind of a showing
there and increase the city’s popu
Charges Three Local Em Elmer Carlson, Long Cove, Spe
Young Widdecoml>e would make
lation by 23,000 in the next five
cial Sedan.
Warren
against *'Buu” Fisher of the State
A
poorly
turned
lapel
can
ployes With Conspiracy.
ah r li po e Road crew, hut the curiosity still
Bert Warilwell. Rockland, Sedan.
years. He warns that Portland is
Frank Flint, Rockland. No. 8
discount ;dl the $7 words in Len. I'endleton. 3b ..... 6 110
exists, for Mr. Widdecomhe placed a
losing population and industries and
A sensation was sprung in Munici Chassis.
Haskell, ss-p ................. 3 10
0
y
higher valuation upon his services
".he citizens should get busy
your vocabulary.
Waltz. 2b ....................... 5 3 3 o
11. Polise. Screen Truck.
than the Elks Club was able or will pal Court yesterday morning when
and offset these losses, by hiring
Stickney, lb .................. loll
l)r. Scnrlott, Special Sedan.
ing to give, and in his place was Charles Dyer and William Smith of
a man who can go out and bring
A shiny elbow outshines the J^aw. i'endleton. If ...... 3 12 0
Thomas Economy. Special Sedan.
substituted Ybung Emery of Lewis this city and Lewis Herbert of
Thomaston
were
arraigned
before
pear,
if-lb
....................
4
1
T
12
Donald Richards, Camden, Special
ton. This bout opened lather slowly
in the goods. It ought not to lie
[lolish of a Bachelor of Arts. Chapman, p-ss ............ 0 0 0 0
but between acts one of the sgronds Recorder Butler charged with cun- Coupe.
necessary for a (lne agd thriving
spinn
)
to
defraud
tlie
MeLoon
1
Teague, lb-ss ............... 3 11
B. F. Frye. Thomaston, Special j
pilled a pint or two of ice water
city like Portland to adopt such
down the outside of Fisher's neck lobster interests of this city. A Sedan.
1,000—yes/ 10.000 times a day K. Moody, c .................. 3 0 0
complaint
against
Dyer
and
Smith
a Stickney ..................... o o o
drastic measures, although Senator
L; I’. Boyd. Newcastle, Special Se
and he fetched a leap that threat
you are taken at face value— li Spear ............................ 0 0 0
ened a dent in the ceiling. From that was signed by A. C. MeLoon and tlie dan.
Hinckley's efforts are laudable in
Manner, cf ..................... 3 0 •
I.. Pictrosky, Rockland, Special Se
time oil he was a new man and kept charges against Dyer and Herbert
you are judged just like a
tlie main.
Industries which have
Anderson, rf ................. 2 10
dan.
the Lewiston lad on the jump. Em were made by Sheriff Thurston.
piece of furniture — except
to be coaxed in are not always of
Dyer and Smith entered pleas of
A. G. Carle. Pleasant Point, De
boldened by the success of the water
33 9 9 24
Totals
the desirable type, and it is not
that there is no premium on
lire Fisher later issued a challenge not guilty but Lewis made a full Luxe.
Appleton
Arthur Rokcs, Rockland, Special
to »ny reO pound hoy in the world, confession, tlie officers say.
such an easy matter to get the
antiques.
Evidence produced in tlie liearin
ah r li po e inclusive of the newly discovered
Sedan.
other kind.
showed
that
Dyer
was
tally
keeper
0
Bsaney. ss ..................... 2
l’aul Bradford. Damariscotta, G. 13.
territory around the North Pole.
0
Ames. 3h-p .................... 3
A new double breasted suit
Young Halstead of Rockland and and foreman who weighed in tlie Truck.
cargoes
a"
received,
giving
tlie
1
Meservey. If ................. 4
It is rumored that the dirigible
C. W Overlock. G. 13. Chassis.
Fighting Kenney of Bar Harbor
costs less than the double
1C
Butler, e ......................... 4
breezed through four two-minute tally slips to tlie smack captains
Alniore
Hatch,
Damariscotta,
Los Angeles will visit Bar Harbor
who
went
to
tlie
office
lor
payment.
cross of too rigid economy.
Johnson. p-3b .............. 5 2 0 0
rounds. They evidently had a gen
Screen.
late In the summer. Few persons
Smith
was
master
of
tlie
smack
Moody, lb ...................... 5 1 2 10
tlemens agreement that no ambu
Maynard Creamer, Warren, Special
who saw tlie Shenandoah last year
Arrington, cf ................. 3 1 1 0
lance should he called, hut there were Marion MeLoon and Herbert of tlie Coach.
DRESS
VP
—
it's
May
and
Marguerite.
Fish, rf ............................ 4 3 2 0
will ever forget the impressive
occasional moments when it looked
Josiah Wentworth, Camden. Spe
Serious shrinkage in the busines cial Sedan.
these new Gregory suits may Gushey. 2b ................... 5 1 1 •
as though Halstead had forgotten the
picture site made in her two flights
aroused the suspicions of tlie com
S. 14. AVlnolienbach, "Waldoboro,
pact.
across Knox County.
be the turning point of your
pany officials several weeks ago and G. B. Chassis.
Totals ...................... 35 16 11 27 4
The semi-final bout between Bobby
some clever sleuthing was done to
whole life.
a—Batted for Moody in ninth,
Jones of Portland and Al. Phase of
Marcus Chandler, Camden, Road
such good effect that Siieriff Thurs
b—Ran for Stieknev in nintli.
Biddeford was a corker. Phase was
ster.
An Ohio sheriff is under lire
ton was invited down to watch. It
W. I,. Bowden, Camden. Special
Appleton ........ 9 0 002030 x—16 marvelously clever with his footwork developed that tlie weight of lobsters
$25 to $50
because of the suspicion that lie lias
Seda it.
Warren ............. 1 0 0 2 1 4 0 0 1—3 and ducking, and if he had not been actually received was raised by
been profiteering in the sale of
he would probably have heard the
E. C. .Haddocks. Camden, De Luxe.
Two-base hits. Arrington. Moody
considerable margin in tlie cases
candy, pastry and tobacco. It would
New Pajamas.
birds sing, lor his opponent was the
D. J. Sullivan, Camden. Special
Smith.
Three-base hits, Stickney.
observed by tlie witnesses and tlie
stronger ajul sturdier man. At the
Sedan.
seem that Maine does not have a
Teague. Sacrifice. Spear.
>ases on
actual money paid over at tlie
close of every round these hoys were
Edw. Edwards, Rockland. Special
copyright on Investigations.
New Night Robes.
balls, off Chapman 2, Haskell 4.
office.
Coupe.
Johnson 4. Ames 3. Struck out. by given an ovation and they richly de
' in several occasions company offiMaynard Oxton. Rockland. Special
Johnson 9. Ames 8, Haskell 8. Hits, served it. This was the tight ingest iais and Sheriff Thurston watched
off Chapman 5 in 1 1-3. Haskell 6 in semi-final that has been staged in tin- v.eighing-in process from places Coupe.
STRAND THEATRE
the Arcade these many moons.
M. J. Harris, Tenant's Harbor, Spe
6 2-3. Johnson 9 In 6. Ames 0 In
of concealment, tallying hy tlie load
Large audiences witnessed tlie
When tlie principals entered the ed tubs which balanced at HIO pounds cial Sedan.
>
Winning pitcher. Jolinaon. Losing
showing of “Over The Hill" yester
ring the fans looked them over with and in all these instances the tallies
Ralph
Cline.
Spruce
Head.
Special
pitcher.
Chapman.
empires.
II.
day. It will be shown again today.
much interest. They saw in one handed in for the smacks named Coupe.
Burt Kenniston
Tlie added feature is "Wild To Go.”
Rockland,
Maine Thomas. Scorer.
corner “K. O.” Mayo short, stocky would lie higher than tlie actual
S. E. Norwood. Warren, Special
* * • •
X
One of the most impressive sets
Warren defeated Appleton at War and alert. They saw in the other weight received. Prdbable cause was Sedan.
recently erected for a picture Is
l.oel Newcomb. Boothbay Harbor
ren last Saturday by a score of corner Laddie Lee. half a head taller found and tlie defendants held
seen In “Silken Shackles." opening
Good Clothes
10 to 6. Warren High plays three and well put up. but apparently not for the Septentiber term of the Special Sedan.
Monday-Tuesday at tlie Strand The
A. I). Tupper, Boothbay Harbor.
games next week: Monday at War the least interested in hi> surround Knox County Supreme Court. Dyer
atre, with Irene Rich as the star.
ren,
Wednesday
at
Friendship ings. In the first round both men vas held in the sum of $1,000 and Special 'Sedan.
Tade Adrian, an Hungarian violinist,
worked a bit cautiously, evidently smith and Lewis in $500 each.
is telling Denise Lake (Irene Rich) THE BRIDGE CONTRACT Saturday witli Bristol at Warren
Wednesday. May 26. there will be
The Monday game will start at deciding upon the best method of rCharlc T. Smalley appeared for the
about his family and their home.
In the second round Lee Lobster Company, and F. A. Tlrrell Special Children's Matinee at* Park
3.3(1 p. m. (Standard). Tlie Satur attack.
In lieu of a title, the
seen/7n Ti» Signatures Held In Abeyance day game wilt start at 2.15 p. m opened up a gash over bis opponent's Jr. riul (>. H. Emery for the defense. Theatre at 4 o'clock to see Harold
depicting a supper
left eye. and this was taken 1.7 <«>me
Lloyd in Ills latest Idg feature com
father's castle is used. A gorgeous,
Until Maine Central Con (Standard i.
of the spectators to forecast Mayo’s
edy.
Adini^ion, 10 cents. The
upon which candelabra are placed.
ffiar.agement* will take special pains
SOMETHING DIFFERENT!
(’am,den baseball enthusiasts made finish.
tract Executed.
Viands and delicacies cover the
There was no trace of the casu
to see that the children arc well
last ditch tight Wednesday and
board and a beautiful service of
alty when Mayo answered the hell
taken care of.—ad.
progressed
far
enough
so
that
the
black glass ornamented in silver is
Tlie signing of contracts to build
for the third round, but Lee pro
laid. Tills is tlie home of Tade the sub-structure and superstructure town Is assured of good baseball for
Saturday Haddock—(Friday .and
the coming summer, with a place in ceeded to step on the gas, and twice
Adrian (Victor Varconi), violinist,
SALAD DRESSING
of tlie bridge across tlie Kennebec the Maine Coast league if that or felled the Lewiston man. Mayo took
Saturday cateli) Ce pound.
l’lenty
as told to the music and pleasureFOR
SALE
BY
ALL
DEALERS
ol' live bait at the 1’hllip Thomas
advantage of the full count in each
loving American butterfly. Denise ltiver between Bath and Woolwich ganizatlon materializes. Thursday
Fish Market.—adv.
instance and was roundly applauded
Lake. She learns later what the will he delayed for a short time, it (’am den Herald thus summarizes the
violinist's real home is like.—adv. Was announced Thursday night. situation in that town:
That Camden is assured of base
This delay is on account of tlie fail hall this coming summer, was de
EMPIRE THEATRE
ure pf tlie execution of tlie contract tided upon at a meeting of sonic 50
“Broadway Booh,’’ with Glenn with tlie Maine Central Railroad tr more interested persons, at the
Reports
Hunter, and ‘The Scarlet Streak” is Company, whose trains will pass Y M. C. A. last night.
were read showing that $1,400 worth
the program for today.
over
the
proposed
combination
high

of stock in the newly formed Camden
"Winning the Futurity,’’ t tluillwill be way and railroad In idge.
Baseball Association had been sub
ing story of the rave true
seen Monday and Tuesday, It is the
The contracts will doubtless be scribed for. While this amount is |
screen version of the well known awarded to tlie lowest bidders, tlie sufficient to warrant going ahead
dramatic success. It is a Chadwick Foundation Company of New York with the formation of a team, it is
Pictures
Corporation
production for tlie sub-structure, with a hid of the hope of those interested in local
under the personal supervision of 8983.940. and the McClintle-Marshall baseball, that many more of the citi
Hunt Strom berg. Cullen Landis and Company of Pittsburgh for the zens of the town (including the la
Clara Horton are supported by
super-structure witli a bid of $1,480,- dies) < may subscribe for a share of
splendid company.
“Winning the 000. Tlie appropriation is $3,000,000. the stbek. It is felt that the greater
Futurity" is the winning of a happy- so it will be seen that the two bids the number of persons who own a
future for two lovers by the simple are within the appropriation.
share, the greater will be the inter
act of the beautiful head of "Firefly’’
’! lie directors of t\e Kennebec est shown, and the more of a com
racing first under the wire. It is a bridge after a conference Thursday munity team will we have.
melodrama of thrills and exciting decided on tlie Ridge route, so called,
»The following were elected to
action Clara Horton is rescued from in tlie town of Woolwich, instead of take charge of the new organization
a threatened death in whirling tlie River route.
during the coming season: John Bird,
rapids by the sheer daring of Cullen
president: Charles K. Lord, secre
tary: John L. Tewksbury, treasurer:
Landis. And the story ends with a
WHAT IS A DEMOCRAT?
race track scene that Is unsur
Z. M- Dwinal. John Taylor and J.
passed in the history of the screen.— “A Mad Republican," Was One of Hugh Montgomery, board of direc
adv.
the Answers In Prize Contest.
tors.
"Tire Camden Baseball Association
"FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE !"
The Pathfinder, sprightly Washing iias agreed t« become a member of
ton weekly, of which David S. Barry the three cornered league to he com
Harold Lloyd may some day ans
posed of Belfast. Rockland and Cam
wer tlie requests of thousands of ad the courtly sergeant-at-arms of the den. which is to he known as the
The New Paige
United
States
Senate,
is
the
spiritus
mirers throughout the country, to
Maine Coast League, and articles of
Pricei Are:
produce a college sequel to "Tlie rector, has just wound up a contest agreement will be signed next WedThe Brouf Ham, $129$; 9Freshman." hut ills latest comedy. for tlie best definition of "What is n»*t;(iny night at a meeting of three
Pflionffr Sedan, $1495;
"For Heaven's Sake !" which w ill lie
representatives from each of the
Deluxe 5>Pa««enf er Sedan,
shown at I lie Park next Monday, a Democrat?" Here are some of the three clubs: these nine men will he
$1670; Deluxe 7-Pautnger
Sedan.
$ 199 S; CaHeiaiei$2295;
Tuesday and Wednesday, takes him definition? of a Democrat submitted the controlling body of the new
Suburban Llmoufine, $2245.
out of tlie light atmosphere tliqt by contestants:
l/enguc. Messrs. Dwinal. Taylor and
All f. a. b. Dttrolu tax two.
A gentleman.
distinguished ills football classic into
Montgomery will represent Camden.
A good loser.
the more sombre air of a big city's)
"The next step will be to get to
A mad Republican.
underworld.
gether as good a team as possible,
An old time Republican.
However, the transition has in no
and then the fans of Camden cun sit
<yf(psty]cauri/u/
wise affected fils anility Io provoke
A moss-hacked biped that stays back and wait with much antici
laughter, inasmuch as ail advance with the ticket.
pated pleasure, for the umpire to
reports indicate that "For Heaven's
An undaunted spirit of loyalty and gi\c the call, that never fails to give
bake 1" is a fast-moving comedy faith, shining as a sunflower among iie real fan a thrill.”
with an abundance of rapid-lire a garden of weeds.
action, a wholesome thread of ro
Person loo radical to I',, a Repub BRAZILIAN SCIENTISTS TO JOIN
Features
mance and an assortment of funny lican and not quite radical enough
motor car built today offers more sheer downHARVARD UNIVERSITY
of t)iis
gags that would make even a wooden to he a Soidalist.
right dollar-for-dollar value than the new Paige
New Paige
A voter who is convinced Unit it
Indian laugh.
Brougham at only $1295. That’s a sweeping statement,
Improved Paige-built Motor,
Lloyd’s characterization is differ costs more to feed tlie elephant than
Dr. Afranio d<» Amaral, as assist
none more modern nor better
but check it up. See this car—examine, compare and drive it.
ent from any lie lias previously por it does to feed tlie donkey.
ant in the Butantan institute of Sao
lubricated — Full High - Pres
sure Oil Feed to all Rotating
trayed. Here lie appears as a gay
A trial jliorse used in a presi Paulo. Brazil, lias been invited to
Think
of it! Only $1295! And for a Paige—with all of the
Parts, including wrist pins,
and carefree millionaire clubman dential race for tlie sole purpose of organize a section for the study of
cam abaft,auxiliary shaft and
beauty, ease of handling, quick acceleration, safe and positive
who turns missionary with tlie enabling Republican candidates to animal poisons, toxins, and anti
tappets — Counterbalanced
Crankshaft—Silent Chain
braking, roadability and comfort for which Paige cars have
avowed purpose of reforming a gang break former G. O. P. records.
toxins in the Institute of Tropical
Timing, with automatic take
of toughs.
Tills is quite a Juipp
.Biology and Medicine of lJarvanL
long been famous.
up —Air Cleaner—All Metal
Oil Seal Universal Joints
from the I,ooh college youth lie im
University. The American ambasSprings 54 inches long—
The Brougham body is larger than most sedans. Passengers
personated ill "The Freshman," and
sudor at Rio de Janeiro has asked
After InfluenzaShock Absorbers— Balloon
enter or leave the rear without disturbing front seat occu*
is additional proof of ills amazing
the Sao Paulo State authorities to
Tires — Paige Hydraulic 4Wheel Brakes EasvSteering
prant leave of absence to Doctor do
versatility.
pants. The finish is a polished lacquer—the upholstery is
through Ball Bearings Saw
Jobyna Ralston is again his lovely
Amaral to enable him to accept tlie
blade Steel. Light Acting
soft, lustrous and long-wearing.
Clutch — Short Throw, Easv
EMULSION
leading lady.—adv.
invitation.

Gregory’s

NO-OIL

“Theliroughani'
"\TO
jyi

5COTTS

Tlie Texas Education Commission
lias recently been created by tlie
executive committee of the State
Teachers Association. Tlie commis
sion will deride important questions
of educational policy and practice
submitted by tlie executive commit
tee. The commission includes men
qnd women prominent in many de
partments of educational work in tlie
Slate.
Expenses Incident to the
meetings will he borne by tlie Texas
Teachers Association.

to build you up

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET - - ROCKLAND

34tf

Rural supervisors of Negro schools,
employed under the Jeanes fund, are
an important factor in tlie educa
tional program of Virginia. During
the school year 1924-25, 56 of these
workers were engaged in 53 counties
in the State, their labors resulting in
improved conditions in homes and
schools of the colored people in
many sections. In addition. Jeanes
agents raised more than $100,000 for
educational work among the Negroes
in

Virginia.

Gear Shift—Co-incidental
Lock — Automatic Wind
shield Cleaner — Dash Gas
and Heat Indicator
Stop
Light—Dome Light.

Drive this Brougham soon — and you’ll see that you simply
can't buy more automobile for your money anywhere else.
A demonstration places you under no obligation.

Jones Motor Company
The New Ifome of the Paige and Jewett
BICKNELL BLOCK
SERVICE—LASSELL’S

FIRESTONE Tires
ROCKLAND, MAINE
GARAGE, 110 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

THESE SILENT SALESMEN
ARE DAILY MAKING FRIENDS FOR

DUNLOP
F THE 97 rubber companies in America, only seven have
more tires rolling today than Dunlop.
Dunlop has
jumped to EIGHTH place in 24 months. All of the seven
ahead of Dunlop have been in business fifteen years or more.
Many of the 8?) companies under Dunlop are pointed out to
you every day as BIG TIRE SUCCESSES.
And they arc. Only DUNLOP IS MORE SO !
MORE tires ACTUALLY ROLLING TODAY than 89 other
American rubber companies ! And those ahead of Dunlop have
been at it fifteen YEARS or MORE. Dunlop has won this pre
ference in 24 months.
That's Progress with a capital “P.”

O

Here are the figures. In the last 24 months Dunlop has
placed in the hands of motorists 1,424,998 casings.
Only SEVEN other companies have reported production_
let alone SALES—above these figures.
This great group of SILENT SALESMEN is selling the
motorists. Telling the Dunlop story in EXTRA MILES_ con
vincing the user that Dunlops arc everything Dunlop dealers
say they are—and MORE.

If any concrete proof were needed of the tremendous Pro
gress of Dunlop,
ONE MILLION, FOUR HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FOUR
THOUSAND
NINE
HUNDRED
AND
NINETY-EIGHT
TIR^S IN THE HANDS OF MOTORISTS
IN 24 MONTHS
is it.'

DUNLOP—YEARS OF FAME BACK UP THE NAME

THURSTON OIL COMPANY
104 Park Street

'

Rockland

Evcry-Otlier-Day
Yeoman Kelley who lias been on
duty at Division Headquarters in
Boston has been assigned to Base 16,
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTB
Mav 22 '(BaRvliall) Uootlibay Harbor vs and will ^>e In charge of the Rock
land office. His coming brings to
Camden High at fanftlvn.
May 22 (League Baseball I —Thomaston Rockland a family of live,

TALK OF THE TOWN
High vs Vinalhaven High, at Vinalhaven.
May 22 (League Kaaehall)—Lincoln Acad
emy vs Koeklatid High at Rockland.
!Ma\ 28— King Hiram's Council, It. & 8. M
goes to Peer Isle.
June 1 -Knox County W C T TT. Con
vention a: Methodist Church in Vulon.
June 9-11—United Baptist Convention of
Maine meets in Rockland.
June 11 Stieclal meeting of LlntcrSflt Val
ley Pomona Grange at Gleeieovc.
Juste 11 —Graduation exercises, Rockport
High School.
June 19- Litnernck Valley Pomona Grange
meets lc Vinalhaven
July 3 Thomaston- Anne-Varner- Baker
Co. at Methodist Church.
June 21—Primary election
July 6 State Assessors visit Rockland.
July 19—Hundredth anniversary celebra
tion of Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M.

Fred II. Sanborn. Caul. Warren
McFadden and Alton Burns of litis
city and John Mitchell of friendship
were among the Knox Cufopty dele
gates who attended the Grated bodge,
K. of P. In Auburn this week.
, The annual meeting of the Com
munity Chest Association will be held
In the High School auditorium June
4 at 7.30 p. ni. Four directors will
be elected, and reports will be pre
sented by the officers and- ixjtTieipatlng organizations.

Chase Apartments witHrjuai’tavs
for 13 families, were completed
Mayoi Carver Is making his rounds Thursday afternoon and an hour aft
er the last nail was driven.’two fami
in a new Nash coach.
lies were settled. The structure lops
The greens will he playable at the a 30 foot pole and Is beautifully situ
ated on Beech Hill at Chase Farm.
Country Club beginning today.

E. M. Lawrence has bought a
Jewett tie luxe sedan through Jones

Th«

heavV fl0st of Je»terday
worked disaster on the Rox-

mont estate where 12a hills of po-

Motor Co

____
, tatoes nearly ready to blossom were
Seldon Robinson, formerly in thc!la,J, low'
I'anner-in-chlef W C.
employ of V. F. Studley, Ine., will re- Lufk n 1,a<1 *"'<*>' Provocation to
broadcast some neat- swearwords.

join the start tomorrow.

Commander Millian sails from I, Today will he the last opportunity
Wlscasset June 19 on his_ 13th visit,
reyu<) at pal.R Theatrp
There
to the land .t the midnight un.
w,n bp three shoWR at , 6 and 8
On account of having two shows at

Edward Sansom is having a week's
night the seats will not lie reservedvacation front the I’ostofflce, and is
, , ,
,
, ,
, I Send the children to the 10 cent
excavating neighboring lakes for. ma(lnee
choice lisn.
___

A new department lias been added
to the V. F. Sludley, Inc., furniture

G. H. Jackson, proprietor of Jack

son's Transfer is the happy driver of
store. It is’a new room . 20x35 feet
a new Dodge truck, bought through ,
. .
.
,
,
..
. c •
erected over the present offices and
jet s at age.____
used to display the overstuffed fur... . ,
,,
... r.
initure suites.
State Librarian Henry b. Dunnack,
.

It is finished in white.

one of the State’s best orators, will panelled, and commands a line view
deliver the Memorial Day address in of the harbor.
Union, in the evening.
George E. McLaughlin amt Dennis
, ,,
. Cronin have returned froitrOld OrehJoseph Driscoll is some little artist
,
...
„ , ,
, ard where they attended the State
with the paint brush. I'or proof of
.. ' ,, , , .
, ,, ,
...........
.
u.
....
i
convention
of
the
Knights
of Columthis statement see what he has done)
bus. Fred D. Harvey of Portland was
at his own home on Sea street place.
elected State Deputy.
Forty-two
,1M

, »

i, . •

councils were represented.

The an-

lhe John Robinson Circus is toJ
...
» ,. *
. r,
,
.
.,n
* yet there'i nual dinner was held at Hotel Brunsshow
in Bangor June
29. As
Is no intimation that any circus is I" c ’
coming to Rockland this season, not;
All Brand Army men residing in
even a one-ringer.
this vicinity aVe invited to join the
Rotary Club at nekt Friday’s luncbThe resignation of Rev. Eugene V.
jeon, which will be held at the Thorn
Allcn. probation officer for Knox
dike Hotel at 12.15.
Rev. 'B. P.
County, was accepted by the gov
ernor and council Thursday, Mr. Al
len having moved out of the county. Adjutant F. S. Philbrick desires the
veterans to understand tills as an
The Veterans
Henry Rollins and friend Mr. Jos- official Invitation.
lyn motored down from Newton, are asked to meet at their hall at
Mass., for Thursday night’s boxing 11.15 and inarch to the hotel.
mutch, leaving Boston at 2 p m. and
T1)p .(h and
s of (bp JJp
Starting the return trip about 11 Laln bu„a,nff recelvcd an lnterestlng
o<'hii'k.
"
visit yesterday from Adjutant F. S.

< ■ Belan of Baltimore will be in at- uah jn this connection. Tl»e veterans
tendance.
bespoke loyalty to the flag, and were
: given a rousing welcome b>' the
It will interest many Knox County j st,)00j children.
motorist's lo know thiil'tthc Bath' .
___
ferryboat has been so enlarged that
T|,e Rockland Chamber of Cumit will cari'.v lo or 12 more antonio- merge has gone out of the tourist
biles than it dill before. On a recent , can,p business, anil lias loaned its
trip it had 29 cars on board.
equipment to Walter Dodge who is
constructing the necessary buildings
fur a tourist cantp at what was for
merly known as Oak llill Grove
Are our children really
Glencove. The Chamber a$ a matter
safe in this community?
of fact, has been currying, along the
proposition with the hope'that some
Ask ycurcelves this ques
private individual wculd do what Mr.
tion and look around.
Dodge is now doing.

K

Ku Klux Kian

The recent announcement that
! work on 101 Highway would begin
ncuraCnlon fair ground and extend
. two miles toward Hope, was right
, enough when it was made, but the
, plans have just been changed and
; work will begin on the West RockI irort end, instead. The convicts who
are to be engaged on tills job will be
quartered at Union fair ground.
' which will be equipped with elec
tricity at tiie expense of Rockport,
l The Slate w ill look after the trans; portation of tiie men to and front the
[ scene of labor.

DEAN’S DANCE
• MAY 25

Thomaston
TUESDAY NIGHT
ANOTHER JOLLY GOOD TIME

Joseph Emery of Camden, whose
recent resignation as manager of the
Camden branch of the Security
Trust Company was announced at
the time, has been engaged by tlte
Rockland National Bank to take
charge of Its new bond department,
and will enter upon his ditties when
his resignation at Camden becomes
effectiveMr. Klnery has entered
actively Into the affairs of Ills adopt
ed town, being a loyal patron of ath
letic sports, prominent in 'amateur
theatricals, and recently being elect
ed president of tlte RoLyy Club.
Itoekland will be as liapp.v to wel
come him back as Camden Is sorry to
lose hint.

Dean’s Novelty Orchestra

RUMMAGE SALE
AT THE

Congregational Church

Wednesday, May 26
8.30 o’clock

Work is to start next Monday on
jlhe Dana Sherer property, a farm of
REAL BARGAINS
! 36 acres, on the Old County road.
I in preparation for diamond drilling
in order to determine tiie quality and
EVERYBODY WELCOME
^quantity of probable limestone. Purchusc of tills property was rceeiilly
Ci-62
1 negotiated by L. W. Benner, tea’
! estate dealer, acting in behalf of tin
' Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora, lion. It is understood that this prop
CEMETERY
ierly. with others, will figure In Ibe
BOUQUET HOLDERS
development of tile new Portland
’Made of Heavy Cast i Cement Company. Mr. Sherer w il
remain on the farm at present. Tits
Iron, finished in Green
same company lias acquired a piece
Enamel with Gilded
Trimmings; also in i of land front Frank Levensallei
through the same agency.
Glass and Tin.
Large Iron Vases 75c
Medium Iron Vases 65c
Glass Vases
90c
Large Heavy Tin
Vases,
15c

H. H. CRIE & CO.
156 MAIN ST.

c
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onal
parish are asked to contflbutc liberally to tiie Rummage Sdle lo be
held at the church May 26. If by
chance you have not been solicited
call 318-R and your contribution will
J lie called for. Thank you.—adv.

I
1
;
.

riMi-----

ROCKLAND

CORNER GLEN AND CAMDEN STREETS
TELEPHONE 1030W

STOP

61-62

SUNDAY
10.30

"The Holy Trinity"
7.15

“The Trinity of Evil”
SONGFEST
ALL WELCOME ALWAYS

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

BASEBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH
VS.

Ten Itoekland High School track
hoys are a. tlte big Colby meet to
day through the courtesy of the
Jones Motor Co. and the Atlantic
Highway Service as these two pub
lic spirited firms provided transporttion.
Mr. Hanna of the faculty
was in charge of the delegation and
Richard lteed went along as trainer.
It was through the courtesy of A .C.
Jones fit tiie Jones Motor Co. that
tiie Rockland group attended the rey

Fred Cheyne, Wilbur
Bisbee.
Cub" Ellems and Albert R. Hav
ener motored to Chlckawaukie Lake
yesterday afternoon. They had been
COMMUNITY FIELD
there but a few minutes when a
score of other ears arrived to see
2.30 Sharp
what they were up to. Tlte cause of
it all was a telephone call to Central
Fire Station saying that the lieLoon ice house was ablaze.
The
husky little pump. Chemical 2,
promptly transferred a liberal quan
tity of tlte pond to tiie seat of the
lire, a large pile of sawdust and lum
ber, and tiie danger was past with
C’MON UP !
little real damage done for the big
twin houses themselves didn't have
Mrs. Lillian Bicknell has bought time to become well ignited.
the Hahn tenement on Pleasant
One of the most interesting spots
street and will remodel it, occupying
one-half and fitting up the other for is the Public landing which has been
two families. W. C. Grant, one of the greatly improved fur tills season. Tt
a wonderful sight looking out onto
present tenants, lias bought the Kailoth house, Fulton street, and will beautiful Penobscot Bay as twilight
move his family thither next week. settles down and see the yachts and
The other tenant, John Thornton, steamers and sailing vessels coming
into the harbor. On a moonlight
will shortl.v occupy tiie Tim Sullivan
night there is a thrilling view of the
iiouse off Broad street.
sea, the twinkling lights from the
A construction job of considerable tneltored crafts, the blinking light on
the Breakwater and Owl's Head
local interest and lmiiortance is be
Light shining in tiie distance. Com
ing completed by Foreman Young's
huskies at Wiley's Corner where a fortable seats are arranged in tlte
pergola at the end of tlte pier. Tlte
line has been run to supply' 700 horse
landing is brilliantly lighted from
powet to tiie John Meehan & Son
the street to the end of the float.
quarry. Tlte Meehans operate the
largest granite plant in that section Through the public spirit shown by
ihe Camden & Rockland Water Co.
and bring much business to this city.
it Supt. McAlary's suggestion and
Some 60 houses are also servedFreeman S. Young a water pipe lias
been laid to the float so boats can get
This interesting note for up river
pure fresh water for their tanks.
itound motorists is contributed by A.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis have donated a
C. Jones of tlte Jones Motor Co.
fine flag. It is altogether, one of the
"Motorists driving to Bangor are
best landings on the Maine coast and
finding it much pleasanter to avoid
Rockland should be proud of litis ef
the construction work at Winterport
by leaving tiie Atlantic, Highway fort to attract to the city' the patron
age of the thousands of craft that
after they reach the village, turning
lo the left at tlte hotel and driving formerly passed us . because of no
to Ellingwood's Corner, thence to the proper landing place. Stroll down to
the landing occasionally. It will
ight and keeping to the right until
show those who have given so much
the;, arrive * at Hampden Corner,
when they pick it)) tlte highway time to bring this about that vein are
again for Bangor. The construction interested in tills Important im
work before reaching tlte hotel provement.

LINCOLN ACADEMY

TODAY

while rough where the first layer of
crushed rock lias been placed is not
dangerous nor is there any likeli
hood of a ear getting stuck."
The proprietors of Crescent Beach
Inn will arrive at the beach the firs’
of tiie week to get things in read',
ness for a busy season. They have
been delayed a week on account o*
the New England Hotel Men’s Ex
position w hich has been going on it
Boston. Mrs. lietue and Mrs: Damon
were guests at the opening luncheon
ul tiie Yendomc on Monday, the Wed.
nesday’s luncheon in the Egyptiar
Room at tiie Brunswick and |the
grand" banquet Thursday evening a'
tlte Copley Plaza. Talbot Hail, one
of the smaller halls in iMeehanlcs
Blinding, was converted into a very
attractive bower by the use of beau
tiful oriental rugs hung on tlte walls
and covering the floor, with palms
and evergreen trees everywhere.
Here the various hotels of New Eng
land had little booths where theii
literature was displayed. Crescent
Beach Imi was proud to be given use
of these booths and Rockland and
Owl’s Head were well advertised in
this way. Crescent Beach Inn was
the only representative of Knox
County in this section of the exposi
tion which is an innovation this'year.
its idea being to help the public plan
the summer vacation.

To’the Graduate:—

Graduation days are drawing
near. It is now less than a month
befoae commencement
take place.

exercises

We have the snappiest line of

SHOES
you could ever wish for, to choose
from.

Prices:
$3.75 to $9.00
ATTENTION! YOUNG LADIES!

We have on hand a line of—

Silver and Gold Brocade
Slippers
Spike, Cuban and Flat Heel
Very Appropriate for Commence
ment Exercises

DON’T FORGET THE PLACE

THE BAY VIEW TEA ROOM
-FOR—

On their homeward journey Fri' day Prof. W. R. Chapman and his
artists, Habinoff and Belkin, gave
a 20 minute ooncert at the Maine
State Prison, Thomaston.
Mr.
Rabinoff gave four numbers and
Miss Belkin two which were re
ceived with great enthusiasm.

ent Maine meet.

AT

ICE CREAM, LUNCHES, SHORE DINNERS
Parties Served on Proper Notice

Baseball tills afternoon at Com
munity Park, Rookland High vs Lin
coln Academy.
Coaclt Jones' boys
have sharpened up theif bats.
Game starts at 2.30.

"ON MY SET”
The outstanding feature of
last night’s reception was the
number of stations which were
coming in plainly until it came
to the announcement of the
signal letters.
I am positive
that several of these stations
were new ones, but the angler
who loses a fish is always posi
tive it was a whopper, and this
may have been my case.—Fre
quent interruptions by code and
by a testing station
which
sounded like IXAD were exper
ienced. I have this to say about
the Coast Guard radiophone
service, that the ' operators are
very considerate of the radio
fans, and- that there is a mini
mum of interruption on their
part. Mr. Strasberg and his as
sociates may be counted solidly
on our side.—The best stations
I had last night were WMCA
WJZ and WPG.
KDKA came
in nicely with ball games and
weather.

Tlte schooner yacht Klttlwake
liuiit at 1. I- Show. Jr.'s yard in
Newcastle arrived here this week,
was stripped, and the hull then
hoisted aboard a Maine Central flat
ear by the lighter Sophia- The main
mast, 52 feet long, was shipped by
express, but the foremast being the
same length as the yacht," accom
panies it on tlte rail journey, which
is t xpected to occupy hetxveen two
and three weeks. At that the yacht
will arrive at iter destination in New
Yol k about two weeks ahead of Iter
sister, which left by water two weeks
ago. Tlte Klttlwake was built for
*.V, R. Kales of Detroit and will enter
the Mackinac races. Fhe measures
38 feet over all, 11 feet on tiie beam
and diaxvs five l'eet. She Is Marconi
rigged and for auxiliary itower has
a Buffalo engine of 15 to 30 h. p. Mr.
Shew was in the city yesterday su
iterintending the shipment.
Forty-two Rotarhuis, inclusive of
two visiting members dined at the
Thorndike yesterday and by way of
entertainment listened to Rev. W
S. Rounds' contprehqnsive view of
Spengler's book, '’Tlte Decay of
Western Civilization." Moral con
ditions surrounding tliO young people
of today, always a vital topic, was
discussed front several interesting
angles. The moetlng was in charge
of tiie committee on public affairs,
E. L. Brown chairman.

It w ill interest lots of Knox Coun
ty horsemen to know' that Knox
Trotting Park is now in prime con
dition and ready for the steppers.
Tlte water lias been turned on, and
owners of speedy stock will find
Iteniselves welcome to make use of
the track's advantages- S|icetators
ure always welcome, hut motorists
ore requested to refrain from run
ning their ears onto tiie track.

Tiie Gdd Fellows have Work on the
third Monday night, with supper nt
6.30. Members are reminded to take
cake and pastry.

Saturday Haddock—(Friday and
of live bait at the Philip Thomas
Saturd;e^» catch) 6c pound.
Plenty
Fish Ma^et.—adv.

McLAIN Shoe Store

Mrs. Christine M. Dorman

AT THE BROOK

Regis. Spencer Corsetiere

REASONABLE RATES

OPEN

MEMORIAL

DAY

00&St t

Near Waiting Room, ROCKLAND

107 Limerock St.
ROCKLAND

T«l. 143-J
26-63
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CHO02HES
At the Salvation Army Ensign and
Mrs. Simons and Capt. Martin in
charge: Special services this week
end. Saturday at 8 p. m.: Sunday at
11 a. m and 8 p. m.; Sunday school (
at 2 p. m.; Young People’s Legion,
6.30 p. m.
♦ ♦ • »

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Hounds will
prca<h on the subject, “The Days of
the Spirit.’’ Church school at noon.
Class for Better Americans at 4
o’clock. The Fellowship League will
hold its last meeting ol' the season at
G o’clock.
* * * *
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets- Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, "Soul and
Body.’’ Sunday school at noon. The
l eading room is located at 400 Main
street, over Daniels’ jewelry store,
and is open every week day from 2
to 5 o’clock.

|
(
.
|
l

Chivalry of 1926}

♦ » * *

Episcopal Notices: Sunday, at St.
Peter’s Church. Holy Communion at
7.30 and at 10.30, with sermon. Sch’.oi
at close of this service.. A* Thomas- j
ton. school at 6.30, evening prayer
and sermon at 7.30. Whitsun Mon-j
day and Tuesday, celebrations at St. I
Peter’s at 7.30. Guild at the rectory
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Choir practice Satti -day evening.
At the Universalist ChtXrch Sun
day morning Rev. C. A. Knicker
bocker will preach on the subject.
“Religion and Some Other Things.”
The music will iiwlude the anthem.
“It Is a Good Thing to Give Thanks
Unto God.’’Sellnecker and soprano
solo, “With Verdure Clad.’’ by Hay
den. sung by Miss Cross. The
?hurch school meets at noon
The
V. P. C. U. meetings will be omitted ;
because <fl‘ the State Y: P. C. U. 1
contention held in Bangor tills
weekend.

1 he modern crusade is that of Health and Happiness. Every citizen hears it
—Every Parent recognizes it—Every Family, Town, City and State in our
broad land is confronted by it.
Accept the Challenge—Clean up our city, make it more healthful—more
livable but don’t neglect—The Inside of the House.

Our Second Floor Carpet and Home Furnishing Department is completely
equipped to refurnish and renew the interior of your home.
Curtains, Window Shades, Overdrapes, striped and highly figured Cre
tonnes, Rugs, Art Squares, Best Axminsters, Priscilla Hooked Rugs, Vudor
Porch Screens, Porch Furniture, Crockery, Specialties.
I

fuller - Cobb ■ Davis

Rev. O. \V. Stuart will speak at
Litilelield Memorial church Sunday
morning at 10.30.
Tlte choir will
sing an anthem. Bible school meets
at close of morning service.
The
adult department will consider tiie
subject "Tlte Parable of the La
borers."
The
K. meets at 6.
Gospel preaching service at 7.15 will
hUve sermon by pastor.
The choir
will render an anthem and Mrs. C.
IL Dorman and_Miss Jessie Conant
will alsa sing.
*
* ♦ * #
At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
Church tomorrow morning the pastor,
Rev. John Dunstan. will speak at
10.3ft on "Alone. Yet Not Alone.’’
His subject at 7.15 will be “Cedars
and Thistles.’’ The pastor will meet
the Men’s 'Bible Class at noon and
at 6.30 hopes to see all the*voungi
people interested in Epworth League.
At the Tuesday evening meeting Mr.
punstan will begin a series of talks
on the Gospel of St. John Mrs. Lil.ihn Joyce will be soloist aiorning
pnd evening Sunday
• » • ♦

iRev. B. I*. Browne, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, will speak
Sunday morning ;iX 10.3ft on "Tlte
Holy Trinity.’’ There will be special (
music by the choir. Sunday school
convenes at the close of the morning
service. Children’s Happy Hour and
Christian Endeavor meet at the usual
hours. At 7.15 ihe pastor will speak
on “The Trinity of Evil." In addi
tion to the anthem "Saviour. Now the
g’’ by the choir there.
will be a vocal duet by Miss Elsa j
Hayden and Miss Margaret Simmons,'
also a drum solo by Everett Frohock. ;
Tuesday evening at 7.3ft the topic of
the prayer meeting will be the sec
ond chapter of Phillipians. On Wed
nesday evening at 6 o’clock will oc
cur the annual parish supper.

CHAIRS

ROCKERS
Always the Headquarters
Prices Right
Quality Best
Supply the Largest

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Maine

Rockland

BORN
K:nery~ ICtx-kland. 3Iay 6, at Knox lln.xpltul.
t-» Mr and Mrs Joseph Emery of Camden a

daughter—Ruth Cobb Emery.

FARM AND HOME

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our shieere thunks to
«tir nelziihois and friends fur their maxis
find acts and thoughtfulness in our recent
itereavement: also to thank the lodges and
all. for tlte beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs. Emma Wentworth and family.
Eosi Union, .May 211.
•

MAMMOTH DARWIN TULIPS
For MEMORIAL DAY
Order Early
The Beason is late and the supply
will be limited.
Telephone 761 "M
H. D. AMES, 12 Florence Street

f»6-T&S-«2&63

1926

1855

(f^ark every grave.
What should a

be?

MEMORIAL

Its design should be dis

tinctively

own.

your

Its

workmanship above reproach.

Its material of a nationally
accepted standard.

E.A.GLIDDEN&CO.
Telephone Jb-3

WALDOBORO,

MAINE
a

Pleased to semi booklet de
scriptive *niarblc or granite.

JRPEE
UNDEkTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Tel. day, 450; night 781-W.
Lady Attendant
AMBULANCE

SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME,

Timely Items From KnoxLincoln
Farm
Bureau

iileboro, from tiie Moulton farm in several hundred dollars more out of
Portland, t). 11 Rollins is also pur his orchard this last year if all Ills
trees had been McIntosh.
chasing a pure bred Guernsey.
* * * *
Marshall Moody of Bunker Hill es
timated that lie would have made

News.
Fifteen millinery meetings have
been held tills season witli an at
tendance of 227- At these meetings
96 hats were made. Bristol is (lie
outstanding community' In the ntlllinety work with tiie making of IS at
tractive hats to its credit. Mrs.
Prentice, the clothing leader had
charge of the work here. Two meet
ings were held on tlte subject and
tiie results sltow a good grade of
work as well as a great saving.
Dar.iarlseotta lias sent reports of 12
hats that have been made and eight
dresses since their organization In
January. Mrs. O. II. Hayes tiie
clothing leader .is giving a great deal
of tune and effort to this work.

The
unsurpassed flavor
and
savory aroma or
OUR TABLE BRAND
COFFEE

Union Clothing School is to be
Iteld June 2. 3 and 4. Begin planning
lor litis now. Bring your foundation
pattern and materia I for a dress.
Dresses wi|l be mt Ute first day,
fitted tiie second and iinnpleted the
lliltd day. A dent'iiistration will he
given promptly at 16 o'clock eaeli
morning so plan to be there at that
time
The first Home Nursing meeting
of the series was held at tiie home
of iMrs. Alden Hall, May 6. Miss
Izniise Sawyer Was present and gave
some valuable )iel|> to tiie women.
Ui me to the Home Nursing meet
ings In your community and lie ready
to ask questions.

OUR

TABLE
BRAND

completes the
perfect
breakfast

Basketry meetings are being iteld
this month.
Bring scissors, tape
measure, awl and pincers to these
meetings and come early so that you
will have time to complete tiie article
ROCKLAND
you started. .

COFFEE

Tlte county ugent attended tiie
Lincoln County Pomona at Winslow's
Mills last month and gave a stereiqilican talk on "Manure Conservation.''
Iatwrenee Francis of Newcastle
lias added another pure bred Jersey
to Ills herd. He is also olunnlng a
manure pit tills coining year to care
for his liquid manure.
Mlicit damage was done this last
year by mice In young orchards.
Luther Carney of Sheepscot lost
nearly 50 trees. A demonstration on
bridge grafting was iteld recently at
his farm.
A pure tired Jersey bull Raleigh
(txforil Kathahoy, has recently been
bought by Kenneth Yiinnah of No-

C. E. WHEELER, Tenant's Harbor
H. L. KALLOCH & CO., Ten. Harbor
M. J. HARRIS.
Martinsville
L. B. ANTHONY & CO., Port Clyde
E. S. HOOPER.
Port Clydo
WEBBER MARKET CO.
G. W. Blathen, Mgr.
P. D. STARRETT,
Warren
I. L. SNOW CO.
-1. G. WINCHENBACH. So Waldob'ro
HALL & MELVIN
G. H. SCOFIELD.
So. Waldoboro
Waldoboro
J. Tv GAY,
FERNALD’S MARKET
-----B. B. JAMESON.
Friendship
Friendship
RALPH W. RICHARDS. Camden A. G. POTTLE.
Friendship
C. E. DEARBORN,
Lincolnville R. L. THOMPSON.
J. A. ELWELL,
Wiley's Corner JAMESON A WOTTON, Friendship

O. S. DUNCAN
FRANK O. HASKELL,
FLINT’S MARKET
A. D. BIRD CO.

WEBSTER, THOMAS TEA & COFFEE CO.
219 State Street, - - - Boston
61-4t

'
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NORTH HOPE

Prepared
Paint
40-Outside White

Does your house look all it’s worth?
J

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 22, 1926.

qpHE world judges homes as it

It pays to discriminates your choice
of paint I When you paint with du
Pont, you don’t guess — you know
you’re getting greater durability,
more decorative value, for every
dollar you spend I

judges men; by appearance. Is
your house well-painted, neat and
trim? Does it look worth every cent
of what you paid for it?
Paint now! You’ll stave off expensive
repairs, and renew your pride in your
home. In money-saving and in solid
satisfaction, it’s well worth while.

Drop in, get a color card, and let us
tell you more about these mastermade paints.

J. A. JAMESON CO745 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

L

Authorized Agency
A du Pont Finish(jltTPlWt) forEvatjSurface.
PAINTS "YARN ISHES

ENAMELS
LINCOLNVILLE

George A. Hall and George Butler
of Appleton attended Masonic Lodge
at Camden Friday evening.
Alton Pease has bought an auto
truck and is driving it.
Mr. and Mrs. Pease and sons I
Lawrence and Robert have been I
spending the past week at the home 1
of tier parents in North Appleton.
Sam Pease and Roger Fish were
ill Liberty Saturday.
They were
playing on the Searsmont learn—
baseball—of course.
I'. G. Pease was helping the new
patrolman In this section last week.
Mr. Iteed Is reported as doing good
work In the short time he has been
on the road.
Several from here attended the
dance at Appleton Friday evening.
Donald Perry was absent from
school on account of illness part of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose and
children Karl anil Grace Wentworth
of Relinont were Sunday guests of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. I.
Perry. Mr. Coose is getting ready
to open an auto rest camp anil
roadside market at his home—which,
as goon as his plans are completed,
will be a very attractive place. It
will be known as "Green Pines" and
is In an ideal location near Belfast
on the new trunk line road now
under construction between Belfast
and Augusta.
Mrs. W. E. Hall has been 111 the
past week with a had grippe cold.
W. E. Hall, with the help of Ed.
Richards of North Appleton, has a
new henhouse nearly completed.
Merton Wadsworth of Appleton
and Mr. Tenney of Searsmont are
building a new barn for J. D. Pease.
Mrs. A. I. Perry is still suffering
from muscular rheumatism.
The big grass lire of Sunday
which started in the Harwood pas
ture swept over several farms and
only the timely arrival of a large
crowd of fire-fighters kept It from
covering a much larger territory and
doing much damage.
Fred Tilden, the genial mail man.
has the distinction of not losing a
trip the past winter.
dames Morse visited friends In
Appleton Sunday.
The peepers are furnishing wel
come music evenings now—welcome
because warmer weather comes after
they hegln their spring chorus.
Leaves are showing plainly on most
of the trees—many of the farmers
have their first lot of peas and
potatoes in the ground—and next
week. If pleasant, will see every one
hustling in seed, for It is late and
all must dodge that early frost. It
Is hard to realize that It is nearly
June. Memorial Day will sci- very
few wild flowers In bloom this year.
If any.
Saturday W. E. Hall and A. I.
Perry witli Donald Perry as chief
post driver built a nice wire fence
on the line between their respective
pastures.

GIRLHOOD TO
MOTHERHOOD
Iowa Woman Found Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound Always Helpful

APPLETON
Charles McKenna has sold his
farm to parties in New York.
Bert Mitchell sold three new milch
cows to Will Miller Tuesday.
Harry Miller hauled h truck load of
furniture here from Winthrop for Mr.
i unningham Tuesday.
Holy communion will he observed
next Sunday afternoon at the Fnion
( hutch. Bishop Lord of Belfast pre
siding.
Several from here attended the
Saturday night prayer meeting at
Mary Ware's home in Union last
week.

EAST UNION
Mr. -,nd Mrs. E. C. Payson were
Sunday callers with friends at this
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Taylor and
Miss Muriel Brown of Gardiner were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs Er
nest Brown.
Tne dance of Saturday night was
largely attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hoyt of
Chelmsford, Mass.,
were
recent
guests ot Mr. anil Mrs. Randall Rob
bins.
»
♦
Roy H. Gould has opened his ice
cream parlor for the summer.
George Heal and family of Camden
were Sunday quests of Mr. and Mrs.
H M. Watts.
E. M. Stubbs is now making his
tally trips to Rockland in his auto.
Mrs. Lura Miller of Union spent
i day with her sister, Mrs. Clara
Brow, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Titus visited
Mrs. Titus brother, Charles Towle in
Appleton Sunday.
Mrs Ida Watts accompanied Mrs.
Pert Heath of Warren to Boston
Tuesday making the return trip
Wedne; day.

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Parker of
Camden called on Mrs. Parker's par
ents. Mr. and Mrs J. E. Stoddard
Sunday.
Miss Caroline Aldrich of Boston
and Fairhaven, Mass., has opened
her cottage for the summer. We are
very glad to have her with us again.
Russell P. Ames accompanied by
SOUTH HOPE
his father and mother. Capt. and Mrs.
O. E. Ames motored to Rockland,
F.
S.
Philhrick of Rockland visited
Thomaston and Warren Sunday aft
his nephews, Earl Conant and \Y- L.
ernoon calling on friends enroute.
The M. H. Carver Oarage is near- i Ta,V°r lilst w**'king completion. A M Moody of ' ^rs- Lena Chandler. Mrs. Fannie
Robert have reRockland is installing two big gaso- , Chandler
. . and. son
,
lene tanks, one being the famous j
M;,ss"tthere
“Xo-Xox” of which it is understood they spent the winter.
Miss
Eva
Taylor
has
returned to
there are hut 10 tanks in Maine.
Orren E. Ames has completed his her position in Franklin, Mass., after
order for weir brush for Capt. Mor a few months’ vacation.
Linwood Esancy
of Danvers,
rison of Stockton Springs, making
3000 in all. The schooner Catherine Mass., was a recent caller on his
A. Butler was in Sunday and took uncle, A. I.. Esancy.
Mis. W. C. Wellman was at her old
out the last load. They are building ,
J.h.’s Island and Budah this ve.tr. I hnTn*‘,n Hope last week
Mi..s Anna Carlson of Camden ; Mrs- I-’»ura Clifford and daughter,
UNION
spent the weekend In town with her Mrs- Glartys Ervln« of Damariscotta, x Mr. and Mrs. Earle Kenney and
recent visitors .at Charles family of St. George were Sunday
parents, Mr. and Mrs. August Carl- •
1 Duhhar’s.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alden.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell and
Mrs. Carolyn Williams and Mrs.
Lewis McKusic of Npw York is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Annie Carl ■ nephew, Hazen Howard, have re- Emma Ryan were in Rockland on
|
turned
from
a
winter
’
s
sojourn
in
business Thursday.
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Deane have gone to
D. II Heald assisted hy R. W. Lak worth, Fla. Mr. 'Powell is
building
an
extension
on
Ills
Com

their home at North Haven for a few
Hardy und A. Lincoln Young are
munity
Sweet
Shop,
preparing
for
days.
Homes, garages, bams, and sheds may all he pro
building a big house boat at Duck
Mrs. Alice Hills is confined to her
Trap for Capt. Thompson of Manset. the summer trade.
tected and decorated with Birds Shingle Design
Albert
and
I.eslie
Heath
have
It Is to be 40 feet long and 20 feet
home with an aitack of neuralgia in
Roll Roofing. It is —
bought
C.
E.
Fernald's
wheelwright
wide with five rooms.
her head.
Russell P. Ames Is getting the business and will add auto repairing
The “Twelve Did Maids” are coni
1. A thrift combination of good looks
to
their
work.
Mr
Fernald
Is
em

Thompson house ready for summer,
ine on fine und will arrive at Union
and real economy — costs less than
ployed
by
them
for
the
present.
pninting and papering. The family
Town hall May 25. Admission 15
C. E. Fernald is moving from. Ida and 35 cents. Free dance after the
wooden shingles.
are expected May 29.
Paul Griffin of Bridgeport, Conn., Bowley’s house into the G. D. Rowley entertainment.
2. Spark-proof and waterproof—af
Is visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs. house. Mr. Heath and family will
The men had a bee recently and
occupy the house* vacated by Mt. raked the Common, doing a fine job.
fords complete protection.
C. P. Griffin.
George Ryder of Camden was a Fernald.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Ufford, Mr. and
3. For new construction yr right over
Mr. and Mrs. Jed Simmons will Mrs. W. J. Bryant and A. H. Whit
business visitor In town Mondayold wooden shingles.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carver of move to East Fnion.
more called on friends in Warren and
Last Thursday the Community Thomaston Sunday.
Somerville. Mass., spent the week
•
4. Handsome — comes in natural red
Club
was
Invited
to
meet
with
Mrs.
end at their summer home. They
w
or green slate surfacing.
are having a new verandah built. O. Alice Robbins at her pleasant home
BUILDING AT FRIENDSHIP
i in Fnion. Those present were EveK. Ames is doing the work.
Bird’s Shingle Design Roll Roofiag is made by Bird & Son,
ly.r,
Vining.
Angie
Merrill,
Frances
.1. II. Gilberts of I.os Angeles,
The Portland, Friendship and
inc. (Est. 1795), manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles,
Caiif., is in town for a few days Howard, I.ena Chandler. Ixtttie Rob Thomaston Line power packet Myra
Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and Nepon
bins,
Mary
Waster,
Annie
Lermond.
looking over his property.
J. Wooster on her last trip from
set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building!
Adin Hopkins and family
of Kate Taylor. Hattie Boggs. Annie Portland carried in addition to a
Esancy,
Nina
Taylor
Agnes
Fish.
IF'<? are headquarters for Bird's roofings,
Camden spent Sunday with Mrs.
general freight, machinery and fish
building papers und nail board,
Hopkins' parents, Mr. aad Mrs E. E. Lncietia Oorden, T.a lira Hastings, ing gear* for the new flounder
Lydia
Leighton
and
Emma
Norwood
Carver.
dragger John and Mary which was
Orren E. Ames put his motor boat of Warren. A delightful day was recently completed in a shipyard at
spent
In
sewing,
music
and
social
Walmeta in the water Monday and
Friendship and is now fitting out at
will soon he ready to carry sailing aotlvlty. A dandelion green dinner that port. The John and Mary was
was
served
to
which
all
did
ample
anil fishing parlies to Isleshoro and
built for Captain Dan Mullin of
Justice. The next meeting will he New Bedford. Mass.
ROCKLAND, ME.
elsewhere.
June
1!
with
Miss
Hattie
Boggs.
The heavy hail storm of Tuesday
afternoon did much damage to small
plants, windows, elc., In this neigh
NORTH UNION
borhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grey and son
Louis V. Ai an of Camden has hired
Community hall for the season and Jesse of Auburn were weekend
plans to have two dances every week. guests of her sister, Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. E. Carver made a business trip O. Luce.
Mrs. Raymond .Maddocks of Col
lo Camden and Rockland Tuesday.
Miss Alwilda Ames of Northport linsville was the guest of her parents,
called on friends and relatives in Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thurston Sun
day.
town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mora ng of
Stanton Collamore has bought a
Union were weekend guests of Mr.
new engine for his motor boat.
and Mrs. John Luce.
Veit England Hotel for New England People
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Carpenter of
SOUTH BELFAST
Appleton were recent guests of Mr.
Frank Prescott, a veteran of the ami Mrs. Everett Ripley.
DISTINCTIVE
tran -iont end residential
dis
Mrs. Mary Pease of Burkettville
.hotel
superbly situated in the beautiful Civil War. died suddenly at his home
ho
was the guest of her daughter. Mis,
lack Bay district and convenient to Friday.
Mrs. Alice Holmes Is here called Ralph Luce.
Ba shops anil churches.
theatres,
Particularly
ARE you tortured with constant
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannon of
well adapted for weddings, receptions, ban hy the death of her father, Mr.
backache—tired, weak, all un
Prescott.
Raznrvllle
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
quets and social functions. Popular with ladies
strung? Then look to your kid
Mrs.
Melvin
Wood
was
In
Rock

Mrs.
Charles
Thurston
Sunday,
I raveling alone.
neys! Sluggish kidneys cause
land recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Luce of Fnion
nagging backache, stabbing pains
Mr. and Mrs. Ehen Clements have were guests of his parents, Mr. and
and annoying kidney irregularities.
moved to West Belfast.
Mrs John Luce Sunday.
Don’t risk neglect! Use Doan’s
Sunday callers at Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukef-n-th
Pills. Doan’s have helped thou
Freil Herrick's were Mr. and Mrs. and two sons were in Washington
sands. Are endorsed here at home.
Frcil Jones and family. Mrs. Percy Sunday as the guests of her mother,
Ask your neighbor!
Herrick and family. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Here's
a Rockland Case:
TARIFF Hoy Wight, Eli Cobh. Maurice
Mrs. Martha Ellen Sherman has
Mrs. .1 >f. Chaples, 118 Broadway,
European Plan French, Harlan Ramsey and Mrs. been in Rockport for the winter, le
a
$4.OB tt up per person Maude Colepitts.
says; ”1 overworked and it affected my
turning home Sunday and is staying
hack and caused a lame, achy feeling.
American Plan
Herbert Dodge died Wednesday wltit her brother, W. O. Luce.
When I l>ent over I could hardly
$8.09 & up per persoa
Mrs. Mary Maddocks was in W.isltafter a short illness from pneumonia.
straighten up. Sharp twinges took me
FRANK H. ABBOTT & SON
across my kidneys. I had dizzy spells,
Five ladies of the West Northport ii cion Friday as the guest of her
'tinder direction of Ka P. Abbott Farm Bureau met with the Belfast nephew, Harold I.inscott.
too, but after using * Doan’s Pills from
Moor H Co.’s Drug Store, 1 was reWaldo Hoyt of Liberty was the
and Belmont Farm Bureau, May 13.
Con'inionuJealth AVe at Dartmouth'
^TBostory.
at Equity Grange hall, for a demon guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons,
stration by Miss Murchie of the last week.
Mrs. Lois Moore and daughter
use of sewing machine attachments.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice French and Shirley who have been working in
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
son Maurice Jr. visited Mrs. Joel Palermo for the winter, returned
Fotter-Milburo Co., Mfg. CUrta., Buffalo, N. Y.
home last week
Prescott Sunday.

BIRD’S ROOFS

SHINGLE DESIGN
Roll Roofing

W. H. GLOVER CO.

THE

VEXDOI1E
A

Feel tired, achy,
all worn out?

A

St.

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

DOAN’S p,^s

L4

15

22

11

ib

15

Welsh Rarebit is best served
with Mt. Zircon Ginger ^le. made
from Monroe Cheese and Three
Crow Mustard.

18

Vinton,
seventeen

Iowa.—"When I was
years old I had to
stay at home
from school.
I
finally had toquit
school, I was so
weak. 1 suffered
forabout two
years before I
took Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound,
then I picked up
one of your books
and read it. I be
gan taking the
medicine.
Now I am a house
keeper with six children, and
I have taken it before each one
was born.
I cannot tell you all
the good I have received from it.
When I am not as well as can be I
take it. I have been doing this for
over thirteen years and it always
helps me. 1 read all of your little
books 1 can get and I tell everyone
I know what the Vegetable Com
pound does for me.”—Mrs. Frank
Sellers, 510 7th Avenue, Vinton,
Iowa.
Many c'F- t-i the fourth genera
tion an
icng thru their own
personal e-xerienees the beneficial
effects of l.’ lia E Pinkham’s Vege
table Compo.in'. Mothers who took
it recommend •! (<• 'heir daughters
as a deptuduhle uiediciue.

10

8

24

23

20 21

24

V5
2,9

28

34

Z7

Zb

Mr

I

40

by Steamer

42

46

45

43

47

47

51

50

|

Boston-Bangor Line
Service Daily Except
Sunday

Leave Rockland for Boston 8 p. m.

&

57

55

54

53

52

60

5!

TO BANGOR

Leave Rockland 5 A. M., calling nt
way landings

67.

61

65

<•3
67
71

BOSTON!

3?

39

37

36

35

33

32

31

69

za

69

70
74

73

(©. 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)

Vertical.

Horizontal.

-A blow
1—Possessed
-In order
3—Turrets
4—A snake
7—Ancient
-Loud breathing In sleep
9—A small body of water
-Mixed printer's type
14—A recess
12—A metal
-Exclamation
17—A vegetable
16—A fiah
Thinnest
9—Footwear
19—Damp
18—On land
Spikes
11—A drink
23
—
Affirmative
20—A bird
A boy’s name
26—Over (poet.)
26—A pronoun
Kind of wicker basket
28—A country mentioned in the Bible
Timid
21—Metal
80—Straps
Electrical charge
38—Seventh note ot scale
■A play upon words
84—Not daytimes
Male possessive pronoun
37—Discusses 40—Patagonian cavy
—Pertaining to Iodine
<1—A poem
42—A Kiris name
Sustains
83—Ceases to move
43—Vaccinating fluids
,—A fish
36—A cap
48—Attach
47—When
—A kind of cloth
48—A bird
61—To perform
—A drink
43—Did alt
63— To have
64—Daylight
—One who breaks things
66—A man's nickname
To wake up
68—Staves for sugar boxes
—A young deer
61—A conjunction
63—To defame
—A tree
60—Fuse
64—To make love to
;
__ A milk and butter farm
66— A pronoun
, To scoff
96—Soot
67— A holy image
—A married woman
70— Prefix meaning "half"
—A tree
71— A lug pen
__ To sum up
83—A woman
72— Abbreviation for Fellows ot
i__A distress call 65—Cleaned out
Royal Society
—Part of verb "to be"
73— Abbreviation for manuscript
—The great Brahmin word
74— A color
Solution will appear In next issue.

To Bar Harbor & Bluehill
Stenmertt leave Rockland 5 A. M.,
calling at way landings
STANDARD TIME
Connections at Boston with direct
Steamer to NEW YORK

Reduced rales on automobiles
accompanied by passengers

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP LINES.

INC.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Train; Leave Rockland fot

Augusta. A|ii.4O a in , 17.05 a in , fl 10 n m..
13.30 p. in.
Btngur, AfG.40 a. in., f7.05 a. ni , tl.10 p. m..
t-L30p.ni.
Boitou. AjG 10 a. in., f7.05 a. in., tl 10 p. ni.
Bruiiiwick, Api.lOa. in , f 7.05 a. in., fl lop ni..
|3.3O p. in.
L-.vi.t-H:, Aj6.40a. in., |7.O5 a. ni , tl.10 p in..
|3 30 p in.
New York, 1110 p. ni.
P j.'tl i.i J, A{6 10 a. in., t7.O5 a. in., 11.10 p. in..
|3.3O p. in.
Waterville, AJO.-IO a. in., J7.05 a. in , tl.10 p. ni..
t-3.30 o ni.
Woolwich. A§0 10 a. in , f7.05 a. in., fl.lOp in.,
13 30 p in.
f Daily .except Sundays. J Sundays only.
A Passengers provide

own

fvinage

Bulb

to

Woolwich.

Vinaihaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

SPRUCE HEAD
Several have bought autos re
cently: W. W. Godfrey, a Ford
roadster; L. C. Elwell, a Gardner
touring; and Lyle Drinkwater, a
baby Overland.
W. W. Colby has moved his family
from Rockland for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Maker and
daughter Muriel motored home Sat
urday in their new Essex coach,
making the journey of 223 miles
from Medfield to Rockland ip nine
hours.
Mrs. \V. W. Godfrey has been
entertaining her brother Burton
Thompson of Boston. He returned
home Saturday morning.Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Mann are at
Mrs. Mann’s sister’^. Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest. St. George, for a few weeks.
Mr. Mann is doing some carpenter
work at J. A. Williamson’s, Thom
aston.
I
.Mrs. Annie Burton was vat her
nome here -Sunday for a short time.
Her daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Nc-whall and son and
daughter brought her down from
Rockland in their new automobile.
Mrs. Otto Olson was motoring
Sunday with her son John and
family.
. A. G. Caddy returned to Stoning
ton Monday.
Clifton Burton was a guest at
Charles Carr’s Saturday evening and
Sunday, returning to Portland Sun
day night accompanied hy Lionel
Carr who returned from Yinalhaven
Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Chandler has been
a recent guest of Mrs. Charles Carr.
Mrs. Carroll and son Ray of iRockland Highlands were guests at S. L
Simmons’ Sunday..
Miss Estelle Caddy resumed her
work at the P. O. and W. M. Grant’s
Monday after an enforced vacation
of three weeks due to illness.
The little cemetery is looking well
with all the bushes and tall grass
cleaned out and th£ lots mowed.
Several lots need filling in as the
graves are sinking.
All who are
away should send .money to have
their lots put Into shape.
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins of
Camden were at
their cottage
Sunday.
M. F. Post and family spent Sun
day at their camp at Mink Island.
dha rles N. Robinson and’family
have been transferred from White
Head Light to Franklin Island Light.
All are sorry to have the Robinscyis
leave, and hope they will like their
new home. They were unfortunate
a short time ago in the loss of their
home at Harrington, which burned.
It was unoccupied and no insurance
was carried. It contained quite a
lot of lobster gear besides the fuVniture as Mr. Robinson was a lobster
fisherman before entering govern
ment service.

ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is hoarding
the school teacher.
Mis. Abbie Kirkpatrick has been

Solution to Tuesday’s Puzzle
rilNlTOI

T'A

r1

BFna BOODB 0
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I3DH0E agoraB
BHSHQ
nQHCI

Steamer leaves »wan s lsiana m o.30 A M..
Stonington 6 30. North .Haven 7 30, Vlnalhaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rockland about
1 45
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P If.,
Vinaihaven 3.00, North Haven at 4.00, Ston
ington at 5.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 6 00 1*. M
B. H. STINSON.
General

HELEN R. BURNS
Chiropodist
Mertin Graduate

E0GSS1

BEEna

Peter Pan Beauty Shoppe
Residence Calls by Appointment
Telephone 1093

BEE

□nnn

HDQ

DR. F. H. STAHL
3-year Palmer Graduate

CHIROPRACTOR
400 Main St.

Rockland, Me.

DRESSED CALVES

Office hours: 10-12 a. m , 2-5 p. in.
Mon Wed Fri evenings 7-8
Residence ( alls by Appointment
Office phone 886

LIVE AND DRESSED

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

PROMPT RETURNS

Osteopathic Physician

r.H.WHEELERCO.
POULTRY

(Sucosor to Or. T. L. McBeeth)
By Appointment Only Tel. 136-W
35 Limerock Street,
Rocklanc
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. J. H. DAMON
Dentist
J02 MAIN STREET

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

A RELIABLE

ROCKLANI

Appointments 9 to 2
Also Saturday .afternoons and even
ings until June 1
J8-tf
Phone 593-R

COMMISSION HOUSE

DR. F. E. FOLLETT

93-101 Clinton St.

DR. BICKFORD
Dentists

BOSTON
loo-tf-r:-

With

PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

DR. R. L. STRATTON
With

DR. BICKFORD

MRS. RAY ERSKINE

Dentists
CHILDREN’S WORK A SPECIALTY

Chiropodist
Also

£>r. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

FACIAL MASSAGE. SCALP
TREATMENTS. SHAMPOOING.
MANICURING, MARCEL AND
WATER WAVING, TOILET
PARLORS

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only
Telephone 323
18 Summer Street,
Rockland

17 GRACE ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 535-W

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
100 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANr
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M

SIMON K. HART
: i Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant 8te.

ill.

The town of Rockport has a new
Nativg & Scotch Granite
motor tractor which is being used
oiythe roads for repair work.
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Farmers hereabouts have not done
very much planting yet- The ground
Telephone 911 - M
is (old and season very backward.
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
Seed for planting is very high and
: « And Deeler in : :
many will plant very small gardens.
Ashton Ripley has set out 1000
BERRY & SMITH
strawberry plants.
Alfred Yose left for Boston Mon
SAILMAKERS
day nigh I. He will visit relatives
Successors to
in Massachusetts for some time.
George W. Mugridge
Miss Mabel Oxton spends the
AUTO TOPS AND TRIMMINGS
weekends at her home nearly every AWNINGS
TENTS
FLAGS
week. The tearing down and dis
Waterproof Covers of All Kinds
posal of her old barn has made a
46-tf
great improvement to the place.
Mrs. Ellen Cushman and daughter,
Mrs. Millett of Rockland, have been
spending a few days at Chickawaukle
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Lodge.
PLUMBING, HEATING
Miss Lottie Ewell has returned
from a visit in Portland.
106 PLEASANT STREET
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Perry of LewTEL. 244-W
s
istoi. have opened their summer
117-tf
home for the season.

Office Hours: 3 to 12—1 to 5
Evenings by Appointment
____________ ________________ 133-tf

DR. B. E. FLANDERS
Dentist
407 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Yext to the Rockland National Rank
Building
Telephone 1008
Office Hours: 9 tn 12; 2 to 5

Emery B. Howard, D. D.
DENTI8T
DENTAL X-RAY AND DIAGNO8
Telephone 1020
Above Huston-Tuttle Book 8tori

ROCKLAND, ME.

39

E. W. HODGKINS, M.
I P.

Office Hours: 1 to 3 47to

Residence until 9 A.
Appointment.

Mm

and b

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. ME.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
INSURANCE
r
Succeaior to A. J. Eraklne

a so.

j

Every-Other-Day
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rHE BUSY GRANGERS

consumers and producers of livei stock and meat products.

♦ * * ♦

National Organization Takes
Hand In "Wet” and “Dry"
,
Controversy.
In the recent clash of the "wets
and drvs” in the prohibition hearings
conducted by Congress, no organiz
ation figured more conspicuously
than the National Grange and no
other put itself more vigorously on ;
record for a strict enforcement of
the Eighteenth Amendment. The
attitude of the Grange was concisely

A significant event scheduled to
take place in the city of Washington
in June will he the dedication of a
memorial to the seven men who were
the founders, nearly *»() years ago, of
the organization known as the
Patrons of Husbandry, more com
monly, called the Grange. Prominent
Grange members and farm and' rural
leaders from all parts, of the country
will he attracted to Washington for
this June event, to pay tribute to the
organization which has contributed
so largely to farm progress and rural
contentment in the United States.
None of the seven Grange founders
eis are living, but two of their
immediate associates still survive
and continue active in Grange affairs
— Major Wm. M. King of Washington. I). (’., and Mrs. Eva S. .McDowell
of Wellesley. .Mass. The former was
the first subordinate Grange secre
tary in the United States and is now
treasurer of Potomac Grange,, ^’o. 1.
located at the .National Capital, and
of which many prominent farm lead
ers p»e members. .Mrs. McDowell
was for 25 years treasurer of the
National Grange, succeeding her
husband, who served a like period
as national treasurer.
• * * *
Five new Grange halls were dedi
cated in the State, of Ohio during
the past year and as many more
will he completed within the next
few months..
* ♦ • »
The State Granges of Pennsylva
nia <4pd Ohio have staged an inter
state contest in which great interest |
is being shown. It will run until |
September 30th and points are based
on membership gain, new Granges j
organized, community projects com
pleted, Grange balls dedicated and ;
other definite achievements.
The'
judges will he Governor Gifford Pin- ;
eh ot of Pennsylvania. Dean Alfred
Vivian of the Ohio College of Agri- ,
culture and State Master S. L.
Strivings of New York,

0/d Scotch
Ginoer Ale
"Fint/or*’") Thinf

MR.

McRAE’S

ELECTRIC

Jum iet it trickle

down your throat

An
Eye
Opener!

“ASlicker,
just like Mine”

FISH BRAND
SLICKERS

*1264
“At Your Door”
NotAnf £lit It Pty

Brougham - *1524
7-Pass. Sedan 175S

Front and Rear Bumpers:
Automatic Windshield
Gleaner, Rear View Mirror;
Transmission Lock (builtin); Radiator Shutters;
Moro-Meter, Combination
Scop and Tail Light.

COACH
Hudson holds first advan
tage because of its patented
Super-Six—the world’s
most famous motor. More
than 800,000 have been
built by Hudson under its
exclusive principle. For
11 years it has been out
standing because of dis
tinctive smoothness, wide
flexibility, power, speed
and reliability.
And today’s Hudson
Coach is not only the best
ever built. It also is priced
lower tl; i ever before.

The Electric Kitchen

And now to the kitchen the “Work
shop of the Home."
Practically
every electric convenience from
those for making cold without ice.
heat without oxygen-consuming fuel,
light which rivals the sun, fans for
taking kitchen odors outdoors, to'
washing dishes electrically, are the
housewife’s to command.
Or. if.
not already in, places are available
for them through convenience outlets
placed at various points throughout
the kitchen.
In the kitchen is actually found
the following appliances:
Electric
range, electric water heater, electric
room heater, eleetvie flat Iron, Kelvlnator,—(electric refrigeration), elec
tric waffle iron, electric toaster, elec
tric grill, electric percolator and an
electric fan with automatic shutters
for withdrawing all kitchen odors to
the outdoors. An electric enunclator
tells whether anyone is at the
hack door or front door or from
which room In the home some one
may he calling.
A 20tl watt-lamp in the center of
the ceiling makes It possible to see
into the oven, or into the cupboards
or anywhere In the kitchen without
ey’c strain. Wall bracket lights near
the sink give added light at this
spot.
The electric range in the kitchen
is full-automatic temperature and
time control which makes it possible
for the housewife to place her
chicken in the oven at 6 o'clock In
the morning and come hack nt
fi o'clock at night and find her
chicken "roasted to a turn” and
ready to serve. The heat turns Itself
on and off1 even though the cook Is
miles away.
Dining In Comfort

***■ ***

SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.
71 2 Main Street

Northend

HOME

Visitors From AU Over Maine Will Inspect This Wonder
House During the Four Days Commencing Next
Sunday—Last Word In Electrical Science.

The first surprise that greets the
close observer as he walks down
Broadway to glimpse Rockland's
Electric Home, owned by L. E.
McRae, is the, entire absence of wires
of all kind. Through the master
stated in thia declaration publicly
hand of man all wires, both electric
made at the congressional hearing:
and telephone carry tliclr magical
The National Grange recognizes
the clear right of a majority of the
power into the home through under
people at any time to amend or to
ground passages. This electric home
abolish the Constitution, provided !
Is attraeting stute-whle attention
only that it is done in an orderly
A Mi' n e Mad* F r o d o c t
and is expected to be the meeca of
and legal way and according to the
thousands of home lovers from
orderly methods in which they them
selves have acquiesed and hy which
all over the State when it is open
they are legally bound. 'Unless and
to the public for the first time
until such a change is made in the
Sunday
afternoon, May 23, at 1.30.
Constitution of the United States
From then on courteous attendants
the National Grange, as a body «»f
more' than a million substantial
in charge will explain in detail how
moral, sober, law-abiding, farm pen- ;
electricity, in a variety of ways,
pie, will oppose with every power at
Improves the beauty, and workability
its command, individually and as an
of every room.
rganlzation, nationally and in the
The local merchants in charge pf
States, any change in the law which
the demonstration, which lasts for
violates the clearly expressed princi
four days, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
ples of the Eighteenth Amendment.
and Wednesday, from 1.30 to 9 p. nt.,
The fact that the National Grange
are ntakdng extensive preparations
for 60 years has f night the rum
to take care of the Immense crowds
traffic, has excluded from its mem
that are expected from all over the
bership anyone engaged in the
pastern part of the State. Auto
business. has required strict habits
WOMEN DREAD MAY
mobile parties frotn Portland, Bruns
of sobriety from its members and
wick, Bath, Bangor, Jlelfast and as
that it embraces today nearly one
All Because of That Popular (?) far away as Lewiston, Waterville
million persons on its roll, very
Indoor Sport Housecleaning
and Augusta, have made arrange
largely voters, makes this organiza
ments to visit the home on the
tion a tremendous factor in the
May is, peihaps, the busiest month opening day.
“wet and dry” fight, and powerfully
in the whole year. The home-maker
Complete Electric Home
reinforces the prohibition cause,
feels tha't she should use all of her
This electric home probably rep
through its consistent and well
time in sewing, all of it in houseorganized advocacy.
*
el aning, all of it in gardening and resents the finest and most complete
electrically wired home of any its
» ♦ * ♦
outside work.
The energies of the National
The cellar requires very particular size in the State. Not until one
Grange, through its legislative office
care at this time. The furnace fire goes down Into the cellar and sees
THE UNION CAMPAIGN
at Washington, are being exerted in
is presumably out, so have the the specially constructed switch
behalf of the rigid enforcement of
furnace thoroughly cleaned and put hoard, 12 feet by 4 feet, is a true
Widespread interest has been cre in order, making any necessary It- ight into the real extent that
the Packer Consent Decree, which
the meat packers are working hard ated hv Evangelists Miller and Smith repairs in order to he ready for an c’e( tricity has been put to work
to have Invalidated. The National in their campaign being conducted unexpected cold snap in the. fall. out lined. The switchboard is what
Grange, as an organization. Is clearly in the Town hall. Union. The musical Have the smoke-pipe taken down, you might expect to find in a manu
on record in this matter and is now numbers are proving a strong attrac cleaned and returned to place. Start facturing plant but so conveniently
joining with various other farm tion of the meeting as well as the a li'ttle blaze weekly to keep the and pleasingly is it arranged that it
organizations in a petition to the gospel ermons presented by Mr. I house dried out. using the contents adds a touch of servieeness to the
• district supreme court at Washing Miller. Mr. Smith is a
five of this of the scrap-baskets, thus accom already compact and serviceable
ton that will force action against the State, coming from* South I ‘oi l land. plishing a double good. This is a cellar.
packers.
The whole case hinges Mr. Smith has held
vival cam-1 better plan than to keep the pipe
The Cellar and Laundry
upon the contract which the packers paigns in this section
number of j uown through the summer—but only
Now that we are in tiie eeller
several years ago entered intefwith years ago. Mr. Miller lives in New on the condition that you never let's look around and gradually
the United States government and York State although his labors are forget the blaze.
work our way up to the rooms above.
Open windows and bulkhead and
confirmed by a signed decree in the confined to New. England and the
Off from the cellar, and easily
I'ederal courts, promising to divest Maritime Provinces. This campaign give personal supervision to the accessible, is the laundry. This room
themselves of ownership in stock will continue throughout the fnonth. work of cleaning the cellar. If one will attract the eye of every house
yards, sail out their interest in news Services will he held in the .-Town can afford a minimum of service wife who does her own laundry
papers and market news agencies, halt each evening except onq those only, a day of a handy man’s time work. Running water, both hot and
and to cease their activities as mer nights on which previous engage is most valuable here. Have him cold, with just a touch at the switch
chants of goods and commodities not ments had been made. Oni& {these brush down the walls, brush dust to give as much hot water as desired.
directly connected with the livestock particular evenings the servi« ee will from top of furnace and all pipes— In just one operation the clothes are
industry.
he he’d in some neighborhood home- making as little dust as possible— taken from the set tubs, placed into
snlit up broken boxes and boards the Easy electric washer, and elec
The Grange charges that the his
tory of subsequent activities of the
.Approximately 60,<100 men and ( for kindling, pile wood, and lastly tricity does the rest—washing the
packers indicates that they have women in 122 colleges and universi- I sweep up floor, using damp sawdust clothes far more gently, and whiter,
never in good faith tried to carry ties of the United States 39 percent, to lay the dust. I keep a box of saw than the old scrub board method.
out the terms of this contract and of the entire enrollment. are working j dust on hand for the more frequent After the clothes are dried they are
that their continued ownership of their wfiy through college, according swe,epings. It is convenient to save a Ironed on a Simplex electric ironer
the stockyards has proven very to information furnished the Interior pile of the best accumulated boards, that does tiie work in less time even
bjectionable to farmers and live- j Department, Bureau of EduqA-Uon. 1° use in home-talent carpentry and than the popular ar.d almost univers
stock shippers, who believe that the! About 55 per eept of the men and repairing.
ally used electric iron. But there is
packers are now manipulating live-j 22 per cent of the women i.U'Qiese' Adopt, in* the interests of tidiness, an electric iron, too, for use when
stock prices in their own interests institutions are supporting, them- j the army principle of keeping all It may be desired for use on the
and against the welfare of both selves in whole or in part.
. utensils hung up if possible. A hght small ironing. One may think of
J clean part of the cellar often makes the ordinary cellar as being a little
——C-~~T-/— r J a good and convenient tool-room. too dark and gloomy for the laundry.
E ;uip this gradually with the most Not so with this ideal cellar with
necessary tools. Arrange a hanging its electrical servants and plenty of
electric light overhead.
light placed conveniently so that the
(’lean out the preserve closet and least human labor is necessary for
wash its shelves. See to h that net heretofore considered drudgery.
a particle of decaying vegetable
for rainy days
I
The hot water heater Is located in
7
matter lurks in a dark corner.
the laundry hut through ''remote
Throw away empty bottles and control” It Is Just as readily accessi
As popular in the city/
imperfect fruit-jars. A small closet
as In the country.
'
ble from the kitchen on the floor
knocked together to hold screens
ForMen. Women and Children
above or the hath room on the
may often he conveniently locate!
second floor. Red “bull’s eves” show
in the cellar, if dry. Swing shelves
when the heater is on or off from
7
in tiie fruit closet conveniently to
I hold fall fruit—pears, grapes and all three rooms.
Well placed lights over the furnace,
so forth: pickles and salt vegetables
Z/
I in crocks, also emptied fruit-jars and in the vegetable cellar and all
J jelly lumhlers. After the floors are through the main cellar make it
•!
swept, mop liberally every corner. possible to come In any door, turn
Lejtve the windows open until every on the lights and pass on through
thing is thoroughly dry and sweet. and out any other door and turn off
Whitewash the walls occasionally.— Ihe lights.
This is true of anywhere in the
A. J.TOWER CO, BOSTON
From The Designer Magazine for
TOuAtwufKmastmm
AT YOU* OfALIAS
whole house. Everywhere light can
May.
•
he turned on ahead and then
turned off again without retracing
steps hack through the dark.

HUDSON
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To the left of the kitchen is the
daintily arranged dining room. A
five-light celling ring fixture with
two wall brackets give just the right
diffusion of light.
Three way
switches make It possible to turn
these lights on or off from either
of the two entrances lo the dining
room. An electric tread under the.
dining room table calls the servant
from the kitchen. Convenience out
lets make it possible to use any of
the various electrical servants like
toasters, waffle irons, chafing dishes
right at the table. A heavy duty

outlet also makes it possible to
take ofl the fall and spring chills
when the furnace Isn't running or
to provide auxiliary heat on the
coldest days.
In fact the whole house could he
heated Electrically in the early fall
or spring due to the many heavy
duty outlets which are conveniently
placed in the different rooms and
to which a 3000-watt electric heater
can he attached.
The living room Is hut a repetition
of the other rooms Insofar as com
fort, convenience and beauty is con
cerned. Perhaps the most striking
feature is the entire absence of
ceiling fixtures which the observer
might he tempted to look for as he
entered the room. Bracket fixtures,
mantellighta and archway lights be
tween (he living room and front hall
make a handsome effect with their
siindiu d light while reading and
bridge lamps placed around (he room
at convenient places provide reading
light in abundance.
In the sun porch just off the
living room and connected by French
doors 'are convenience outlets for
fans, electric heaters, reading lamps,
and for the various cooking appli
ances such as percolators, waffle
irons’, etc. The main light for the
room is furnished from a basket type
lamp hung from the center of the
ceiling.

NIC.u S. sat

off.

NE^MOTOR OIL
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK 2GBtoadway

The Bathl-oom

The bathroom, upstairs, carries out
the belief that it Is Just as important
to make sure of good electric wiring
as it Is to have good plumbing.
Good light for shaving, convenience
outlets at convenient height for
immersion water heater, vibrator, or
hair dryer, electric heater for the
room and 2-bracket wall lamps con
trolled hy switch are advantages of
this attractive bathroom which vie
with the plumbing fixtures for
heauty, comfort and convenience.
In the main bedroom alone are
13 electrical outlets.
Practically
every use to which electricity might
be put to was taken into considera
tion In planning for the cheerfulness
and comfort of this room. Duplex
convenience outlets alongside bed—
for boudoir lamp, electric cleaner,
bed warmer, are provided. Bracket
lights give plenty of light for
moving about the room—no inter
ference with sleep—which gives the
same subdued effect as light in the
aisles of movie theatres and Pullman
cars. A second telephone has been
placed in the upstairs hall just out
side the bedroom.
In the “den” the main light is
received from a ceiling ring fixture
of a cluster of three lights. Con
venience outlets give ample oppor
tunity for electric heaters, cigar
lighter, reading lamps, and for
plugging in on the radio.
Automatic Lights in Closets

NO NEED TO CHASE

THE RAINBOW DOWN
TO FIND THE POT OF

COLD SOCONY PUMPS
GIVE EVERYWHERE
’FULL-VALUE GASOLINE

■

III I—AWI1IIH1T-.-

I‘
I I

P
.

/ / //
//

Nothing
Better Than

a GS

PRIEST’S POWDER

SOUR SICK STOMACHS—GAS ON THE STOMACH—HEARTBURN—WATER

4

Can Be
Made for
BRASH—INDIGES

TION—BIG HEAD-SEA SICKNESS—CAR SICKNESS—ANO VOMITING DURING PREGNANCY
Onir of the interesting features of
Ihe pome and of especial interest
For sale by all druggists and served at Soda Fountains.
to milady Is the lighting effect in
and
closets. All closets are lighted auto
matically with the opening of the
Sent Parcel Post and prepaid to any address on receipt of price.
doors, and close when the door Is
If you have not received a sample during our sampling campaign we will send a generous amount for
shut.
This does away with all
you to try on receipt of 2c to help pay for packing and postage.
118-Th-tf
fumbling for chains and switches in
dark closets. The closet off from
PRIEST DRUG CO., BANGOR, MAINE
the ‘den” Is finished In cedar mak
ing it ideal for protection against
motif*.
Another unique feature Is tiie
beautiful floral offerings. Interment
automatically lighted number plate
NEW HARBOR
VINALHAVEN
was made in Cummings cemetery.
on the front, door which illuminates
Lemuel Russell of Long Gove Is
At the morning service at Union Mrs. Jennie Ripley was in town to
the street number of Ihe house just working at E.. A. McFarland’s.
Church Rev. Albert Henderson will attend tiie services.
as long as a light remains burning in
Fred Maloney, Jr. of Thomaston have for his subject "The Guest of
If you liaj’e not tried Hawley’s
the interior of the home.
I God.” and for evening the love story Hosiery get a pair today. $1.25 per
was in town Saturday.
of
“
Isaac
and
Rebekah.
”
There
will
pan*, three pairs for $3.50; all shades,
Mr. and Mrs- Maynard McFarland
No Wires Anywhere
he spe'eial music at both services.
In Rockland's model home not were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sunday evening. May 30, Miss Doro pure silk. Mrs. Lena Davidson will
show samples any time.
even a wire of any kind can he seen Baker at Pcmaqliid Beach Sunday.
thy Secord, the Young People's
Mis. Maud Blalsdell has entered specialist and teacher of Lincoln
from the main house to the garage—
these, too, being all underground. the employ of Burnham & Morrill, Academy, will deliver an address.
MATINICUS ROCK
In addition to the garage Interior Pemaquid Beach.
The grades in tlTe Washington
Miss Eleanor M. Beal and Willard
lighting which allows ample light
Elden Morton has recently bought Building will hold Memorial Day R. Hilt'are getting their little gar
In any corner of the garage together a Ford touring ear of Asmond Royal. exercises Tuesday, at 9 a. ni. The den spots read> to plant.
with convenience outlets for trouble
Mis. Alice Murphy called on Mrs. patriotic orders are cordially invited
A. B. Beal went to Matinlcus last
lamps, battery charger, radiator E. A. McFarland Saturday.
to he present.
Sunday.
heater and hand electric cleaner, a
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Brown
F. D. Hilt went to Matinlcus Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Holden of Haverhill,
large lamp gives plenty of light tn
Mass . are nt their cottage for a week. returned from Rockland Wednesday. day after his boat which had been
illumine the driveway
and
to
1). II. Glbbb-n WAS in tin* <ily there lor repairs hy L- Young.
Benjamin Smith of Fairfield is at
brighten the way Into the house.
We are watching way out over the
his cottage for the summer. Mrs. Tuesday.
In a description of this kind it
L. A. Coombs returned Wednesday water every day for rum runners?
Smith and her mother are to join him
Is almost Impossible to picture the
from P.elfast and Camden.
oli no for an iceberg we feel sure
later.
wonderful advantages to he gained
Mrs. Langtry Smith has returned it must be near here. Maine Is a dry
,Mrs. Stella Osier and daughter
from a home so completely electri
Ruby have gone to Pemaqhld Point from a visit with relatives in Rock State or we know it will he If it
fied as this home.
The tales of
doesn’t rain.
where Miss Osier will cook at the land.
thrilling accomplishments hy magi
A rehearsal was held Thursday
Tough luck setting bens this year.
Pemaquid Hotel.
cians of old—(lie vivid descriptions
Mrs. Cora Martin has opened her evening at the Union Church vestry A. J. P.eal and Willard R. Hilt are
ol' treasure troves cannot even rival hotel. The Bradley Inn, at Pemaquid for the four-act drama, "Down in having their trials. The story goes
the wonders of practical achieve
Maine.”
like this. Set a ben at night and find
Point.
ment of electricity as demonstrated
Andrew Gilchrist anil Herbert in the morning biddy has retired
‘Courtland Brackett of Monhegan is
in the 'Electric Home which It Is in town for a few days.
Mills returned Wednesday from from the job. Then grab another
Rockland's opportunity to offer to
Charles Sylvester spent the week Brunswick, where they attended the Ik u and finally find one satisfied with
Its visitors on Sunday.. May 23.
track meet.
the nest. At the end of three weeks
end in Friendship.
Here, In an average, liveable home,
il. L. Coombs has recently built an behold only six chicks or not any.
Ormond Poland and Johnnie Mor
this mysterious, wonderful force Is ton were in Damariscotta Saturday. addition to the boat shop on Arm- Willard had one lien come out with
put to work doing the arduous
Mrs. Ella Davis has been quite ill brirst whajf. It will be used for a four ducklings and one ehick. Pretty
rouline duties of the home, washing, but is much better.
machine shop for auto and boat good, hut the industrious mother
ironing, cleaning, conking.
wanted the ducklings to scratch
Miss Elvie Osier has arrived from engines.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyde Webster and • herefore they got kicked over and
Open at 1.30 Sunday Afternoon
Miami. Fla., lo spend the summer
The many wonderful parts which with her mother, Mrs. Roseanna family of Boston are expected to only one duckling and the chicken
arrive this week.
remain.
electricity plays in making the Osier.
Mrs. Lura Gross, wife of Winslow
Miss Evelyn M. Ilyler entertained
There will he a dance at the Salt
modern home a thing of comfort and
Gross, died May 4. at her home on tlu crowd last Friday evening This
convenience cun only he learned hy Pond Park dance hall. June 7.
The Consolidated Baking Co trucks Pond street. She was tiie daughter was another birthday celebration.
visiting the exhibition. The doors
of Isaac and Sarah Murch and wa^ These gatherings are small with the
open at 1.30 Sunday afternoon. have started their regular trips to
horn in Vinaihaven 46 years ago. same crowd present every time, but
Courteous attendants In charge will New Harbor three times a week.
Lincoln
Dwinell
and
Arlene Besides her husband she is survived manage to be enthusiastic enough to
explain in detail how electricity, in
by a son, Robert, two sisters, Mis.
a variety of ways, improves the Crotker were, at Long Cove Sunday. Esther Young of this town and make each enjoyable. Friday night
for a starter we got WOSH, Port
Willis Gilbert recently bought a
beauty and workability of every
Mrs. Jennie Ripley of Bucksport, land, on the radio and found the fea
power boat of Edward Bailey.
room.
Clarence Thomas of Rockland was and two brothers, William Murch of ture being the presentation of “Uncle
The Electric Home is not a spec
Livermore Falls and Isaac Murch of Tom's Cabin,” by the WEAF players
tacular exhibit. It Is just a well in town on business Monday.
During her long of New York. Miss Evelyn cut the
Word has been received announc Rhode Island.
furnished home, arranged to show
illness she was tenderly cared for birthday cake, refreshments were
how electricity can be employed to ing the engagement of Miss Bodine by her husband and mother-in-law
served and gifts presented. Very
Smith of Gravly, Mass., to Ensign
solve domestic problems.
George Brigham, on the steamship Mrs. George Fuller. Services were late in the evening Mrs. Hilt sang a
Owned By Private Citizen
West Virginia. Miss Smith is a sum held Thursday at the home, John few songs and played her own ac
It was built hy a private citizen, mer resident of New Harbor and a Whittington officiating. There were companiment.
I,. E. McRae for his own personal host of friends extend congratula
use but because of its unusual tions.
heauty, comfort and convenience
A large crowd attended the whist
he has been sought by (he local party at Long Cove Wednesday
electricians who did the work, Central night.
Maine Power Company and other
Mrs. Stella Osler, Miss Carrie Loud
local firms which sold Mr. McRae the and Miss Ruby Osier, Mertland Loud,
furnishings, to put the home on dis Walker Gilbert and William Loud
play for four days beginning Sunday, spent Sunday nt Iznid’s Island.
May 23, from 1,30 p. ill. to 9 p. m.
Considerable work is being done at
livery person owning a house or the Gosnald Arms tills spring. The
contemplating hujjillng otic should proprietor and his wile. Mr and Mrs.
George Gardiner are expected here
plan to see II.
tills week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gifford.
Misses Geraldine and Marilyn Gifford
and Master Carl Gifford were callers
at Joseph <lifford's, Round Pond.
Thin sday.

PRICE 50c

$1.50

The Quality Brand

SALADA'

INWOOD'
*

FAQH S/A MONTHS TO ONI

A chemist says the first alcohol
ever distilled was Arabian, which
may explain those nights.—Detroit
News.

TEA .

Endorsed by People Everywhere
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Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

Miss Lois Hallowell is at home
COACH o* COUPI
Henry Teague was the weekend i
Advertisements in this column not to ex
from Plymouth, Mass., called here
ceed tluee lines Inserted once for 25 cents.
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
by the illness of her mother.
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
Mrs. Lewis Kales of Attleboro. Edwin Teague, High street.
cents each for one time. 10 cents for three
' 'I--times
Six words make a line.
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. | Carl Abbott of Bucksport has been
II —■—jW——
!■■■■■■
placed in charge of the alewive tish—BY—
Alice Hallowell.
The co-operation of all residents *»*-' this rear by Mr. Feeney.
Lost
and
Found
W. L. l.awr.v went to North Warof tlie town is solicited in clean-up
LOST—Shell glasses and case Thursday
BOMBS BY NStttm
week, which will begin next Mon- . Ien Wednesday evening where he
Name inside ease
CARL HERRICK, 8
day.
Well kept grounds and clean "ill visit Edwin Crawford for a few
Holmes St. Tel. 691-11.
01*63
streets are a good advertisement. A days.
THOMASTON, ME.
LOST—Between Clark hCand altd Rock
Frank Stahl lia* employment witli
team will remove the rubbish that
land, 29x4.75 balloon tire.
Finder notify
Willis
Moody
at
North
Warren.
may lie deposited on tlte sides of tlie
ALBERT DAVIS at Clark Island or E 0
We are paying 4 Cents Per Pound
l’hilbrook & Son Garage
59-61
Mrs. C. IL. Overlook lias been con
streets.
57-61
fined
to
her
home
by
illness
this
LOST—At Union Town hall May 8. chauf
Bion Whitney is having the foun
feur’s number plate. Number 18
Finder
dation of a house put in on Wads week.
Please return MARTIN 11 JAMES, Union.
Tlie lirst alewives of tlie season
worth street.
Me
59*61
Wanted
Master Richard Paquin fell off a were caught below the bridge Wed
For Sale
LOST—Boat, taken tr/»ni its moorings Dec.
fence Wednesday afternoon breaking nesday afternoon. One year ago they
WANTED Position as chauffeur, by re- FOR SALE—Pasture in Union consisting
13., 1924. Reward of $1060 will be given for
iin arm.
Everybody is sorry for took the biggest catch of the run on
any information that will indicate who the liable dtlVer. W.M. AXDUfcSOX, Kockliniil.
61*63
acres Clean au<l well located. EnMe.
guilty parties are.
J. A. TEEL, Matinioua.
Richard.
April 19—totaling 115.000.
uu re It E. THURSTON Rockland
61*63 •
44*55-tf
WANTED—Girl for dining room at KXOX
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding is attending
Three candidates will he received
nOSlTAL
______
______________________
61-63
FOR
SALE
-At
once
forty
cords
dry
fitted
Die convention of the Eastern Star into the membership of Mystic Re
Summer Cottages and Board WANTED—The Hiller Brush Company has woou. $14.00 per coni delhvred; any amount
in Portland.
bekah Lodge at next Monday even
openings in sales department for two col you want. Twelve cords hi chunks J. 11. •
Tlie subject of the sermon at the ings meeting.
61-8-61
If you have a cottage to. let or desire sum lege men wishing summer employment, also SIMONTON. Rockland R F. D
Baptist church Sunday
morning
mer boarders advertise the fact in thia pa one iiermanent position open
Mrs 11. A. St. Claire Chase who has
Write room
FOR
SALE
—
Two
show
eases,
one
6 ft.,
per where thousands will read of it.
512 CLAPP MEMORIAL BLDG . PORTLAND, and one 3 ft. CHARLES E. WADE. 76 Waldo
will be "Tlie Divine Visitor.''
Tlie spent the past few days at her sum
61-63 Ave Tel 531 -W.
evening service at 7 o'clock will lie mer home expected to return to New
61*63
FOR SALE—Ideally located house. Rock MAINE, for appointment.
WANTtt)—-Lawns to mow and ga rden
port Two families or summer cottage. Exconducted by the World Wide Guild ton Centre. Mass.. Friday.
FOR
SALE
—
One
good
work
horse,
1
heavy
61-63
eptionally
desirable.
Write
for
picture.
work
A-BONN1NI. Tel 610 M.__________
Girls.
There will be slides on
Axel Erkkila of North Warren has
2-horte wpgon. a 2-horse diamond tooth har
Another inexpensive tittle home or summer
WANTtfc—Good capable cook tor service row. also a 2-horse sqiring harrow.
Ocean Park and a short talk on built a wayside store near his home
G<mmI
ttage, fountain scenery, near trolley.
from
about
July 1 to September 15, in family condition
Price reasonable. F. D MAl>Others, all kinds and prices Address BURT
what tlie W. W. G. is and what tlie and will alsp run a gas and oil station
of
6
to
10,
In
summer
home,
two
miles
ou<t
DOCKS,
Owls
Head,
Me.
_____________
61*63
RICHARDS, Agent. Rockport. Me.
51-if
Thomaston division has done. Dur tor the convenience of passing mo
of Camden Village
Assistant furnished.
TO LET—Two furnished cottages at Pleas, Good position for right person.
Address
FOR SALE—'Waterproof truck covers for
ing the evening many of the Guild torists.
m
Reach
by
week,
month
or
season
Apply
MRS
J.
II.
YALLETTE,
Attleboro. Mass
Fon.s or any old truck at bargain prices
songs will be sung, some by the
M rs. Bertha Schuyler of Seattle,
MRS H. II STOVER. 429 Forest Ave. Fort61-63 whlh the rojl lasts. ROCKL.VND AWNING
Guild as a group and others by some Was!,.. is the guest of Mrs. Julia
laud, Me., or Tel. Portland Forest 10017.
('(). lei. 1672-M.
61*63
Not only is the Pontiac the lowest
WANTED - Kitchen woman at THORNDIKE
of the members.
60-tf
Watts. Mrs. Schyler’s father, the
61-tf
HOTEL.
FOR
SALE
—
Ladies
’
Guaranteed
pure
silk
A rummage sale will be held at late Rufus Crawford, will be remem- •
TO LET -Four large room cottage close
Enclose $1.66.
pricedSix offering closed bodies by Fisher—
WANTED—Return IikiU to Boston or \ i- plaited hose in all shades.
by shore of Tenants Harbor, spring water,
the Congregational church May 28. bered as a resident of Warren years]
state size and color desired. Money hack if
inity
around
June
1st
CLARK
&
REID
«»;«? garage
frur:i(r<> available
IRA G HART.
MART KlKl.
boat,
available,
All persons donating articles should ago. living on the place now occu- j
net satisfied. This is a ldg value
Don't
CO.. 343 Green street, Cambridge. Mass
but the bodies themselves represent an
more. Maine
HAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. Cor.
61*66 miss it
have them at the church May 27 or pied by James T. Robinson, near.
FISHER
Main
anti
Lindsey
streets,
Rockland.
Me.
FARMS. COUNTRY HUMLS. COTTAGES
notify Mrs. Ellis Copeland.
-> Russell’s Corner.
Llnekm-Gibson— Portland. May 19. Fwnk
achievement in style, spaciousness and
61*tf
and eaiaiea; up-in date property, in the A. Linekin and Mary T. Gibson, both of
Mrs. Martha Carter made a busi
Miss Nan Mahoney has withdrawn'
eardrn spat of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write Wort ester. Mass.
FOR SALE—One large white iron crib,
ness trip to Portland Friday.
her resignation at the urgent request I
u«
Kliat
you
want.
ORRIN
J
DICKEY,
Bel

excellence of detail, that lends new luster
Telephone
WANTED—Experienced pant makers on perfect condition, drop sides.
Miss Ella Copeland has returned of her employers and will cpntinue
fast. Maine.
22-tl
61-63
power machines. UNION MANUFACTUR- 969-M.
from Gardiner.
Miss Copeland has her work as home demonstration
to the Fisher tradition of craftsmanship.
1NG CORPORATION ( it)_____________ 60-62
FOR SALE—Building large enough for
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Cyrus agent here.
Used Cars
WANTED—Man with light car to represent 2-car garage or good sized workshop. MILS.
Ncwbert.
Oakland Six. rnmpunian I., ihc Pontiac Six. 81025 to SI295. All ptiree
an old established concern tor Rockland.
Mrs. Shirley Rowley has been at
61*lt
FOR SALE—1921 Durant sport touring Camueti and vicinity. Must be reliable and MILLIE THO5L4S, at Gonla's store.
Mrs. Fannie Berry of Andover. tending the Pythian Sisters Conven
at lactory.
Easy to fay on the General Motor, Time Payment Plan.
0806 miles: Ford touring, Chevrolet touring. able to furnish references. Would prefer
FOR SALE—1 18 in. surface planer and
Mass., is tlie guest of her sister. tion in Lewiston this week.
E D PHILBROOK & .SOX
58-tf man living In Rockland. Good opportunity matcher: 1 oak body for 1 ton truck; 1 2Mrs. Clarence Boblnson.
A FEW' GOOO~TRADE8 IN OUR USED for advancement for man who can qualify. horse dump cart body. Will be sold at a
(Oaaler a Name and Address nliould be set in this space
Traffic was forced to detour by i
Mrs Crittenden, and Mrs. Merriam Oyster River Road Wednesday while
'.ir Department:
See Mr Hatiscom or Mr. Address 8. care COURIER-GAZETTE. 66-62 bargain. Inquire of HERBERT B. BARTER.
centered and not wider then the text.,
of Leominster. Mass..-nre spending repairs were made at South Warren J
59-tf
MacDonald at Warehouse, Xo 3, rear sales
66-62 227 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 25.
room
IOXES MOTOR COMPANY, 499 Main
a few days with Mrs. Joseph Cream
WANTED—Small sailboat or Swampscott
(Names of Associate Dealers, if any, to be set
bridge, where a heavy truck broke
FOR SALE—My house at 395 Broadway.
St , Rockland. Tel. 1000.
*tf dory
Give full particulars. ADDRESS All modern conveniences.
er.
AVAUGHN M.
in this spare as indicated below.)
through.
BOAT, care Courier-Gazette.
66*62 AMES.
Mr. Sullivan is having extensive
60-62
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray left Tues
WANTED
—
Girl
fur
general
housework
repairs made upon ills buildings.
Eggs and Chicks
FOR
SALE
—
Garden
loam.
Price
reason

day morning l’or l^ewiston wliefe ;
ATLANTIC
HIGHWAY
SERVICE
MRS. M IL PILLSBURY. 5 Beech St 59-64
Tlie' interior of tlie house lias lieen
able
FRANK FbCTCRER. 20 Valley View
they attended the Pylhian Conven
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and St. Tel. 591-5.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
FOR SALE—Bah.v Chii. Wylflea Strain.
painted and new paper hung in all
66-62
tion, returning Thursday.
Single Comb Reds, bred for type and color; kittens. Highest prices paid. Tel. 352-14.
of the rooms.
Tlie exterior of the
1 tf
FOR SALE—Dahlia bulbs, $1.60 per doz ,
x Mr. and Mrs. James Dean of ’
trapnested After May 15, 18c each postpaid, JOHN 8 RAXLETT, Rockville. Me.
buildings is being treated to two
•afe arrival guaranteed
F. II. WYI.LIK.
Camden
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
WANTED—Trucking and moving. Long or postpaid GENEVA UPHAM, 86 Camden St..
eoats of paint.
Tlie foundation
66*62
Thomaston. Me., Route 1. Phone 199-6 44-tf short trips. Will go any where. Rock and Rockland. Me.
Tomas last Sunday.
which was in bad condition, has
loam for driveways and lawns SNOWMAN
FOR SALE—Extension table, oil heater,
Little
Ann
Mae
Thomas
hits
been
672-R.
52-tf wooden bedstead. 3 woven wire bed springs.
been thoroughly repaired.
The
SHERIFF’S SALE
ut of school a week because of ill50*61
house is one of the older ones in
STATE OF MA1XE
WANTED—Boats of all description, pleas TEL. 171-J.
town situated on Stain street the n
Coun’y of Knox. >s.
ure and commercial, straight power and
FOR SALE—First class eating or seed
Mrs.
Leroy
Elwell
called
on
Mr.
CHIEF
•
OF
Taken
this
fifteenth
day
of
May,
A.
I)
auxiliary
Send
us
particulars.
KNOX
MA

potatoes, $3 per bushel at the house. EAK-LEsecond one west of tlie Baptist
THE • SIXES
1926,
execution dated the twenty-second RINE EXCHANGE. Camden, Me
51-tf (’. HANNON. Union, Maine.
59*67
church.
Mr. Sullivan has antici and Mrs. A. B. Conic Sunday.
day of April in the year of our Lord nine
Mrs.
Willfred
Martell
called
on
WAN
i
EO
—
Waitress
at
GRAY
GULL
CAFE.
FOR
ALE—Gladioli, choice mixed. 28
pated elean-up week and is to he
teen hundred and twenty -six, issued on a
47-tf cent.-, a dozen, postpaid. MRS. WILL SAYjudgment recovered by the consideration of Lirrierock street, at once.
commended for the improvement lie Mrs. A. B. Conic last week.
WARD. Union. R F D 3.
59*61
WANTED—Position as all round cook
our Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court
has made in the appearance of the
holdtn at Rockland, within and for our Best of references firrnished. HORACE
FOR SALE—Velie Roadster 47 ATLANTIC
FORESTRY CONTEST PRIZES
street.
County of Knox, aforesaid, on the first PKUY. Orange St. Tel. 726.W
it* ST., or Cobb’s shipyard
59*61
Plans are being made for tlie ob
of April A D. 1926, and on the
ot the evening ami an interesting Tuesday
FOR SALE—Auto Camp Trailer, sleep six,
WALDOBORO
eleventh day of the Term, being the twentieth
CAMDEN
servance of Memorial Day.
has Ice box. two drawers, running water,
To Let
program lias been arranged for the day of April A. D. 1926, in favor ot Camden
The winners of the essay contest in '
X. F. Andrews reports that ice
folds compact, has only 25 pulling resistance.
MfSs Celia Eugiev hys
nus been in
j>rs.
II. Parsons leaves Sunday occasion.
Securities Company, a corporation organ
the “Forests of Maine. Their ProtecTO LET- House at 59 Masonic St. .MRS DR F. II. ^TAHL, 466 Main St. Phone 886.
formed In a pail In his hen house on
ized
under
the
laws
of
the
Sitate
of
Maine
for Quebec and will sail May 26 ,on
61-63
At the convention of the Grand
ELLA P. CRIMES. 31 Masonic S’.
lon and Conservation” for Knox Gardiner for a week.
_______ v___________________________ 59-61
and having its principal office and place of
Thursday night.
A man from
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney ihe S. S. Empress of Scotland. After Lodge. Knights of Pythias, held at business at Camden in the County of Knox
County are: in the High School con
TO LET—Desirable 5 room tenement
FOR SALE—Ail kinds hard and soft wood
Cushing stated that a pail of water
test Miss Beulah Starrett of Warren »nd son have returned to Brooklyn. i few weeks in Paris she will visit • Auburn Wednesday. C. 1.. Whalev of and State of Maine, against R. L Bean of MRS. ULARENTE P MILLER. 20 South Main and kindling Immediate or future delivery
left out of door froze over.
Co-62
Switzerland. Germany. England aid a he Camden Lodge was elected Grand Camden aforesaid, for the sum of seventy- St. Tel. 116-R.
Best quality and at right price. RALPH P.
High School, with honorable mention X. V.
Mrs. Lucy Tobey is returning to
eight hundred dollars and no cents, debt or
Tel
TO LET—Five room apartment, sunny, CONANT A SON, South Hope, Me
Scotland.
returning
home about outer Guard
of Miss Evelyn W’incapaw of Union
Paul
Duslia.
Victor
Nekarda
and
damage,
and
thirty-seven
dollars
and
sixteen
Boston today.
Mrs. Joseph Emery and infunt cent.’ cost of suit, being seventy-eight hun modem, central, renovated, nicely papered, R< ick la nd 67-11.____________ 59-61
High; in the Grammar School con William Belsky of New York have July 25.
grounds for garden. Tel. 763-R.
60-65
Mrs. Albert T. Gould left Friday
FOR SALB--Fireless cooker, almost new.
Henry D. Evans has resigned his daughter are expected home from dred thirty-seven dollars and sixteen cents
test, Miss Caroline Thomas of the been in town this week.
hl her new Hudson car for her home
Reasonablo
ROOMS TO LET—At 17 Water street. Just light for summer camp
in the whole, together with lawful interest
seventh grade of Camden, and hon
position as chemist with the Bates Rockland tonight.
price.
V O. GILES, 239 Cedar St. Tel.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
C.
Flint
Bath,
hot
and
cold
water,
electric
lights.
from
the
twentieth
day
of
April
A
D.
1926,
In Waban. Mass.
Manufacturing Co. of Lewiston to
31 W.
59*61
59*61
being the time of the rendition of Judgment, APPLY TO THE HOl^E
Miss Florence Hyler of Portland orable mention of Sherwood Side have returned from Boston.
ll nger of the Warren Grammar
as aforesaid, and will bo sold at public auc
take effect July 1 and with Lewis T.I!I
PACT WALDOBORO
FOR SALE Hercules work shoes, mocca
TO LET—Two furnished rooms. 34 FULspent Sunday in town.
Mrs.
Medora
Perry
returned
from
tion,
to
the
highest
bidder,
at
the
Hire
riffs
B,
School, and Miss Florence Herbert
59*61 sin toe: nailed and sewed, $5.06 value for
TON STREET Tel. 733-3
office, in the Knox County Court House. In
$3 18 McLAIN SHOE STORE at the Brook.
of the seventh grade of Camden. Rockland Monday.
concern will form a chemical and
TO LET—Ten cment 4 rooms. .M<»>»ily fur
said Rockland, to satisfy, in whole or in part,
57-tf
SOUTH THOMASTON. The K-nox County committee. Supt. Carroll Spear of Fort Fairfield has textile business. Mr. Evans is a tol and Samuel Little and family of said
nished
$4 66 per week. Inquire or call
exit
ut
Ion
and
charges
of
sale
thereon,
Damariscotta called on relatives here on Frida) the eighteenth day of June A I» 119P-W.
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE—Restaurant for sale—Libby’s
56*61
Camden boy. the son of the late Rev.
I Newton Morgan arrived home F. D. Rowe of Warren. lion. R. I. B. G. Miller.
Quality Lunch, 11 Washington street, Cam
Sunday.
1926 at 12 o’clock uoon, the following de
TO LET 4 -room apartment, furnished or den. An ideal place for a man and wife.
Lewis D. Evans and was educated at
Thursday afternoon after a 26 weeks Thompson of Rockland, and Miss
scribed real estate, and all the right, title unfurnished: also 7 room house. MRS. J. A
W. L. Smith of Portland was
Mrs. Alice Flint has been visiting
Ownei selling because of ill health. Cao bo
Camden and at Bowdoin. He was in
hospital experience.
The towns Mary A. Taylor of Camden, tound relatives in Gardiner.
and
interest
that
said
R.
L
Bean
has
in
and
weekend guests of J. L. Flanders.
FROST, 8 Summer St.
56-tf bought ;.t a reasonable price for cash. Ap
structor in chemistry nt Thornton
to the same, and all the right, title and in
people are more pleased to see him many excellent papers to consider
Mrs. Smith, who lias been visiting
Rev. W. R. Patterson’s subject for
56-61
that said R L. Bean had in and to
FOR RENT—Johnson’s electric floor pol ply at RESTAURANT.
home than mere words can express, and heartily wished that second and the Sunday morning service will he Academy and for many years was a her parents, returned home with him terest
the same on the ninth day of November, isher. $2.00 per day; 50c per hour. JOHN
FOR .SALE—Heavily waxed roses and
and very glad. too. to have Mrs. 1. N. third prizes might have been offered “The Day of Actiop.” In the evening chemist at the State Department of
56-tf wreaths for Memorial Day. Come early aa
Mrs. Alice Burrows and Mr. and A D 1921, at 9.15 o’clock in the forenoon A KxVRL & CO.
nd hoys for their deHealth.
time of the attachment thereof on the
back again, as she has lived in to the gilds anc
supply is limited G. A. TARR, 234 Main St.
a joint meeting of the Brotherhood
Mrs. S. J. Burrows of South Waldo the
TO
LET—Furnished front room.
‘
•erving
efforts.
The
winning
essays
original
writ
in
the
same
suit,
to
wit:
Tel. 611-M
55-tf
Mrs.
Alice
Straw
bridge
of
PhilaRockland to lie near her husband
and Sisterhood will be held at the
boro called at L. L. Malik’s Sunday
The cottage and lot at Mcguntlcook Lake, PLEASANT ST
have
been
sent
to
the
State
Depart

lelphia
is
expected
Monday
and
will
all those weeks.
FOR SALE—Ford touring. Cheap. Will
in said Camdcfi, formerly lielongiug to Holly
TO LET—Apartment, new, with all modern
Methodist
Church.
Mi.
and
Mrs.
\Y.
H.
Keene
and
trade for radio
RAYMOND BRAGG. 16
A birthday party of four started ment ol Education to he considered,
Mrs. Harold (’lark Is visiting rela >pen her cottage at Melvin Heights friends of Gardiner were Sunday M. Bean, and devised to said R. L. Bean conveniences. Apply at PEOPLE'S LAUN Mat
crick St., Rockland.
55-tf
under the name of Robert L Bean, on <1
DRY, 17 Limerock St
44-tf
for the season.
the season at Wesaweskeag Inn with similar essays from other coun tives in Laconia. N. H.
callers here.
death
of
Helen
A.
Bean,
in
and
by
the
last
ties
’
in
the
State,
in
competition
for
FOR
SALE
—
All
kinds
of real estate—fine,
John L. Tewksbury and John F.
Tuesday night and tlie official open
TO LET—Furnished room at 14 MASONIC
Mrs.
E.
R.
Hunnewell
of
New
York
Norman Miller ami family and Miss wih and testament of said Holly M Bean,
4 tf buys in Thomaston and Warren—shore and
’oombs of Camden are the only Priscilla Hanna motored to Apple late of said Camden, deceased, which win 8T.
ing will lie Sunday (tomorrow). the State prize of $25.00 lor the best is at I. G. Reed’s.
farm properties. For particulars call I)R.
Knox
County
Shriners
hooked
for
the
was
duly
proved,
approved
and
allowed
in
Several select parlies arc booked for High School essay and $10.00 for the
ALLYNE PEABODY
Tel. 36-11 Thomas
Mrs. Horace Weeks of Cooper’s
ton Wednesday evening.
the Probate Court for said County of Knox
Miscellaneous
ton_____
__________________________ 55-tf
the near future there which promises best Grammar School essay. The Mills has been the guest of her •onvention to be held at Philadelphia
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey and Said interest Is a remainder interest in said
prize
for
the
local
winners
is
$10.00
the week of May 31. The Maine
■well for a successful summer busi
I-UK SALE—One 366 account McCaske.v
EDWIN H. MAXCY—’Pictures, frames? and
sister. Mrs. Harold R. Smitli.
friend of Augusta spent Sunday with premises, which are more particularly bound
mouldings, picture framing and cabinet work Register and safe combined. PEOPLES
ness fur lids justly popular little for the winner of the High School
ed end described as follows:
Benjamin (Hidden of Boston spent lelegatioin to the number of 500 Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Wilson.
essay and $5.00 for the Grammar
of
all
kinds.
AT
THE
BROOK.
R()(
’
KLAND.
LAUND
RY, Roekland._______ _________44-tf
Beginning at a stake on the shore of Lake
Inn.
Saturday and Sunday witli his leave Portland May 29 and will be
Mrs. Sadie Black, who is with her Megunticcok at corner of land formerly of Opp ‘New York Bakery. Tel. 501-R or
FOR
—Kermath, Clay and Lathrop
Many are speaking witli regret of School essay.
luartered
at
the
Walt
Whitman
Ho61*75 marine SALE
parents, Mr. and Mrs, E. A. Glidden.
aunt. Mrs. Daniel McLoud in Rock W. G. Alden, thence in a southeasterly di 1672-M.
engines
Second hand marine en
the disastrous action of the winter's
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz have el. Camden. N. J. An ir cresting land, spent Tuesday and Wednesday rection setenty-seven feet to a stake at road:
STRAWBERRY A RASPBERRY PLANTS gines. Boats of all description, both pleas
thence
in
a
northeasterly
direction
along
the
frost on the Hix Memorial Bridge
program
is
mapped
out
with
a
day
returned from the South.
witli her parents. Mi-, and Mrs. T. T road ninety-nine feet to a stake; thence in a — Send for catalogue. No other in the coun ure and commercial, also spoed models.
ROCKPORT
try like it. Full of valuable information. Write t-.r particulars. KNOX MARINE EX
and are expressing a desire to repair
Mrs. Emily Davis has returned to -»ach at Atlantic (’ity and W.ishiris- Black.
northwesterly direction severity-one feet to You will not throw it into waste basket. (’. CHANGE. Camden, Me.
54-tf
tlie damage as soon as Mr. Green
on,
arriving
back
in
Portland
June
Henry Tominskl, has been spend South Waldoboro after spending the
Ix?roy Mank and family motored to stake on shore of said lake; thence south 8 PRATT. Athol, Mass
61-It
TOR .SALE—House at Atlantic. Swan’s
arrives lo supervise tlie work.
ing the week at Swan’s Island.
5. Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Williams of Washington Friday.
westerly along shore eighty-two and one
winter at Winfield Davis’.
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons con Lslutal, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sight
half feet to 1l»c place of beginning; together
Forget-me-not Chapter. O. E. S..
Miss Ruth Blaisdell of East Orland
A. E. Boggs and Kenneth Weston Islesboro are also in the party.
cerned that I will pay no bills contracted b) ly location, close by shore. Garage and out
Russell M< Loud motored to Gardi with the buildings thereon
entertained Harbor Light Chapter is the guest of her aunt. Mrs. Arthur were in Portland latft week.
Carl Whitehouse has bought the ner Tuesday.
Said interest is subject to the lik* estate my wife. Mrs. Thelma Young after this date buildings. water in house. Acre and half of
land. Fine place for summer home. At a
from Rockport Monday night.
A Berry this week.
of said Helen A Bean in said /real estate, LOWELL YOUNG.
Mrs. Emma Welt of Rockland is Frank L. Kennedy house on* Mountain
Rev. Mr. Patterson held a service as
Thomaston, May 22
61*63 bargain. Address DR. I. B. GAGE. Atlamic.
provided in said last will and testament
large crowd and a most delightful
A. C. Moore was in Damariscotta the guest of her daughter. Mrs. C. B. street.
Tuesday evening at tlie Goshen of said Holly M. Bean
Me
57*tf
PLASTERING.
BRICK
LAYING.
CELLAR
Thursday on a business trip.
„ Stahl.
affair is reported.
Joseph Reginier is building a ga
Dated at Rockland, Maine, -this fifteenth wall.- built and. repaired, cement blocks, ce
schoolhouse.
FOR SALE—Electric sweeper .and sewing
Every Wednesday night at Grange
Past Presidents’ night will he ob<
day
of
Ma>
A
D.
1926.
Russey Benner. Elroy Gross and rage and repair shop on Whitmore
ment floors and posts, painting and paper machine. Cheap for cash. TBL. 618-J
Harold Flanders was in Rockland
now there is a line program and a served .it the G. A R. hall May 24. by John Whitcomb were at home from avenue, opposite his residence.
E. STEWART OKBETOX
hanging of all kind. By day or job FRANK
58-tf
Tuesday.
58-8-64
Deputy Sheriff
large attendance. Wednesday night the Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps’; the University of Maine for the
E. and A. W. GRAY, 3 Adams St., Rockland.
The first Penobscot river salmon of
FOR SALE—566 bu. Potatoes
Finest
Messrs. Fierce and Knight, wh
66*62
tlie 1st and 2d degrees were con There will be a roll call and the ex weekend.
the season arrived in the local mar recently bought the farm of W. H
quality for seed and table use. Price rea
FR^—With every cord of ha'rd wood sold sonable.
X. M. HAKNON, Union, Maine.
ferred upon Rodney Fullerton and ercises will he followed li$ a suppeV.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Savage. kets Thursday from the weirs of Keene, arrived .Monday from Whit
Tel
. 8-3_______________________________ 34*62
this week at regular prices, for Immediate
Mrs. Adelki Goding returned Fri Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Savage and Robie Ames at Northport.
then a fine program was presented,
man. Mass.
or
future
delivery
wc
will
give
five
large
FOR SALE The Kulolia B. Gerrish farm,
a feature ot' lyfiicli was a side day to Hope alter spending a few Mrs. George Smith of Augusta were
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
bunches kindling. Fitted wood $16.tut: limb better known as the Barter farm on Bar
Mrs. Clarence Hoffses was in Rock
splitting egg contest. Next Wednes days with her sister, Mrs. Nellie guests of Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke meet Wednesday evening. Supper
wqod $11.66 per thrown cord. RALPH P ter Island. This farm is situated on the
land recently.
CONANT & SON. South Hopju
59 61 SI.ecpscot river and consists of 46 acres. 25
day night there is the usual harvest Wilkins.
and Miss Grace A. Yorke Saturday. will be served at 6.30. Mrs. Martha.
Mrs. 1’red Miller ami Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs Lowell Condon who
HARVEY'S PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE, da) oF spruce wood growth and the balance field :
feast.
Harold Gonzales spent tlie week T. Hawkes, president of the Rebekah Miller have been confined to tlie
or night, with boat and train calls a spe- has two springs of water. House and bam
Tuesdav night after school Rutli have been occupying a part of Lead- end at Mrs. I. P. Bailey’s.
Assembly of Maine, will be a guest house with the flu.
‘ ciahyt TEL ^55-J
58-tf in g( od repair, good view up the river and
We Have a Few Thousand
Huston celebrated her llth birthday better house on Commercial street,
’^2 mile river shore front, 5 miles from BoothF. M. Hunt is in Jackson. N. II.
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE bay Harbor and connected to mainland by a
anniversary with a .delightful p.ut>. have moved to Millinocket.
Premier
Mrs. Paul Tepffer is at her home
PORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S. good bridge, leading onto State road. Would
Mis. Martin Kuglefton and Mrs.
The guests were Sylvia Sutela
Rockland. '
1M«3 make a gxw,d summer home and have cottage
in West Waldoboro.
Strawberry Plants
Ethef Holbrook. Mildred Graves David Cables of Rockland wer£
Mrs. William C. Reed lias gone to
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS done lo’s on shore to sell. Boat connection from
Marion Walts. Alice Bourn and Mary guests Thursday of Mrs. Edgar Brandon. Vt.
•promptly. Go anywhere. C. O. HARADEX Wiscasset to Boothbay Harbor twice daily
$10.00 per 1000
Smith.
Tel. 156-M or 629-J.
1-tf in summer For further information address
Sleeper.
Mrs. E. F. Albee of Wiscasset has
L. W. BENNER. Real Estate Dealer, Rock
The regular meeting of St Paul's been the guest of Mrs. J. T. Gay.
Mrs. Carl Snow is confined to her
H.
P.
BUCHANAN
PASTURAGE—Pasturage this season for land. Me.
66-62
Lodge.
F.
&
A.
M.
will
he
held
at
the
bed bv illness. Dr. Frohock is treat20
to
SO
head
cattle
at
Weymouth
Farm,
The Medomak Lone Scouts organ
CAMDEN, MAINE
FOR SALE—Very attractive twelve room
Masonic Temple Monday evening. ized at the liome of Rev. Guy
Cushing. W. M HOFFSES
54-65
lug her and Miss Helena Pierce
house garage for two cars. For sale or to
58*61
At 6.30 a banquet will be served. McQuaidee Thursday evening.
eating for her.
JENNIE HARVEY’S MATERNITY HOME rent—available for 1926—long season rental.
The
Is now open at 247 Maverick St., City. Tel. Modern improvements, partially (furnished.
Sunday night in tlie church there Frank P. Libby, caterer. The meet hoys present were between the ages
607-M.
5«-tf Suitable for large family. Located In the
will be special music, tlie regular ing opens at 7.30, business session of ten and twelve. Mr. McQuaidee
BOOST MAINE. Some or the best dahlia quaint town of Glencove on car line be
fHfc
service. and then a discourse on followed l»y work in the M. M. de will he chief of the Medomak Tribes.
• bulbs >11 started, ready to grow. Also a tween Camden and Rockland An equal dis
the life of Jean Francis Millet and gree. Business of importance.
More information about plans and
large lot of gladioli bulbs. All colors and tance from the Hotel Samoset and Rockland
MAINE STATE PRISON sizes
Mrs Chester Robarts and son Mil- hikes will be published next week.
his masterpiece. ‘Tlie Angelu
except in white. All these bulbs raised Country Club Golf Courses. Wonderful view
-In Rockland. C. M. THOMAS, Maverick Sq of Penobscot Bay. Located at I‘inc Hill. An
This picture will be projected upon ton who have been guests of Mrs. This week the Scouts hiked to
Tel.
225M
50-61 historical location. A very attractive price
AT THOMASTON
tlie screen during tlte talk which Charles Robarts this week, returned Glendon.
cun be arranged to a prospective purchaser
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy In excellent of this property, or for rental. Other prop
wi)l make It much more effective. A i Thursday night to Rockland.
“Let's Get Married.” the amusing
Has
a
Few
■
condition
for
sale.
Also
a
copy
of
'
Begin
erty at Owl’s Head available for sale or for
At the Methodist Church Sunday
memorial service is also being pre
comedy. <lire< ted by LaUava. maker
, nihgs of Colonial Maine.”
R. T. PATTEN. rental
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Rockland. Me.
pared for May 30.
Mr. Winehen- morning at 10.30 the pastor. Rev. B. of “Womanhandled.’’ will he shown
Skowhegan.
41*’7
59-61
liaugli is leaving no stone' unlurned II. Johnson will take for his subject. at tlie Star Theatre tonight. Richard
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send f .r
FOR SALE
to draw out the crowd and present ‘‘The Things That Remain.’’ Eve Dix. who is an immense favorite in
catalogue
showing
the
new
ZR
line.
18
Rockland, Maine
Special Bargains
h. p. »475, 3d h p $700 40 h. p. S >7.0
to them helpful religious lessons in ning topic. “Follow Me.’’
town, will play the role of Billy
Large new house and barn at Rockland
8 to 10 Weeks Old
Ollier sizes 2 to 80 h p
PAI.MER BROS.
’I he pastor. Rev. .1. L. Wilson, will
the most pleasing manner and yet
Dexter, the mile a minute man. and
39 Portland Pier, Portland, Maine
26-tr Highlands, steam heat, electric lights, bath
lie lacks the encotii ageinent which preach at the -Baptist Church Sun Lois Wilson will he featured as
room and toilet. Fine view of Rockland Har
PAINTING—DECORATING — Whitening bor and Penobscot Bay. Near Country Club
S-52-tf
Subject,
nil should give by attending church day morning at 10.30.
“the only girl.”
The comedy is
ceilings.
Outside painting a specialty; also ahd golf course; 18 acres of land.
“
Emulation
Nehemiah
•
”
Special
an

wall papers for sale.
A E. MORTON, 4t
more regularly.
Double tenement and two extra lois of
ti-fi-j
them hv the choir. Bible school at packed with laughs and romance
•lames W
Tel. 941-W
29-tf land. South End
Cheap.
the noon hour. Evening service at and is sure to please.
Single
house all latest improvements near
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. WHITENNORTH HAVEN
7 o'clock, subject. “The Place of
ING CEILINGS, Clean and Polishing Hard Park street.
Mrs. Ernest Gillis is ready to take Christ.-’ Otho Ilattli of Rockland THREE STATES MAINTAIN NAU
Otic half mile frontage on beautiful pond
wood Floors
Outside work a specialty.
A. C. MOORE
TICAL SCHOOLS
in Warren (eleven miles from Rockland)
SIMEON M LJNCAN, 662 Main street, Ran
orders
for cut flowers. waxed will direct the singing and be the
will sell in lots as desired
kin
Block,
Rockland,
Me.
8*tf
wreaths and sprays, and potted soloist.
Farm 163 acres, good buildings, wood lum
Nautical schools are maintained
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at ber, blueberries, borders Alford lake and
plants for Memorial Day, and would
Piano Tuner
the
Rockland
Hair
Store,
236
Main
St.
Mall
by
the
States
of
Pennsylvania.
Massa

Mansfield pond, (kiod location for camp or
appreciate early orders. Prices are
orders solicited HELEN C. RHOADES.
-It/ school.
Price very reasonable for quick sal t.
chusetts. and New York for the
TENANT’S HARBOR
reasonable.—adv.
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR RIGHT—
185 acre island in West Penobscot BX. near
training of officers in the merchant
Get this valuable booklet free.
It tells North Haven and VInalhaven. Beautiful
Don’t forget the moving pictures marine. The course is open to boys
it costs no more to get a good WSed cw scenery, good harbor, wharf, large house;
MJFORNIA'S HISTORY SHOWN
FRANK H. INGRAHAM why
than a poor one—If you know how.
Ip wonderful location for summer home.
Monday evening at I. O. O. F. hall. between 17 and 20 years of age of
IN PICTURES
tells how to locate the real bargains. It
Hotel ten or twelve miles from Belfast. 16
good
character,
who
have
completed
The feature will be Tom Mix in “The
saves
you
many
dollars,
but
costs
you
nothing
roviiis, steam heat, all furnished.
Present
We have Great Bargains in DODGE COUPES, SEDANS and
8end us j/out address, and your copy of thia owner been in business 35 years.
A pictorial history of California Everlasting Whisper,” together with the elementary grades and who are
Two
TOURING CWfcS; CHEVROLET SEDANS AND COUPES^
money-saving booklet wllCbe mailed to yw garages, large barn, 3 acres land near lakes
s been compiled by the I'niversity the regular 2-reel comedy- Every j physically and temperamentally fit
promptly.
ATLANTIC BlWHWAY SBRVICE, Reason for selling one of the partners have
Law
ted
for
life
at
sea.
Instruction
is
FORD SEDANS. COUPES AND TOURING CARS.
Southern California. I.os Angeles, Monday evening hereafter.—adv.
Old Clcrus Grounds. Rockland
1-tf
retired. Can be bought very cheap If taken
given in seamanship, marine engi
te 271 pictures assembled present
These cars are ail in excellent condition Drop in and see them
Telephone,—Off
MASON WORK—Cellar walla built and re at once
neering. .and the construction, equip
paired
;
also
cement
blocks
for
sale
G.
B.
e Indiah and mission periods in
1924 Dodge sedan to trade for real estate.
and their very reasonable prices. New offerings every day in the
ment. and sailing of vesels: practice
SKINNER. 14 Hall St. Rockland. Me.
1-tf
Packard single six touring car. driven less
131 MAIN STtlifornia. the days of '4!t. and lnweek.
I
To Eliminate Your
than
7666 miles, to trade for real estate.
I cruises constitute an important part
BUILDINGS BUIL*T, altered or repaired.
tde agricultural and industrial
Four cottages for sale a-t Megunticook lake,
- of the preparation for a seagoing ca
Ptlntlnf «nd paper huiflng, ceilings whitened
tivities past and present. ,I'lie colI RHEUMATISM
Tel. 538-8.
L. C. FIELDS, 18 McLOUD ST Camden ; also cottages to let, would like to
reer.— School Life.
buy two or three hoqpes in Rockland: also
•tion is arranged in groups in
L R. CAMPBELL

MU GREENS W ANTED
BLACK & GAY CANNERS, INC.

The Lowest Priced Six
with Body by Fisher

PONTLAC SIX

f

STRAWBERRY

WILLYS-KNIGHT

OVERLAND

SALES AND SERVICE

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

$8.00 each

USED AUTOMOBILES

BARGAIN PRICES

ise-leaf form in order that they
ly be available for simultaneous
p in the study of geography, civic■.«.
meat he science, agrlpultui, . end
inomlcs.—School Life.

I

Take Buxton’s Rheumatic Specific. Try
it. You will not regret it. For sale at
all leading Drug Stores.
Let us send
you a booklet.
The Buxton Rheumatic
Medicine Co.. Abbot Village, Maine.

MILLER’S GARAGE

Telephone 692-J

Rankin Street
Rockland

.

Attorney at Law

FISHERMEN AND BOAT-OWNENS—

for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BARFORD attachment for all Boats.
Compare
the FORD MOTOR and parts prices to the
Knox County Court Houee
motor you are now using
KNOX COUNTY
UAlkic MOTOR SALES lOMPANY, Authorized Ford
ROCK VAN 0.

Peelers, ^ocklgad. Maige.

|-tf

a few house lots. Would like listings from
all localities in Maine.
It you Have any property you want lo sell
for cash let me know.
L. A. THURSTON
468 Old County Road.

TH. II8I-W.
59-61

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 22, 1926.

A

HgtSO'ClElY
la addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, tills department es
pecially desiren information of social luvppeninss, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
Ity mail or telephone will be gladly received
TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

Capt. Nils Nelson arrived Wednes
day from Perth Amboy, N. J., for a
short visit while the barge, Satilla
Is In drydoek undergoing repairs.
Arnold Nelson, who has been with
Ills father during
the past few
months remained ut Perth Amboy.

Stanley Kalloch. who has been
spending a fortnight's vacation with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Kalloelt In Thomaston, returns to Lew
iston tomorrow.
Mr. Ktilloeh i|s
employed by the Armour Company
In the bookkeeping department and
expects next week to be transferred
to Manchester, N. H.
C. Stuart of Bangor Is the guest
of his daughter, Mrs. R. I. Abbott.

Clifford William, who has been
spending the winter in Coston ar
rived home this week.
Sir. and Mrs. Charles L. Wilson
arrived by motor this week from
West Palm Beach. Fla., and are oc
cupying their new home in Camden.

THE M. A. JOHNSON HAT SHOPPE
PRICES LOWER

WHY?

SATURDAY, MAY 22
ONE HUNDRED HATS at.... $ 4.95

TEN DRESSES at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $10.75

THE M. AJOHNSON HAT SHOPPE
PRICES LOWER a i •

Tlte Chase's Farm picnic season
opened Thursday and will continue
uninterruptedly until the frost king
calls a halt.
The women had a fine
opportunity to watch L. F. Chase
enacting tlie role of farmer while
(hey sewed and chatted.
The other
men folks arrived in time for supper.

Miss Marianne Crockett lias been
ppointed chorister of Pratt Melorial M E. Church.
1. Newton Morgan returned to his
Louth Thomaston home after 26
weeks spent in Knox Hospital.
lie
carries witli him the best wishes of a
large circle of Rockland triends.

Miss Edith MacAlman lias gone to
•ortlanil. where she will have charge
if Maynard P. Bird ft Co.'s office for
levcrai weeks.

Mrs. Frank I,. Nevers of Somer■ille. Mass, is on her way to Tenint's Harbor to attend the funeral'
if her sister, Mrs. lantha Brown,
chose remains will lie taken from
he vault in Thomaston and laid at
cst in Seaside cemetery.

Rockland

RENT LOWER

(By Gladys Jones Morgan)

Concerto No. 2—First Movement, Vieux temps
Mr. Rabinoff
B L Soup from "Lakme” ...
.. Delibes
Milts Belkin
Minuet in D .................................... Mozart
Londonderry Air—Old Irish Melody
Fritz Kriislcr
U.nclBR Doll K 1-eltlinl. »rr. Fritz Krel.ler
.Mr. Ka-binon
x.
a A Heart That’s Free ...................... Robyn
Sweet Mystery of Life .... Victor Herbert
es Waltz from 'Romeo et Juliet” ... Gounod
I,a (-.prlcleuM1”8'^".......... Bl*«r

Solid Comfort Comes
from a Solid Investment
AT*
|_AJ
gHJjp
.

Chapman concerts have been given j Wieniawski, given witli a brilliancy
In Rockland eacli year for a long ' that was almost overwhelming. He
period, but undoubtedly one of tlie was gracious witli ills encores, many
most brilliant of this series was j of which were unfamiliar, a delightgiven Thursday evening in the au- ful change, as even with our greatditorium
of
tlie Congregational est artists encores have a habit of
Church, when Director William R. becoming hackneyed. 3 woof his enChapman presented Benno Rabinoff. cores particularly reminded one of
violinist, and Miss Beatrice Belkin, French Revolutions and Russian
lyric soprano, in recital, it proved ! bloodsheds, containing a martial
to be one of the rarest musical treats i note, .vet replete with the storm and
Rockland lias had for many a day. emotion of such experiences. There
and it is to tie regretted that these were moments of exquisite double
two wonderful artists did not per- stopping in many of his numbers,
form to a capacity house. However, ant' Ills mastery of technique was
tlie audience of goodly size was opm- I well demonstrated in Ids last enposed of representative musicians core, ihe Sextette from Lucia, given
and music lovers, and made up in unaccompanied. A wonderful artist,
enthusiasm what it lacked in num- . and probably tlie greatest violinist
bers.
Rockland has ever had the privilege
The program:
to heap-

♦ * * »

Mr. Chapman once more demonstruted his ability in choosing sing
ers when he brought Miss Beatrice
Belkin to sing to his Rockland
friends. Only IS years old, witli expassive dark blue eyes, dark hair

.

uoin ln a wel1 groomed bob. slender
I of figure, and gowned in an entranc
ing creation of white lustreless silk

I Bnd ,tUlIe' she waK " 'erltal.le feaat
Melody ................................................. Dawes lor t,lp cves !1S
came on the stage

Valse Bluette ...................... It. Drlgo-Auer ’ to sing.
She wore no jewels, not
’Perpetuum
‘
..........
Mobile
‘ ‘j even a ring, the only suggestion of a
Ries
Mr. Rabinoff
i sparkle about her. other than her
Group of Peasant Songs in Costume
, own radiant youth, being some
Swiss—O Du Liebs Augelll
11 a 1 i an —C icefe n el 1 a
spangles in her girdle ornament and
French La Petite Jeanneton
bright slipper buckles. When she
Russian—Nightingale
gave the group of Peasant Folk
Miss Belkin
a Souvenir de Moscow ........ H. Wieniawski Songs, she appeared in a peasant’s
b Polonaise Brilfiante X’o J, H. Wieniawski , costume of skirt of green silk with
Mr. Rabinoff
Ave Maria ................................... Bach.Gounod large reddish-purple flowers in the
pattern, purple velvet bolero over
Miss Belkin with violin obligato by
Mr. Rabinoff
white muslin blouse, a tiny lace

I

I

Il I £ liilcs ebb arul tlow/the moon waxes and wane, admin-

istrations come and go, wars are fought and won. time,
boom, panics come and limes boom again.

lint all the lime water Hows down to the seas and power
companies keep their water wheels turning, their giant generator.,
whirring—customers use the electric energy, pay their hills and
supply ihc material for dividends.
And dividends are paid—THAT
DENOS ARE PAID.

is

what counts—DI\f

When you buy the ~c/« Preferred Stock of Central Maine
Power Company you know you are making an investment that
has paid dividends with 100% regularity for twenty years.
The security and the Company hack of it have stood the
lest of the greatest war of all times—the greatest inflation
the greatest deflation—have stood ihe test of booms and panics,
of had limes and good.

And always IT HAS PAID DIVIDENDS.

cl

MATTRESSES

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Morey are in
Boston for a short time.
There were seven tallies in play
t the very pleasant auction party
lven last night by the B. ft I’. W.
'lull.
The hostesses were Misses
fathlccn Snow, Annie Carini. Jean
IcKenzle, Ethel Payson aruT TMTs.
Ilia Crie.
Prizes were won by Mrs.
,'ellle Achorn. Miss Kitty Coburn.
Uss Anna Povltch, Mrs. Gertrude
toody. Mrs. Kathleen Duff. Mrs.
lary Larrabee and consolation, Mrs.
larlon Newcomb.
The refreshtents were delicious.

Tel. 756

REMEMBER

Benno Rabinoff and Beatrice Belkin Charm a Representa
tive Rockland Music Audience.

RENT LOWER

Just around the Corner of Limerock Street

16 Limerock Street

CONCERT TO

Page Seven

: : SPECIAL : :
All Pure Cotton Mat
tresses at the price of a

combination

*10.50
ONLY 25

SO ACT

QUICK.

THEY

SELL THESE
ALLTHETIME
FOR $17.00

IN OTHER
PLACES

V. F. STUDLEY, mr
283 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

Rev. R. A. Colpitts was assigned to
Yinalhaven.
Mrs. E. II. Chapin was elected
president of the Universalist Mis
sion Circle.
tf TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO tf
Johp Cylson completed the school
Frank Webster is down from New
finding 2171 pupils—one more
K V» »» V> P. P * P M M R census,
York on his annual vacation.
than'tiie previous year.
A review from the columns of this
♦ » « »
Writing from Cairo. Egypt, under Taper of some of the events which
date of Moy 5. It. <5. Andrews of interested Rockland and vicinity for
These births were recorded:
Warren, w'-.o is touring tlie Orient,
Rockland. May G. to Mr. and Mrs.
says: "Tills is i n interesting city, two weeks ending May 18r 1001.
John I. Snow, a daughter.
lull of liu.-i.pe.in life, where East
Rockland, May 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
meets West
It Is 93 in tlie shade,
The Rockland & Rockport Rime Ulysses Bird, twins, a son and daugh
but if one keeps under cover during Company began tlie operation of ter.
tlie middle of the day, and exercises I GOO feet of trolley line at the North- ;
Rockland. May 11. to Mr. and Mrs.
or goes sightseeing mornings and end plant.
Manley Hart, a daughter.
evenings he is very comfortable
George W. Smith of Summer j Yinalhaven, May 14. to Mr. and
After all there is no place like good street broke one of the bones tn his Mrs. Charles Chillis, a daughter.
old Maine."
Wileys Corner. May 12. to Mr. and
left hand while playing baseball.
Mrs. Ruth C. Wright sold her new Mrs. Adam B. Kalloch, a son.
Tlie regular meeting of the Ameri house on Berkeley street to Sirs.
Deer Isle. May 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
can Legion Auxiliary will be held
Frank B. Eaton, a daughter.
Addie E. Shepherd.
Monday evening. It is hoped that all
Deer Isle. May 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
The Spring street and Park street
members will lie present as plans
lunch carts consolidated under the' Richard A. Weed, a son.
will he made for arrying on the wel
Deer Isle, May 0. to Mr. and Mrs.
management of Kennedy Bros.
fare work for tlie summer, and many
An important social event was the George L. Hutchinson, a daughter.
other tilings are lo he talked over.
opening of Kimball Hall. Pullen’s
Orchestra of Bangor furnished music.
Tlie marriages for tlie two weeks
Ernest Munro is home from Lake
Thomas II. Donohue was floor direc were:
Worth, Fla. for a few days, while his
tor and S. T. Kimball, F. J. Simon
Thomaston. May 12. Zenas F.
brother Chester is passing through
the crisis which follows his operation ton. Jr., and R. II. Crockett were Wight of Warren and Miss Fannie
at Massachusetts General Hospital. aides.
Simmons of Rockland.
E. II. La wry was elected president
The ease is pronounced one of the
Ilazorville. May 2. Samuel A. L.
worst of its kind this hospital lias of the Rockland Savings Bank with Ran let t and Miss Carolyne E. Hew
ever had. but if tlie patient can sur E. D. Spear as treasurer. The bank ett. both of Somerville.
vive the ordeal of tlie next few days deposits amounted to $1,680,402.
North Haven, May 2. Azariah Coop
The house at the corner of Pleas er of North Haven and Mrs. Bab
hope is held out. Ernest Munro will
ant
and
Franklin
streets
owned
by
return to Florida where lie is suc
bage of Yinulhaven.
cessfully operating one of the dough Charles Sweetser and occupied by
Camden. May 8. Clyde K> Graves
William
M.
Sullivan
and
E.
T.
Shojes
nut machines so popular through
of St. George and .Lila 11. McXellar
was
damaged
by
lire.
tlie South.
Ills family remains
of Soutli Thomaston.
Frank Keizer fwas elected grand
there
Washington. May 1, Eugene L.
warden of the Grand Cominandery.
Philbrook of Union and Nellie _M.
K.
T.
Kennedy Crane of Kenter-Crane
Storer of Waldoboro.
A. O. Pillsbury was elected second
'.ids leased tlie Stover house on Lime
Union, April 27. Harry E. Butler
lieutenant
of
Co.
H,
Tillson
Light
rock street through tlie It. F. Collins
and Gertrude A. Mora ng.
Infantry,
h>
fill
the
vacancy
caused
real estate agency.
Yinalhaven. May 14. Robert L.
by the promotion of George F. Brown and Miss Edith G. Williams.
I.eather belts are coming back Crocker. A. P. Hyler of Thomaston
Stonington. May 7. John Annis and
strong.
Every thing from three- was appointed first sergeant and Miss Harriet Green, both of Deer
eighths inch to two inch widths is James F. Carver became quartermas Isle.
selling, although tlie greater demand ter sergeant.
Warren. May 18. Frank L. Davis
Fifty Canadians were brought here and Miss Nellie E. Watts.
ia centered around live-eighths to
inch-wide belts, says tlie Dry Goods lo work on the lime kilns because of
Camden, May 1. Amariah Kalloch
Economist. Lizard skin is undoubt the labor shortage.
of South Thomaston and Mrs. Lucy
Clarence S. Beverage was elected M. Clinton of Rockport.
edly Ihe newest leather and the most
in demand. Suede is also of great superintendent of the First. Baptist
Portland, May 14. Wilbert C. KenImportance.
Metallic leathers are Sunday school with Charles H. Morey niston of Rockland and Harriet E,
vice
superintendent.
It.
S.
Sherman
continuing v.ery strong, although it
Tuttle of North Jay.
was thought that after a winters secretary, and Francis Tighe treas
» • ♦ »
urer.
popularity the demand would fall off,
Theodore,
son
of Eujfenc
hijic
M. Clark
Rockland
High
School
had
another
hut they are, if anything, stronger
jwn
The members
than before. Bells made entirely of strong ball team.
metallic leather vie in popularity were: Frost p, Cross c. Frye 1b. F. fell from the Bi amhall wharf in
with those on which the metallic Campbell 2b. Hosmer 3b, Chapin ss. Camden.
Ralph Henry of Thomaston went
note Is introduced only In tlie {rim E. Campbell If. Merrifield cf. Karl rf.
ming. Tlie tennis belt, introduced Frost was developing wonderful to Chicago to enter the employ of
Pratt
Lambert.
from abroad, is a recent innovation speed.
I). L. Fuller of Thomaston leased
Alice, young daughter of M., Vtank
which promises to become very
popular. It conies in suedes or kids, Donohue, fell onto a knife while dig the Ocean House at Owl s Head.
Ellis C. Freeman retired from the
and is shaped like a very narrow ging greens and a wound close to the
Belfast and Camden mail route.
waistcoat witli tiny pockets of con jugular was inflicted.
Cape John 1). Thompson, who had
trasting leather. It- fastens in the
The Senior class of Rockland High
front witli snaps or lacings, but the -School presented the school with a been in the lobster carrying trade
actual adjusting to size is done by picture of the Coliseum, the present many years, died in Friendship, aged
means of buckles at either side ation speech being made by Frank M. j 3G years.
which loosen or tighten tlie back half Tibbetts, president of the class.
Arnold Kalloch of AYarren broke
of the licit, which is much narrower
George 1. Brazier, who had been j one of his legs while playing base
than the front.
employed by the Express Company ball.
several years, entered the employ of i Mr. and Mrs Daniel B. Titus of
the New England Telephone Co.
East Union celebrated their golden
Tlie new officials of the Boston & wedding anniversary.
Members of the Thomaston Bap
Bangor steamboat wharf went on
duty:
Agent. Frank S. Sherman: tist choir organized a musical as
FOR WEEK ENDING
delivery clerk. Charles S. Nash: re sociation with F. B. Whitcomb as
ceiving clerk. Walter E. Weeks: clerk oresident. Tin.ae Wilson vice presi
MAY 29
and collector. R. S. Sherman. | It is dent,
Stonie
Tucker
secretary
We will give Shampoo, Scalp
worthy of note that all blit one of ‘ (’halies W. Singer treasurer, and
and Tonic Treatment, and Marcel
the above are still on duty there, al i Maude Bermond librarian.
Wave
though occupying somewhat differ
Robert, son of Charles A. Creighj toil of Thomaston, cut one of his
ent positions].
For $1.50
J B. Murphy of Waterville became wrists badly when he tlV'ust his hand
Work By Appointment Only
proprietor of the Savoy Hotel.
through a light of glass while at play.
The law firm of Mortland & John Prompt action preveiyed him from
MRS. RAY ERSKINE
son dissolved partnership.
bleeding to death.
Rev. G. M. Bailey was appointed to
MVs. Robert Prince of Cannlen
Telephone 535’W
the Methodist pastorate at Camden. breke her collar bon? in a fa'l.

This Week*

W'c believe it always WII.L pay dividends.
If you want the solid comfort that comes from a solid
investment, place your money in Central Maine Power
Company 7% Preferred Stock.

Central
Maine
Power Co.,

At least send in the coupon so that we may mail
you more details about this security.

Augusta.
Maine

apron and a band of green silk in her
Without obliga
hair. Miss Belkin is of the type that
tion whatever please
lends itself to costumes such as this.
f. niull me more details
Her voice of great range is one of
about your company
thrilling beauty, a beauty that
and its 7'. Preferred
does not convey itself all at once hut
Stock.
grows on one. There is much power,
Name ................................
yet het pianissimo singing was ex
quisite beyond words; her coloratura
Address ................................
AUGUSTA, MAINE
is complete, cadenzas, trills, staccato
and al) being executed witli utmost
C-C.-3-22-26
ease. Her breath control is remark
able ami her singing is done in tlie
most effortless manner, a veritable
r.ess lie feels for Maine, particularly
God-given voice- She is free from
Itockland. Mr. Chapman plans to
mannerisms and sings as If she just
drop tills work with the Festival of
enjoyed every minute.
1926, and it is a matter of specula
tion if there will lie anyone to carry
Possibly the high light in her num- on tlie banner witli the enthusiasm
Ethclton System
,
,
,
, . , bers was A Heart That’s Free, bv and whole heartedness that Mr.
"hapman has put into this cause.
,
, .
....
iiwbyn: just a song, to be sure, hut
SPECIAL FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 22
M
a
J isivon with a whole hearted JoyonsWh.le hv feels his tnusie ardently he j neslj
gladness that was lnfec(i.
PYTHIAN CONVENTION
is iree from the manner .sms which oug „ wou|„ ,,e imp,)Hslble
FREE HAND MASSAGE WITH EACH
make some yio in sts almost jro- I
m(>I.c ,
lne8S lhan Mlxs Rp|.
,l5M|.U.e:- .“iLteC_1Lni.q.Ue..,‘.!' ..a'/"'!"1' On put in this song. The Bell Song
MANICURE
John E. Everett of South Pariw was
his tone clean and smooth, with mofrom laikme had beautiful echo ef fleeted grand chancellor of the Grand
meats of richness bordering almost i ,
he recitalive at the „ ,inning
4 Elm St.
Rockland
' Tel. 745-M
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, at the
on the sensuous.
Ills runs and hc'ng particularly
particularly effective;
effective; tlie Grand i.odge convention in Auburn
trills are marvels of velocity and his [ Swee(
()f ,Jfe a flnp
Staccato is daintiness beyond words. „le Wukz Sonp tn>m Rom#o f( .......... this week. (’. L. Whaley of Camden
A difficult thing to choose the high
s|)le,„ildl
wil„ much
„.es. was electe<l grand outer guard, re
ceiving live more votes than his
lights ol his numbers his selections- lon nnd s
. al](, (he peas|nt
nearest opponent. There were six
were so versatile, each one contain
Songs were indescribably lovely, es candidates for the officeinp something which set it apart
pecially La Petite Jeanneton. This
Charles E. Locke of Hollis (’enter
from the others. The Concerto had
I was a joy in itself and It is to lie re- Xvas elected commander of the Maine
beautiful hits of lone; the Minuet by
: gretlcd that she did not repent it. Brigade. U. R. K. of P.. succeeding
Mozart brought a picture before
Tin dosing number on the program,
one's eyes of the bewigged. bedecked i 'lie Ave .Maria by Bach-Gounod, bc- Brigadier Gen. Warren E. Rikor of
men and women of that lime; the J loved by all. was exquisite, tlie violin Lewiston, who held the office many
LAST TIME TODAY
years.
I,o.iaonderry Air, one of tlie most
THREE SHOWS—2.00, 6.00, 8.30. SEATS NOT RESERVED
! obligato giving it the perfecting
Mrs.
Alice
McBride
of
Sabattus
haunting of Irish melodies, played
louch. .Miss Belkin, too. was gener was elected grand chief of the Grand
witii-inucli feeling; life Dancing Doll.
ous with encores, among which there Temple of Pythian Sisterhood.
surely one of tlie high lights—tlie lit
wire many familiar ones—Tlie Elf
Next year’s Pythian convention
tle guy doll, dancing so blithely, yet
....
.
,
Man by Wells, Dixie Land witli her will be held in Bangor.
win occasional flashes of rebel ion
.
, ,.
AND HIS
.
... .
,
j .
own accompaniment. The Indian
that her life is condemned to trivoli
Love Call from Bose-Marie beauti
Saturday Haddock—(Friday and
ty—this was a veritable picture; La fully given, and others. A real sing
Plenly
C.ipriceuse. a capricious air which er. and one of the finest Mr. Chap Saturday catch) 6c pound.
of live bait at the Philip Thomas
is difficult to associate with tlie tine man has brought to Buckland.
Fish Market.—adv.
English dignity of Elgar: tlie almost
Mr. Chapman preceding tlie last
SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE .................................................. 10c
ethereal beauty of Vice President
programmed number gave a brief
Dawes' .Melody; the daintiness of the talk on the Festival of next fall, also
500 HAROLD LLOYD MASKS GIVEN AWAY
Yalse Bluette; the marvelous execu oil the Talley convert to lie given in
Keep
the
bowels
open
and
take
tion of Perpetuum Mobile; and last I’ortlanel June 16. and expressed in
Feature Picture
but by no means least, the wonderful his lordl.al manner the deep l’rlendliBROWN
’
S
RELIEF
playing of the two numbers by
CONRAD NAGEL, RENEE ADOREE
There have been a large number of
vlo.iniots appear in recital in New
Yoik City during the season just
closed. Out of this large number
Benno Rabinoff proved to lie one of
tlie very few who won tlie high com
mendation of tlie critics, all conced
ing him to be one of tlie most bril
liant violinists before tlie public to
day. Since he appeared in Rock
land a few years ago there lias been
rather a change in this young man,
both in physical appearance and in
his art- He lias lost the very young
look lie had then, has grown some
what stouter, yet retains an air of
youthfulness which is charming. His
smile is almost candid, his manner
unassuming and gracious. He has a
particularly line brow and beautiful

Central Maine
Power Company

MILADY’S BEAUTY SHOP

P-A-RK
JIMMIE EVANS
MUSICAL REVUE

GRIP

on rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

TRY

STRAND
Today
Your Last Chance To See

EASTERN DAIRIES,
INC.

ICE CREAM
For bale at

WEYMOUTH’S
102 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

“OVER THE HILL”
With

MARY CARR

EMPIRE

And

TOM TYLER

Today

in

“Broadway Boob”

“WILD TO GO”

With

—IN—

“THE

For a Cold or Cough

EXQUISITE

PARK
THREE

SINNER”

SPECIAL CHILDREN’S
MATINEE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26
AT 4.00 O’CLOCK

10c

DAYS—MON.-TUES.-WED.

HAROLD LLOYD
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m

Glenn Hunter

Monday-Tuesday

•SILKEN
SHACKLES,

Also
“The Scarlet Streak” No. 9

Monday-Tuesday

Produced by the same unit that
made The Freshman.” And the’pic
ture fulfills the promising ring of the
title!

with,

IRENE
RICH

Dtrecied by Sam Qaylc
CHADWICK. PICTUfctg
COMPOOATlCN
Dot <t hit 4

A HUNT STRQrtBEBQ
PRODUCTION

WINNING

SPECIAt

Oh, baby! Look who's here!—Har
old Lloyd with a basketful of mirth.
And that's no “kidding."

RITURITY
WITH

PRQDUCED BY
HAROLD LLOYD
CORPORATION

a
Qaramount

Gbtiase

CUU.UI lANDlS-CUBAUOCTOH
fl»AN AU. STAB, CAST/

I

Romance vt. Duty>-a gypsy vio

Also

linist or an American husband?

CASEY of the COAST GUARDS
Number Five

Matinee All Seats (5c .
Evening I 5c and 20c
Children 15c—Both Matinee and Night—Come Early

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day
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El!

Housekeeping is
easy and delight
ful if you have
the right range.
The famous
Maine-made At
lantic will give
von the RIGHT
START — hun
dreds of combi
nations for coal,
wood and gas in
both satin black
and gray porce
lain enamel finidies—Absolute
ly guaranteed —
liberal time pay
ment terms if
desired.
“1 want the same kind that
mother and grandmother
had — the

‘Atlantic’—
They said it was so quick
to respond, so easy to con
trol, so wonderful for bak
ing and general cooking—
so good at keeping the
water hot."

We mint ask for tin1 free
booklet on “The Secret ol
Better Baking.”

VEAZIE HARDWARE €0.
Rockland, Maine

-.'iiSsaba
PROBATE COURT
Doings of the May Term, E.
K. Gould judge and H. H.
Payson Register.

THE
GREATEST
BODY _
BUILDER

s
ru

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

QUARRY AND KILN

Latest News of the Lime Industry, As Told By the
K
Bulletin.
j

K

1 have seen several of Jennie' formed. And that Is what we wan:.
Harvey Percival’s danclnjf recitals, more of a musical Movement ainonu
Imi none have equalled in beauty our Juniors, where the need is great,
and charm that given by her on
....
Friday evening. May 14. It was a
1 had a brief though delightful call
delight from beginning to end, and, from Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S.
in spile of its length held the Pitcher of Auburn, tlte other day.
onlookers enthralled every moment. on their way for a weekend at their
It appeals to me that Mrs. Percival l’.elfast summer home. Mr. and Mtsit this time has unusually talented Plteher both are engaged in active
children in her classes, or else they work in music in the public schools
have responded more thoroughly to of Auburn, and their success has
Their musical
her instruction, for the dances were been noteworthy.
given with much more skill and activities have reached out in the
finish
than has been true in schools in many directions — the
forming of orchestras, chorus sing
previous years.
Tiie little tots were veritable ing. operettas, etc., and they ate
sticks of sweet candy and dainty iteld in tlte highest esteem, both
fragrant flowers In their frocks of because of their high etliciency and
many lutes. There has been a time their cordial and charming mantlet
when I thought a little girl should They were just line to me at* the
he gowned in while to bring out State Federation In Lewiston, show
her fresh young beauty, hut I have ing me many courtesies, and their
(hanged my mind. Nothing could recent call made me feel that the
quaintance has possibilities of a
bring out the texture and sheen of
their skin, tiie rosy flush in their close ftlendship. The Pitchers arc
cheeks, the brightness of their eyes, to have a summer colony of musi
to such advantage as the hues seen cians at Belfast for the season. 1
at this recital—the palest pinks and believe, and I hope to tell you more
blues, peach and apricot shades, about this later on. Their daughter.
soft orange and tangerine tints, Gladys, is an exceptionally talented
She is a 'cellist, if 1
grouped together like a veritable musician.
flower garden. The few white frocks remember correctly: in any event
seen came out in loveliness due to I know that she has composed some
ery tine musical things, some of
the dainty colors surrounding them.
hicli were heard at the State
When tiie kiddies in tiie doll carriage
parade came to a halt, little Mary Federation in April.
• • • •
Brewer was directly opposite me;
her eyes were sparkling and laugh
I was quite overwhelmed with
ing. and she exclaimed:
'I’m so surprise when I picked up The
’cited!” That is only one of the Courier-Gazette of May 13 and found
cute sayings I heard among the the appreciation in my behalf by
children — those participating and the Rubinstein Club hoard. Miss
those watching.
Mabel Lamb, secretary Needless io
* • • •
say I am deeply grateful for their
All the young dancers did so expression, although I feel that they
beautifully that I could speak of have rated my accomplishments far
each one individually, hut
The beyond what they really are. I ant
Courier-Gazette would have to get taking this opportunity to say that
out a special edition to permit me the Rubinstein Club has been
to do this. Among those who caught extremely kind to me over a mem
my eye particularly were Virginia bership that covers a period of
Connon, «Ruth Ilanscom, Elzada ears. Until my marriage a year ago
North, Mary Lawry, Cynthia Was- rfiv attendance at the Club was very
gatt. Katheryn Black. Thelma Black- Intermittent, due to the dilflculty of
ington. Flora Colson, Nathalie Jones. getting away from work. Indeed,
Virginia Post and Dorothy Lawry. for at least two or three years 1
and. of course. Ruth Dondis. Al attended scarcely a meeting. Yet
though I had heard much regarding they retained my membership and
the talents of the last named miss. showed me every kind of considera
I had never had the opportunity tion. Naturally the Rubinstein Club
until this recital to see or hear her. has a very warm place in my heait.
hich tends to make me all the more
and found myself in no way disap
pointed.
She plainly shows her grateful and appreciative for their
forte is character work, and I hope recent expression.
• « « •
if she is trained, as her father and
Ellen Terry, the veteran English
mother plan and dream, she will
follow this sort of thing. There is actress, has recently made expresa wide field always for character ion of the secret of her happy and
work, and those who make the uccessful life. Looking backward
om the age of 78. site says: "While
greatest success are the ones who
have a natural inborn talent, which on have your youth and health and
it would seem that little Ruth trength, fill your life with beautiful
possesses.
Her voice is already things. Willie your hearing Is godd.
charming,— has a bubbling sound listen to all the lovely sounds that
to it that is delightful, and her are to be heard, the songs of birds
little skit with La Petite Pearl was and the sweet music of the great
very entertaining and cleverly done. masters.”

Masons

3’he management lias just present
ed every man in tiie mason's crew
with a nice leather bill fold having
his name embossed in gold letters
on the inside, over the name of the
company and followed by the inscrip
tion, “Masons’ Safety Record. 1925.”
The crew completed their year’s rec
ord August 3. 1925 and to date they
h.»\e 21 months'to their credit, with
out a single lost time accident which
is an exceptionally fine record.
Point Kilns

Herbert Baum is acting as super
intendent foreman during tiie surnmei rush, having been transferred
from die Gregory shed.
John Xvstrom has returned to the
foul and Is tending No. 5 Kiln. John
as been in the employ of Shapiro
Bros, tiie past few months.
Rockport

Mr. Thorndike in appreciation of
he cooperation of the hoys in the
uccessful attainment of their two
ear accident record, acted as host |
» about 40 employes and guests of
the Rockport plant. Tiie banquet
as held in Temple hall. Plenty of
ats. good music, excellent service
by the waitresses, good -smokes and
peech making made' the evening a
ery pleasant one. The boys are now
trying to add another year to their
good record.
The cooper shop crew is working
on small casks now and turning out
400 barrels a dayNo. 7 Kiln went afire May 3 witli
Lewis Richardfl, Louis Ott. Weston
Wall and Eli Igirrabee as kiln tendrs. Eli and Weston are taking turns
n tiie kiln until Bert Poland arrives
here from Rumford Falls. Tills
makes four kilns in operation at the
present time.
Tom Libby has given up beam
trawling and has joined the crew at
he Carleton quarry. He has moved
lii.s family into one of the company
tenements.
Gregory

George Merrit hew has given up the
work here and joined Walter Maur
er’s crew at the Five Kilns.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
new steel bins. The Walsh crew is
pouring the cement for the fotindaions and the steel for the bins have
rrived.
John Upham is substituting during
Park Burns’ absence. Park is tak
ing a few days off on account of ill
ness.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
SPECIALTIES
LIKE IKD SHORE PROPERTIES
___________________ NEW

LISTINGS TAKEN

We Have Properties For Sale in These

FATHER

joms

MEDICINE

FOR COUGHS
COLDS

47
19
61
6

Listings Wanted
NEW

LISTINGS

WILL

BE

ADVERTISED

EACH WEEK
l

,

'

1 House in Camden, all the latest improvements,
7 rooms with Garage, $3700.
8 Room House. Holmes street; improvements.
Fine Home on Beech Street, all latest improve*
ments.

1 Fine Home,
ments.

Camden Street, latest improve

3 Fine Huuses, Broadway, all latest improve
ments.

1 Six Room House, South Street, cellar and
Garage.
Dry Cottage Lots
$60.CO to $500.00.

at

Crescent

Beach, from

Several Lots on Masonic Street Extension,
from $150.00 to $500.00 each.
Many other lots in the city.
Several Cottage Lots, Hosmer’s Pond.
1 Portable Lane Saw Mill, 50 horse power, 18
foot carriage, $1200.

Special
2 Family House, 7 rooms each side, with barn,
cellar, pump in bouse, electric lights; all fur
nished with good furniture; 7'/2 acres land
that goes to the water. Must be sold at once;
very Io0» price, South Thomaston.

Several Business Properties Here and Other
T owns

SEE US FOR QUICK SERVICE
US WHAT YOU WANT—WE
GET IT.

House, Cottage and Wood Lots.
Farms.
Homes within eight miles of City.
Business Properties.

Many Homes in Thomaston, Rockport, Owl's
Head and Camden.

Furnished Cottages To Rent at Lake or Salt
Water

Wanted
CAN

Property of All Kinds.

We Will Make a Cash

Offer At Once

V. F. STUOLEV CO-

BUY A BOTTLE AND TRY IT

Ballard's Golden Oil

WEEK________________

This Listing Has Been Advertised

22 room Hotel at Northport.
2’Family House, improvements, Maple street.
24 room Hotel, Improvements, Rocklanu, Ms
2-famlly House, with three lots of Land, South
Main street.
7-Room House and Sam, Cellar, Lighti, City
Water, Highlands.
6 Room House and Garage, Lights, City Water,
Highlands.
7 Room House, Winter street, Hardwood Floors,
fine condition (large lot, price very low if sold
at once).
Small Wood Lot at South Thomaston.
Small Wood Lot at West Rockport.
Several Low Priced Cottage Lots, Crescent
Beach.
Large Business Let on Winter street.
Large Business Lot on Park Street.
One of the Best Farms, 4 miles out of city, 95
acres of Land.
2C0 Acres Shore Property, near Belfast, overlooking the bay.
6 Houses, almost new in Camden. All small
size. Prices from $2500 to $3850.
Store and Fixtures, $1800. Stock. House and
Bam and Garage. To be sold at once, all for
44500. Good location in city.
Cottage with Cement Cellar, Improvements. All
Furnished.
Large Shore Front, Fireplace, 5
Bedrooms. Owl's Head, $3000.
2 Very Low Priced Lots on Broadway.
Fine Farm, West Rockport. Cuts 20 Tons Hayj
50 Fruit Trees. Low price if sold at once.
Restaurant, fine location, for sale.

Wills probated: John Simpson late
or itoekland. Myrtle 1.. Simpson anil I f
John D. Simpson Exrs.; Miles D.
Watts late of Thomaston, Rose S. ■
Gas Kilns
Watts Exx.: Helen F. Vose late of
Arthur Marks has left the crew
here and gone to work for Walter
Cushing. Edwin S. Vose Exr.: Mary ».
Maurer 4it the Five Kilns.
F. Bartlett late of Rockland, Frances >
Ed Eaton is helping out in the
L- Bicknell Exx.; Mary Ellen Lynn
DIOCESE DUCKS IT
masons’ crew for a' few days while'
late of Rockland, Katherine M. Lynn
epaii s are being made on No. 3
Exx.: Juliet E. Calderwood late of
episcopalians Decline To
kilns.
Vinalhaven, Lottie 11. Carver and
Clinton L. Calderwood Exrs.; Ed
Quarries
Take Definite Action On
ward J. Cook late of Warren. Alice
Austin Young returned Tuesday
A. Cook Exx.: Theora Taylor Gould
Dry Issue.
after a two weeks’ trip to Portland
late of Rockland, Edward C. Paywhere he lias been receiving medical
son Exr.: Annie J. Mank late of
By a vote of 60 to 27. the annua!
reatmentWarren. Isaac X. Mank Exx.: George
Another bard rock quarry is being convention of the Episcopal diocese
p
E Orcutt late of Rockland, Mary A.
• » ♦ •
tarted just below No. 1 Quarry.
of Maine voted Thursday to lay on
Orcutt Exx.
I
think
“
Fairies
of
the
Mist
”
was
Hydrate Mill
In
the
Boston
Sunday
Globe
-of
OVER
70
YEARS
OF
SUCCESS
the table the resolution by Rev. John
Wills filed for notice; George A.
one of the loveliest things I have May 16 appeared an article by Gard
The mill is in operation night and
Barlow late of Rockport, naming Ro
Furrer of Bangor, endorsing pro
ay now on account of the increased
setta A. Price Exx.: Lucy A. Ward Parker T. Fuller,Mirst and final, Ed ever seen, and the effect of the ner Jackson which I wish everyone
hibition, the Volstead Act, and the
little
dancers
clad
in
thedaintiest
interested
in-music
in
schools
and
demand
for
land
lime
and
hydrate.
late of Rockland, naming Adelaide ; ward C. Payson Exr.: Eva II. Bev
Amendment,
without
W. Snow Exx.; B. Ellsworth Spear 1 eridge, first and final, Burnham white ballet costumes through the among juniors could read. While About 85 tons of land lime and 35 Eighteenth
confined to music in the Boston tons of Pilgrim are being produced ‘ommitting the convention to definite
late of Warren, naming Nancy II. llyler Admr.; Fred A. Skinner, first white gauze was most entrancin
••Launeelot-Lisette,” “Papillon,” and schools it can well he applied to every 24 hours.
Spear Exx.; Emma E. Patterson late and final. Clifford iM. Spear Exr.
union regarding the merits of the
Harold Lewis is noting as night issue.
ol Thomaston, naming Webb C. Pat- ! Accounts filed and allowed: Estates ’ Pierrot - Pierrette.” followed close ny school, for the same conditions
behind
in
loveliness.
exist to a certain extent, especially foreman.
lerson Exr.
I Elsa .1. Kavanah. first and final, IL
The convention did. however, ex
And what pleasure the dancing of in the schools in the East. He
Mill No. 2 started on night sched
Petition for probate of will and for L. Grinnell Admr. c. t. a ; Hannah R.
ule last week with tiie following press itself in favor of enforcing all
administration with the will annexed Locke, second. Wilder W. Perry con- La Petite Pearl gave. This dancer. begins his article in this manner?
“laws of God and by man.”
Music alone of the so-called crew: Maker, Jones and Stanley.
granted: Estate Fred S. Lynde late servatoi ; John B. Benner, fust and 13 years of age, is a Bath girl.
The vote to table his resolution,
Robinson, Timponi and Nicolo Leo
of Rockland, Alan L Bird Admr. final, L. ara E. Benner Exx.; Nathan Pearl Oliver by name. She lias been fads and frills’ of public school
came at the end of a long discussion
training
ever
since
a
very
young
education
has
never
met
strenuous
are
operating
Mill
1
on
the
night
c. t. a.
II. Allen, first and final. Amory B.
cn the subject, and the motion that
child, always having displayed un opposition. But it has been com shift.
Petition for probate of foreign will j Allen Admr. c. t. a.
no definite action be taken on it
usual
talent
in
this
direction,
and
pelled
to
face
indifference.
Tiie
other
Jimmie
I.inckey,
Reuben
Wot
ton,
filed for notice: Estate Annette
Accounts filed for notice: Estate
Spencer Kelso late of Absecon, X. J., I Edward M- Tolman, second, Austin already dances as a professional. frills’ have been strengthened by Victor Prescott, Alvah Kent and was made by Gharles B. Clark, for
Her skill and versatility were shown attack. Music has had to grow on Newell Day have joined the jobbers’ mer Mayor of Portland, and treasur
naming Geoige R. Kelso Exr.
.1. Moody conservator.
er of the diocese of Maine.
Petitions for administration grant
Inventories filed: Estates John B. in the various dances she gave on sufferance; John A. O’Shea, director rew.
The original motion brought be
ed: Estates Annie V. Thomas late of Benner, $3350.85; Zadoc B. Smith, the program, the “Peacock Dance” of music in the Boston public
Five Kilns
fore the convention on Tuesday was
a toe dance: tiie character dance schools, calls it ‘passive endorse
North Haven, Robert A. Calderwood i $1756.59; Orel E. Davies, $22062.92.
No. 2, 3 and 4 kilns started up tiie that the annual convention of the
with Ruth Dondis; the acrobatic ment.’
Admr.: Ida G. Elliot late of Thomas
9th of .May with the following crews: Piotestant Episcopal Church of dio
dance in which some very real
“Yet in spite of this condition, the
ton, Frank 1» Elliot Admr.; George ■
HE CAN AFFORD IT
No. 2, Ingleson, Bodman, Russell;
E. Gleason late of Camden. Earl H. I
stunts were pulled off; and lastly development of music in the Boston No. 3, .Marks, Mank. Rogers; No. 4. cese of Maine go on record as en
Dyer Admr.; Alice M. Thorndike late j Reported That Hiram Abrams, Film the Charleston, which was a real public schools has been remarkable, Robinson. Stevens, Christo. George dorsing prohibition, the Volstead Act
of Camden. Maude M. Thorndike ’ PZagnatc, Will Retire From Busi Charleston. She is very graceful and a demonstration of this was Christo has left the crew and Eu- and the Eighteenth Amendment.
This resolution was amended by
and possesses a dainty, refined type given last Tuesday whe n 2.000 gert Dyer is taking his place on
Admx.; Arthur H. Pillsbury late of ! ness.
John F. A Merrill of Portland, for
of beauty — small features, blonde children gathered in Symphony Hall No 4.
Thomaston,
Arlie
M.
Pillsbury i
mer United States district attorney,
in a public school singing exhibition
Admx.; Frank O. Crockett late of j Hiram Abrams, one of the promi hair and small honed
No. 1 kiln is expected to be set to read as follows: “Resolved, that
accompanied by the High School
North Haven. Fremont Beverage 1 nent figures in the production end
afire this week with Fred Clayton. L. the convention of the diocese of
Admr.
The other evening while down Symphony Orchestra of 70 players E. Smith ami Leon Fletcher as kiln Maine declares itself unreservedly in
of the motion picture industry, and
Petitions for administration filed president of the United Artists Cor town I dropped into Temple Hall But a conversation with Mr. O’Shea tenders.
favor of the enforcement of the Vol
and granted: Estates Anson X. poration. who wns interested in Bath and saw the entertainment preced reveals much more than this. For
Silas Dodge. Fred Collins and Jud
Bucklin late of Thomaston, A. I). moving picture theatres for many ing tiie R. & R. Relief Association’s instance, there are 71 violin classes, son Rector have joined the Jobbers* stead Act, and that this convention
urges that an educational -campaign
Davis Admr ; .Mary 1. Ingraham late
ranging from 12 to 25 in each clas.< crew.
years, will retire permanently from annual May dancing party. It was
with all possible vigor for the
of Camden. Job W.'Ingraham Admr. business within two years and come a real entertainment, especially the meeting once a week for lessons
sti engthening of sound public opin
Petitions for administration filed
from
skilled
instructors,
including
skit “The Old Maid’s Convention.”
hack to Maine to live.
ion on the matter of prohibition be
that
are
former
Symphony
players.
That
’
s
a
applicable
to
our
own
for notice: Estates Alvah E. Carle
In preparation for his return to in which several of our home girls
undertaken.” This amendment also
schools.
late of Cushing, naming Alvah R.
minimum
of
852
pupils.
The
children
Maine, his native State. Mr. Abrams of an ago far below what is known
w..s tabled.
•’ark* Admr.: Glover M. Titus late of
as tiie “Old Maid” age participated pay only 25 cents a lesson: the city
Rev. G. S. Robinson of Lewiston
’Home. Sweet Home” still proves
Union, naming Edna M. K early lias bought a 96-acre farm in Poland Three of the girls who did particu Applies the hooks and the stands
Admx.: Sarah G. Wooster late of across the lake from the 'Poland larly well in this skit were Lime and such necessities. The instru the most popular ballad among the expressed himself as opposed to pro
Warren, naming Caroline I). Talbot Spring House, where he plans to Corporation office girls. Miss Marie ments are loaned the children for English. More than twice as many hibition. stating that it had created
Admx.. Mary S. Morris late of St. make his home.
the nominal sum of $2 per year. In votes were cast in the Royal Free a new class of law breakers known
Less than 20 years ago when Mr. Brown, Miss Beulah Hokes apd Mrs cases where payment of this sum Hospital $5,000 ballot for this song as “bootleggers,” and that it did not
George, naming lad i X C. Morris
Carrie Douglass; and another Lime
Admx.; Fred M. Pease late of Hope, Abrams left Portland to enter the Corporation girl (L. R. R. R. Co. would work hardship, it is not than for any of the other famous mean prohibition for all classes.
Kenneth C. M. Sills, president of
naming Tda E. Pease Admx.: Melzer ' producing end of motion pictures, he MTice) was Miss Lena Lawrence, required, and instruments that are ballads. “Annie Laurie” and “Auld
Payson late of Warren, naming X. B. -aid ti. his friends. "I will come back whose accompaniments added much unusually bulky and of an odd Lang Syne” were the next tw< Bowdoin College, was among those
wno spoke for prohibition.
to Maine either dead broke or a mllEastman Admr.
to tiie occasion. Quite some talent nature, are loaned free. It is made favorites. The order of the popu
Petitions to determine inheritance i Bonaire.’’
larity of the 14 ballads selected
possible for the children to pur
for
one
corporation
to
produce,
espe
A SUGGESTED HEADLINE
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Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stanley have
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LAST

23 Cottages.

Locations
Rockland, Thomaston, Waldoboro, Jefferson,
Union, West Rockport, Rockport, Camden,
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Swan’s Island, Matinicus, Near Bar Harbor, and Bluehitl, Owls
Head, South Thomaston, Spruce Head, Clark's
Island, Cushing, Friendship.

TELL

TEL. 1080

283 MAIN ST., R0CKL1RD

CHICHESTER S PILLS

VEEDOL FORZOL
The greatest oil on the market for Ford cars.
Drain the old oil from your Ford and refill with
Forzol, and if the grabbing of bands in the trans
mission is not relieved inside of 100 yards the
dealers will refund your money. Make a new car
out of your old one. For sale by dealers as listed

below.

HARRY SMITH, South Thomaston
WEST END GARAGE, Thomaston
CENTRAL GARAGE, Warren
MEDOMAK GARAGE, Waldoboro
R. J. HEALD, West Rockport
ROY GOULD, East Union
M. M. MESSER, Union
L. M. JOHNSON, Washington
C. W. HANNON, Burkettville
JOHNSON & MINK, Appleton
CHESTER SIMMONS, Friendship
E. H. BARTER, Tenant’s Harbor
}

(ROCKLAND)

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES
FLY’S GARAGE
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE STA.
DOHERTY’S GARAGE
LASSELL’S GARAGE
SNOW-HUDSON CO.
E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
i
«
I. L. SNOW CO.
t
1
I
W. N. BENNER
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

GLENCOVE GARAGE, Glencove
C. E. RHODES, Rockport
HIGHLAND SQUARE GARAGE, Rockport
A. R. GRINNELL, Camden
BENNETT’S GARAGE, Camden
ELWELL’S GARAGE, Camden
BAILEY’S GARAGE, Camden
HOWE’S GARAGE, Camden
MARINE SUPPLY CO., Camden
SAWYER’S REPAIR SHOP, Camden
A. M. ROSS, Lincolnville Center

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER PROPERTY
THE BEAUTIFUL PROPERTY OF THE BODWELL GRANITE
CO. AT SPRUCE HEAD IS OFFERED FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
It is ideally located on what is probably the most rugged and
picturesque section of the Maine Coast, overlooking Outer
Penobscot Bay, the Islands and White Head Life Saving Station.

C. B. PAINE, Augusta, Maine
Receiver of Bodwell Granite Co.

